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DEDICATION.

To truth seekers everywhere, this sincere but imperfect attempt to evolve the truth, contained in the profusion
of mysterious phenomena, popularly designated Modem
Spiritual Manifestations, which, during the past fifteen years,
have presented themselves for investigation to candid and
enquiring minds in all countries, is respectfully dedicated
by the Author, with the hope that it . ~y be the means of
directing the attention of honest and capable investigators

to a subject which embraces within itself many extraordinary
physical and psychological phenomena, the proper analysis
and classification of which are of the utmost importance, in
order that the cause, or causes, may be properly understood,
and unjustifiable scepticism be removed on the one hand, and
pernicious credulity on the other.
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INTRODUCTION.

Without controversy this endeaYour to describe the truth,
and expose the errors contained in the physical, physiological,
and psychological phenomena, designated " Modem Spiritual
Manifestations," and the inferences drawn from them, will be
received with indifference, if not with contempt, by the
majority of those who open the pages of this work. That
reoeption will not surprise any one who has studied the histories of remarkable diaoovt'riea.
Truth has invariably to fight .ita way into favour. The
cou:rse of probation may be long, but suooesa is the inevitable
result £>f patient and well directed effort. 'l'he writer of a
leading article, in the " Timd' of March 3rd, asks a
very pertinent question when he says, " How often must
a great truth come forth to light, · and be · revived and
overborne, and lapse back into obscurity, before it achievea
general acoeptation 1" Cuvier boldly withstood the t.heory of
Buckland, that mammalian animals existed in a low form of
aedimentary rock ; and Cuvier in his turn W88 opposed by the
~avant& of Paris, when he contended that opossum-like
creatures had, in remote ages, lived in the neighbourhood of
that city, and that the teeth of them had been found in Montmartre Quarries. Both facts are now universally admitted.
In the present work I have endeavoured to condense a description of ten years' enquiries into myeterious phenomena ;
and now for the font time I exprees my oonvictiona aa to their
specific origin, the personality, and identity of th& agents
' produciDg the ~ and the value ol th618 modem events
u monl and religioua -aenoi•
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Having, ten years ago, heard much of the marvellous
occurrences that were reported to have taken place in the
United States of America, seeing that the phenomena were
authenticated by the testimonies of many reputable and
capable persons, and knowing that the more elementary
manifestations were making their appearance in England, I
resolved to el!ter; upon a f~l" ~xa.mina.tion of'.thfJ subject, and
determined "not to bend ·to 'one side or' the· other until I
had obtained a sufficient number of facts, heard the testimonies of all with w}lom I was &Qquainted, who had examined
the question, and read all the best works, pro and con, which
my means and time would enable me to compass. During
eight years of close investigation I ~fully avoided committing myself to any theory, and, for the la8t two years, despite
the attempts of friends and opponents to drive me to the
expreBBion of definite views respecting personality and identity, I resolved to have my convictions firmly .matured before
venturing to expreBB any opinions.
Those opinions are now contjl.ined in this work. A colloquy
between Dr. Fenwick and tbe female attendant of Margrave,
in Sir :K B. Lytton's "Strange Story," aptly illustrates my
own case in this matter. ·" Do you believe in that which you
seek 1" sbe asked in her foreign, melodious, and melancholy
accents. " I have' no belief," was my answer; " true science
bas none; true science questions all things; and takes nothing
on credit. .It knows but three states of mind, DENIAL, OoNVICTION, and the vast interval between the two, which is not
belief, but the suspension of ju~ent."
·
The effect of the conclusions, to which I have at length
arrived, will perhaps be to alienate. ardent spiritualists, who
think they have good reason for believing that they are in
frequent intercourse with the spirits of their departed friends;
to draw down the scorn of those who are learned in materialistic
philosophy; and to be pooh-poohed by sc~olists and smatterers
in natural, psychological, and theological lore, who are conceited enough to suppose that they have reached the truth
in all these matters, and that anything beyond their limited
experience must be false.
The phenomena that are adduced in the following pages, •
as having come within my own ob11ervation, I have. been
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vii.earefu.l to -under~tate, rather tban 'otlerata~ ; and some facts are
introduced whieh appear to militate agaiost the super-mundane
origin of which I believe are extra-mundane phenomena.
These have been recorded, because I desire to place before
my readers. descriptions· ·of phenomena. which. most nearly
approximate to those that I think are pl'oduced by extranatural agency, in order that both sides of the question may
be fairly represented, and that investigators may thus be ·able
to. form opiniQns based upon an extensive variety of extraordinary physical and psychological facts.
Natural laws are
without doubt, kno.wn to produce more marvellous phenomena, tluw .the _majority of ordi~ well educated persons
will allow to be ucribed to them.
The · earlier portions of this production consist, .for the
most ·part, of letters addressed to local papers, and of six
lectures delivered in one· of the largest halls in Newcastle to
very large and· attentive audiences.
Some portionli of the lectures bear only indirectly on the
questions at issue, but ·as those parts are brief, and tend to
illustrate and establish certain principles laid down in the
lectures, it is-thought undesirable to omit them.
I have not, either in the letters or lectures, said anything
that I feel necessary to retract. I have advanced cautiously,
step by step, and been careful ·not to take any position that
I did ~ot perceive was both logically and experimentally
defensible. For this caution I now feel tb.a.nkf'ul. · Had I, in
my ardent pursuit of infolination on this vexed subject, formed
conclusions as hastily, and on such insufficient evidence, as
appears ~ satisfy the ~ority of enquirers, both believer• and
unbeliever•, I should hli.ve had cause for deep regret.
I lul.ve endeavoured to give a plain, and, I trust, intelligible description of the phenomena which occurred through
the mediumship of Mr. Foster--phenomena which have
produced the most diverse opinions in the minds of those
who were present at the seances; a few of whom believe the
whole to be the result of trick and legerdemain; some suppose
them to be a mixed influence of clairvoyance, thought-read·
ing, and jugglery ; others receive them as phenomena produced through Mr. Foster by agents from the invisible world
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the ~of which are heightened by the akill of the mediuui;
a. few reoeive them .. genuine and boba-6de apirit
oommunica.tiona (rom the agents who profeu to be oom-ml mioa.ting.
I aha.ll endea.volll? calmly and diapusiona.tely, to eumine
these theories, and expound and defend that which appeara to
me most closely to tq>proa.ch truth.
In the oonoluding chapters of this work I have endeavoured
to place before my rea.del'l!l a ~ooinct statement of the value of
modem spiritualistic teachings, and the position of llpiritualism
ns an educational agency. It will be seen that, while modem
mysterious phenomena fullyimpre81l the vast majority of those
who examine them with the oonviction that they are in
direct interoo111'8e with'the inhabitant. of the spiritual world,
they nevertheless lead to f1Very conceivable variety of opinion
as to the value of the t.eaobinga, and &ll to the oa.ture of the
spirit world itself; and thus, inatead of alianatiDg ~
men and women from the purest revelation of the divine will
with which we have yet been favoured, they t~~entually le4<l
ho~est and reverential enquirer& to the only source from
which they can obtain approxima.tel1 satisfactory information
respecting the spiritual world and spui.tual things.
I a.m. perfectly oollllCious of the numerous imperteotiona
which exist in these page~, but, should this attempt to defend
shamefully misrepre18Dted phellODlen& lead more capable
investigators to their examina.tioll and defence, and shield
earnest and impulaive minds from forwing hasty opinions, I
ahall be amply repaid.

and

T. P.

BARKAS.
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MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
EARLY HISTORY AND LETTERS.
The subject of Modern Spiritualism waa first brought
prominently before the public in the North of England by the
publication in January, 1804, of two letters in the columns
the N~ Ckronick. The letters were headed "Suppoeed
Conversation with Inhabitants of the Spiritual World," and
excited considerable attention. No further steps were taken
for openly bringing the question before the northern public
until October and November, 1856, when I addreesed six
letters to the Editor of the Nmh of England Newt and·Adwrtiaer. These letters oalled forth a 1arge amotint of criticism,
and had the effect of directing general attention to the subject
of spiritualism. They consisted for the most part of reconls oC
proceedings which took place in the presence of a personal
friend in a distant part of the country. The conoludmg remark in this series of letters was, " If aaked what produces
these phenomena, I reply, I do not known any K.A.TEBIAL LA1f8
which wm account for them."
With the exception of three or four lectures by myaelf ia
and near N ewcaatle, and an occasional negative article in the
pages of the newspapers, no special excitement oo the subject
of modem spiritualism exis~ed in the northern counties until
November, 1860, when I commenced a series of twenty letters
to the Editor of the N&rtk. of .England Newt and Ad~.
These letters appeared weekly ; they drew forth eight leading
articles from the editor of the paper, forty-three letters from
correspondents, the majority being on the negative side, and
five poetical effusions, burlesquing the enquiry, and ridiculing
the enquirers. I shall best bring before my readers the
COUl'lle of enquiry I pursued, the nature of the defence I set
up, and the conclusions to which I had arrived at the time of
writing the letters referred to, by quoting the principal parts
of the communications1 only omitting such portions as had
special reference to letters of opponents, which were mere
interruptions to the stream of communications I forwarded,
and which would not be understood unlesa the oppoerition
letters were also published.

of
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LETTER I.

'I'll-.

"' ProYe all thlllgs, hold ra. that which Ill piMI." -bit.
c. 5. T. Ill.
There are more thlup In heaveD lllld .n.h, Homt.ID, thaD are dreuDecl
of In JOilr phllo8ophy."-S~.
"Facta are cblela that wlnna dtng, an duii'IIA be dllp~"-Btmu.
" That wblch we lalow ia Utd.e, thlt of which we are lgnol'llllt llllmmenae. "

L4Pl4ce.

"'nlere etmeawiae man and a fool; the wile

Gild IN..wt«t ; the fool dMildMl."

Jllllll

Aeard,

~.

To the Editor of tl~ North of England .Ad~.
Sm,-Delil:ierately, in the face of sneering, contempt, risk
oC reputation, dogmatiBTD, aud prejudice, and supported by a
amall number of candid inquirers, sincere believers, and oonTiction of truth, I profess myself a. believer in the phenomena
and facts of spiritualism. In other words, I believe that the
phenomena, commonly called spiritual ma.nifeatations, occur ;
that they are produced in .a. great maJority of 08888 without
trick, collusion, or mechanical oontrivanoe, that the higher phenomena. cannot be produced by mechanical oontrivanoe; and
that suoh phenomena. are produoed by some uncorpon!jl.},
intelligent, and invisible agent or agents.
Let it not be understood that I 8tiiJert all manifestations,
palmed off as spiritual, are genuine, nor, that all the teachings
by 1uea.ns of table-tipping, mysterious knookinga, automatic or
Bpirit writings, are reliable ; I believe no such thing, and have
no wish te defend such a position. I am only responsible for,
and prepared to defend, what I persona.lly auert to be true in
relation to physical manifestations, and in referenoe to the
personality and teachings of spirits.
With these prelimina.cy remarks let us proceed to the ex~
plana.tion of the subject.
In the Old and New Testament records we have frequen~
reference to, and illustrations of, spiritual appearances and
teachings. To all, therefore, who believe the scriptures, the
possibility of spiritual manifestations, and of direct and indirect spirit teaching, is indisputable. I me.y refer to Adam,
Abraham, Belshazzar, Hagar, Isa.a.c, Lot, M:oses, Saul, Mary,
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Christ, Peter, and John; angel at aepulobre, apostle libetated
from priaon, &c., &c. Indeed from the first chapter in Geneeie
to the lut·in Revelaticma, the Bible is almostone ·continuOUII

reoord of spiritual manifestatiODB. To those who do not believe
the Bible, or who do not believe the mi.raclea in the .Bible,
these recent spiritual phenomena come 88 demonstrative evidence of the possibility of spiritual interference, and, in numerous instances, persons who for years have been sceptical 88
to the truthfulness of the miracles, land of the spiritual visitations recorded in the Bible, have beoome sin~ believers in
both.
.
In almost every century since the introd.uctiGn of Oh:ristianity into the world, there have been remarkable, and appa-rently well authenticated, cases of spiritual visitations; and
apparationa.l appearances. I need sca.rcely inform your l'eader8
that so materialistic had the philosophy of the world beoome,
that none but the most credulous, or those who had personally
observed apparitions, believed in their existence ; and so strong
is the prejudice now, that thousands 'Ofpersons who have seen
apparitions, and could bear testimony to the reality and truthfulness of these spiritual appearances, ddre 710t, because of their
fear of ridicule.
A few years ago everything was ascribed to ,natural, material laws, and no forces but mechanical and muscular forces
were supposed to be possible in our present state of existence.
Hence the blliid unreasoning prejudice with which modern
spiritual manifestations have- been met, and the absence of
that candour and severe love of truth and fair play· \fbich
characterise the majority of intelligent men when anything ia
testified to, which does not come across their strong prejudices.
I am far from asserting that we ought to devote o\U'IIelves ~
the investigation of eTery scheme and supposed disoonry pro:
pounded 'by every hair-brained fanatic ; but when we haw
remarkable, and apparently im.pouible phenomena, testified to
by hundreds of respectable men and ~men, many of whom
occupy high educational positions, and none of .whom have
anything but soom and contempt to gain if their testimony
prove false, it then beoomea our duty to investigate, or; at
least, to refrain from expressing an opinion, until we have
investigated. Con6dent of the result, a fair and open inquiry
is all spiritualists solicit.

.
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In my next COOlDlunications, I ahal1, Witli your permiliioli,
give a sketch of the history of spiritualism in America and in .
England, the testimonies of some of the principal investigaton
in both countries, and my peraonal testimony and experieD.0811
in the examination of these remark:abW phenomena.

LETTER II.
Letter II. contained a sketch of modern spiritual manifes.
tatioDB in America, with a . brief a.ooount of the prilicipal
phen91Dena and the names of the chief investigators. .As the
eubstanoe of the. letter is contained in a lecture which appea.rlf
in a subeequent pt!rl of this volume, it is here omitted.

LETTER III.
· "Dare I say
No t!pllite,.. bnketbe 111114
That R&Ja him from the native land,

Where ll.rst he walked when claapt In clay , .._2'ftln,-.

" Then the fonns ot the departed
Enter at th01 open door,
TIM beloftd. the tzue..~
Oome to vlait. me once wore. -L&r&g/UIIN• .

BIB;-In bringing before your readers my ~ testimony relative to the phenomena of spiritualism, it may not
be out of place to obErve thil,t the value of te&timo!)y depends
not so muoh upon quafll4ty as qualicy; the evidence of twelve
really competent men being of more value. than that of 1,000
or 10,000 incompetent. Another feature in reference tote&timony is worthy of notice, viz., that the ~ remar~ble,
unexpected, and apparently impossible the phenomena testified to; the more numerous, reliable, and skilled in material
and peyohologioal science, and trained in habits of observation,
should be the witn881188. I lay no ola.im to &.JlY extraordinary
lkill or knowledge, but ask to be recognised as an average obaerver and a truthful narrator of what I have seen, heard,
and felt.
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I shall be careful rather to 'l!-ft4er~UJ,k than overstate the
facts which have come before me, and will not, for the purposE!
of establishing my position, wilfully avoid noticing what appear to me to be the weak points in the evidence tor the
genuineness and extra-natural character of the phenomena.
Not being a special pleader, anxious to defend a position, be it
true or fa.lse, but only deei.rolis to dieoover truth, if it can be
shown, that the phenomena I have seen, and may yet see, ani
illusory and deceptive, I shall give up my present views at any
sacrifice, and bear 88 patientlY. 88 I can the contempt to which
my imperfect observations and rash conclusions entitle me.
I may state to thoee of yonr reada-s who do. noi know me,·
that I have devoted a considerable portion of my life to the·
study of the -natural sciences, and have perhaps seen and read
more of mesmerism, hypnotism, electro-biology. pbreocrmesmerism,clairvoyanoe,electricity,galvanism,ID8@lletism,odylism,
optics, acoustics, and other kindred arts and soienoee, than
the average of educated persons.
.
: I claim, therefore, to know the substance of what baa been4
done by these instrumentalities, and allowing the widest sweep
fo..- ea.oh and a.U of them, I (lll.Wlot aooount for the manifeete.tiona
I have witnessed on ordinarily recognised material. or pyachologioal principles.
(I here omit a description of the rudimentary phenomeb&··
whi~h QOO\U'1'ed between January, 1854, and November. 1855.)
From JanU&l'J 12, 1854, to September 17, 1660, I had obsen:ed mapy remarkable, and, to me, inexplicable phenomena
in coxwaxion with table moving, had oonl!8rsed with great nlUD..
hera of behevers and. unbelievers, had read soores of books and
hundreds of pamphlets ood papers on the subject of spiritualism, and could not, until I bad witnessed the phenomen& which
were preaented to me, in London, on the eveninga of Tu.esday,
Wednesday, .and Thunday, September 18, 19, and 20, 186Q,
believe in what is PQpularly desigoaied the .aupernatural or
spiritual ~ of the phenomena. On tbese ·ev:e~ I re-:
oeived what is to me satisfactory evidence, thai no na~-·
material, or psychological law, under tQ.e OOiltrol of, or aolely
i.nJluenoed by; any embodied hQDl8.D. being, could pr«lq.oe wha$:
I then saw, bean:l1 and felt. My letwr of tJlls week has, I fG&l',
extended already to too great a length. I, th~ore,rell8l'Ve the
deecription of the~ I atteDded in London until nat w• .
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LETTER IV.

s:::;,.

" The generality of per80DII, bf whom the moet Important md reliable lnfor..tlon mlg!R 1M
bltre bien ed~ IUe the babll of
it eaUrelY. or commu
It with &real cautlon, lelt It allbjeci them to the odlo1111
lllsplclon or belna weak; YialoiiU')', eredlllowt, aupentltloua, or partlallJI.na&ne."

--nuc

"'"""""'
...,.,.. -DO 111018,"1114 Illlllo, "hrlll DOtmchriall:etoJIIIia..
"1'baUhedeiMlue

.m --.!not the concurrent and unlYeraaJ teltlmonf of all ljf8ll, and of aU natlona

. - .~~...:f.lnlon, wbtcb lll'8ftl1ll u far 111 ~ aatare Ia dlmaied, cmdtl

......

.

Clllllfbw"- tnA"-BaM~tw,

SrR,-On Monday the 17th of September, I left Newcastle
for London; and, on Tueeday morning, oalled apon Mr.
Pitman, Patemoeter Row, the publisher of the Sptritual MagaWM, to asoertain the address of its editor. I was referred t&
an eminent bookseller in Holbom ; and, on calling upon him,
at fiTe o'olook: in the afternoon, I reeeived the addresaes of
three mediums, two of whom were mediums for physical manihtations, and the other for oral oomm.unioati·:ma. I selected
the physiilal m&nif'estation mediums 88 the moat likely ·to
present ·to me reliable phenomena in the field of modem
spiritualism.
I went to the residence of the mediums, in company
with a gentleman who lodged at the same boarding ho\186 with
myself. We reached their place of abode about eight delock.
The house is located in a poor neighbourhood, ~md the m~
dium&-who are pool'-OCCupied two rooms on the eeoond
floor. On entering the room, we found 888elllbled the tw&
mediumft, one a stout and unintellectnal-looking lady, about
sixty years of age, and the other her niece, a married lady,
apparently about twenty-one Ye&r8 of age, but neither very
quick nor intelligent. I remarked, on entering the room, that
we were oome·to observe spiritual manifestatiOilB, and would.
be glad to be allowed to remain as spectators. The dder medium, whom I shall for the future notice 88 'Mrs. M., aa.id;
"·You a.re quite welcome." I immediately proeeeded to take
,stock of the apartment, and the people who were in it. The
aise of the room is about 24, feet by 16 feet, and wu 'Y8r"f
poorly furnished. There were in it two round tables., stancting
on oeotral pillar8 ; one table, ·about
feet, the other 4, feet
diameter; a chest of thawers, about a doHD ohairs, a few in-

2t
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ferior picturea, and light curtaiDB to the two windowa, completed the furnishing of the room. Thete was no carpet on
the floor, and no drapery on the tables. Two candles were
b1li'Ding on the larger table. There we~e present when we
entered four ladies and four gentlemen. Mrs. M., her niece,
a lady visitor, a gentleman, whom I afterwards learned is an
artist, and a young imbecile-looking man, were sitting round
the small table. The wife of the artist was sittiug at a little
diaiance from the table, and two gentlemen, apparently sixty
years of age, wete sitting as spectators at a distance of about
eight feet. When we entered the room, Mrs. M. said to the
agent moving the table, " Are either of these strangera to sit
down with ns i" We received the answer that I was. I sat
down nea.r the table, and the whole of the persons in the oirol•
reated the tips of their fingers 011 it. We immediately got
replies to several questions, some of which were true, and othena
oould not be authenticated. At the expiration of about fifteeq
minutes I asked if the agent C&Wiing the knocking~~ oould teU
me my name, and received three a.ffirma.tive raps. I may here
mention \hat answera to questioua were sometimes given by the
table riaiDg up on two legs, and striking the floor with the
third ; but more generally by knockings of various degrees ol
loudness and inteoaity in various parts of the floor, on the
ohairs, on the table, and often, at my request, immediately
belaw tltat part of the top of the table on which my hands
rested. I oould distinctly feel the vibrations through the
table top. Having been promised my surname, I proceeded
to repeat the alphabet. and knockinga tooit place at various
letten, none of which letters at all corresponded with my name.
It ia .somewhat rem&l'kable that on no occaaion within my remembrance, not even.when the mediums knew me, have I had
my name, or particulars about myself,oorrectlytold. It waa now
asked if we might be permitted to ~ spirit hands, and an
~wer in the affi.rmati.ve was given by the agent moving the
table. We left the smaller table, and proceeded to the Iuoger.
While this change was going ou, two gentleman viaitora entered
the room, one of whom, together with th088 who had previoualy eat at the small table, sat down round the larger one.
I sat with my back to the windows, and a space of about three
feet in length was left unoccupied at that part of the table
opposite to me. Mrs. M. eat at the left Bide of the spaee, aud

8.'
her niece on the right. The 'Calldlee were :Dow put out, and a
small hand-bell was placed upon the floor about three feet
from the table ; it was rung vigorously for about a minute.
· During this time the light from the street was sufficiently
bright to enable me to see, with considerable distinctness, the
&ces and hands of the persons at the table, and the varioua
spectators in the room. All the hands of the operators were
on the table, and no other person sat or stood within a diata.nce of six or eight feet of U& We were now told to expect
the appearance of spirit hands. There were numerous knookings in various parts of the room, and the table cover, which
was composed of oil cloth, and was about two inches in diameter larger than the top of a table, and lay loosely .on it, was,
&t that part opposite to me, rw.sed up two or three times. We
were now on the qui vive for the appearance of the spirit bantU.
A gentleman who sat between Mrs. M. and myself, and whom
I had, on entering the room, set down as of infirm mind, suddenly plunged his hand beneath the table, and at the same inatant
the younger medium rose screaming from her chair. She Mid
she felt something like a heavy log fall into her lap, arul
the weak-minded gentleman said he felt something like a
human arm, which vanished beneath his grasp. The young
lady would no longer sit in what appeared to be a dangerous
position, and I exchanged places with her. For a coiiBiderable
time neither knookings nor any other :manifestations could be
obtained. TQ.e circle seemed to be disorganised, and I en·
deavoured, but in vain, to get a little light into the mind of
the gentleman who had created the disturbance. The candles
were re-lighted, a few of us proceeded to the small tAble, aDd
several rapping communications were received, none of whidl
11rere of much importance.
This evening's proceedings did not greatly indueuoe me in
favour of the unmixed genuineness of the phenolll81la, a.nd I
resolved next night to go early, and make a close examinatioq,
of the whole proooedi.ngs.. Before leaving the room, I turned
the tables upside down, and made a minute examination of
them,. and of th~ floor. No mechanical contrivance · of my
kind was visible, In my next, I will give details of the t1e00ncl
a.nd describe phenomena that appe&l" to me to be inexplicable or any known natural material on psyohologi.eal prin·

.-nee,
cjplea.

.

..
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SECOND S.EA.NOll IN· THE HOUSE OF
MRS. M., IN LONDON.
LETI'ER V.
"We talk of a credulous vulgar without always tee~~llectlng that there fa a
l'II1F credulity which, in hiatoilcal matters, ae well aa those In religion, linda It
. _ ro dotobC tA<m tD -mu.., IIDd endu.YOUN to UllllDUI the credit of an ~
fo"!1 by denying whatever happens to be beyond tho vory limited comprehension
of me public."-8ir W.UW Scott.

Sm,-In my last communication I endeavoured to give
your readers a sketch of the occurrences which took place at
the first 3eance 1 attended in London. To-day I attempt a
pen and ink sketch of the second. On Wednesday evening,
September 19th, 1860, I entered the residence of Mrs. M., at
aeven o'cloek, and was shown into an unoccupied room. Being
alone, I took an opportunity of making a minute examination
of the place. At the expiration of about five minutes Mrs.
M. enten!d, and we engaged in conversation on the subject of
spiritualism ; in a few minutes we were joined by a tall, gentlemanly-looking person, whom I afterwards learned was Mr. Coleman, the author Qf one of the letters in defence of spiritualism,
which appeared in the Morning Star; he was followed, in a few
minutes, by Mrs. M.'s niece.
We immediately formed
a party round the small table, and after sitting three
minutes, the table began to give signs of activity. A great
number of questions were asked by Mr. C., and answers we~
:received. I again asked for my name, but ·without suooee&
We then proceeded to the large table, and, while we were
being seated, the artist and the young lady, who were present
on the previous evening, entered the rodm and joined the
circle. I sat at the side of the table most distant from the
wintiow, and a space of three feet at that part of the table
nearest the window was left urioeoupied. The distance of the
table from the window was about felur feet. Mrs. M. and her
nieee sat on my right, the young lady, Mr. C., ami the artist,
on my left. 'l'he candles were extinguished, but the light
from the street enabled me to recognise the features of the
eompany, and to write without difficulty. · We asked·to see
spirit hands, but our wish was not acceded to. Mr. C. took
five pieoes of paper, about the size of note paper, and making
them qUite level, they were laid near the window, at a dist&lto&
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of four feet from any of us. I almoet im111.ediately he&f'd a
crumpling sound &lllOng the paper~, aa if they were being
turned over, and in a short time the young medium said, " I
fe.el something on my knee." I said, "See what it iB." She
put down her hand and produoed a. bundle of paper. I took,
opened, and counted them, a.nd found there were four pieces.
I said, " Five were laid down ; will you please to see if any
pieces are on the fioor i" The artist went to the window and
produced the remaining sheet of paper. Mr. C. said to me,
"Did you ever feel the spirit graepi" I B&i.d, "No." "Could
you bear to feel it 1" I said," Certainly, I am prepared to
bear a.nything that does not seriously hurt." He then said,
pointing to me, " Will the spirits touch this gentleman i" I
waa immediately grasped by the right leg, near the a.o.lde,
round the ca.lf; slapped on each Bide of the knee, my foot
lifted up, and troueel'B &trongly pulled several times. Mr. C.
said," Let the gentlema.n feel your five fingerB," and immediately
five impressions in consecutive order were felt, as if a. hand of
five fingers in suocession were run down my leg. I put my
band on my knee, under the table, and said, " please to shake
bands with me ;" but the invitation waa not accepted. At
this stage of the proceedillge, a. gentleman, who waa present on
the previous evening, entered the room, accompanied by a.
gentleman about .21 yea.re of age. The young gentleman ea.t.
down at the table between Mm M. and myself. I said to .him,
" Have you ever attended a meeting of this kind before, or
seen any 'spiritual manifesta.tions1' " · He replied " No." I
said, " Do you know any of the parties at this table i" He
again replied "No." Mr. C. asked "if he had been grasped
by spirits 1" He replied "No." Mr. C. then said "Will the
spirits touch this young gentleman 1" He waa immediately
touched on various parte of hie leg, hie boot waa taken hold
of, and hie knee knocked forcibly against the table top.
It waa then asked if the spirit present knew this young man,
and the answer being in the · affirmative, he waa requested
to repeat the alphabet, commencing with .A, and going forward until knookings took place ; by this meana the name
R-K-Y•N-o-L-D-8 waa knocked out without any hesitation.
I
said, "Is your name Reynolds f' He said, "It iB." Mr. C.
then said, " .Ask who is convel'Bing with you." The young
DWl responded, " Is it my father t" "No." " My mother 1"
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"No." "M:y lliater 1" " No.." "My brother·t" "Yet."
"Will you give me your oame." " Yea." The alphabet wu
again repeated, awl the name 0-B-O-R-G-JI knocked out. ''That,"
the young man said, "was my deceaaed brother's name." A•
thia period a lady awl gentleman entered the room, both of
whom sat at the table, and the C4ndlu ~«re re-lighttd. The
foot, leg, and dress of the lady were pull~ in the same vigoroua
manner as were mine, and no visible agent produced these effects.
We now left the larger table and proceeded to the emaller. Five
sat down; I '08 not among the number. Mr. C. and I conversed
for a few minutes, and he at length said, " Did you ever hear
music played by the spirits1" I replied, " No." He then took
a guitar, which was standing in the comer of the room, and
afW I l6ad canfully ezamirud it, he Mt down, near the table,
l'ellting hia left hand upon it, and betweeu the fiDgers and
thtullb of the rigbS baud he held the upper part of the guitar,
and rested the lower part on the floor. At tM M011Nnt the
guitar touched the floor, the clock. oommenoed to strike nine,.
the guitar aooompanied the clocli perfectly, both as to time and
note. Mr. C.. then said, "Will rw..y lady or gentleman singi".
The young gentlemao, who entered the room with the young
lady, aang a few etanzae, and the guitar aooompanied him with
the greatest precision, no 01U tovclring tM ltri.Rg& I then,
\Ul~Ullted, whistled " Yank.ee Doodle," rw..d was aooompanied by
the guitar. Dv.ring tM whok of thiB time t'IJIO candlu Wllr~
bu.rning in the room. I stood within a foot of the guitar ; n'o
one touched it except Mr. C., and that merely to prevent it
from falling. A gentleman in the 100m was asked to play a
violin ; he played several tunes, and the guitar accompanied
the whole without mieeing a single note. During a part of
this time I 1teld tM guitar, no one else touching it. I felt,
d~, tiM ~ of tM ariftg&
The old gentleman,
who entered the room with Mr. Reynolds, next played on the
violin, and was aooompanied by the guitar. Mr. C. said " Will
the spirits strike the . treble note1" The treble was struck.
" The b888 note1" The b888 chord was struck. " Will you
please to run your fingers a.cl'OS8 the strings1" A suooeseion
of •unds, u if a penon were running hia fiDgere a.croee the
strings of the instrument, were immediately heard.
'l'llill
r~ followed t!e IU{Igutiom fi1ithout the intmJa.l of a aecOAd.
The guitar was laid aside, and a gentleman was asked to play
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the violin ; he did so, fiTe of the company, myself among the
number, were standing round the table, and .resting the tips
of our fingers on the top. . The table danced and beat upon the
floor with aocuraey, as to time, the tune played on the violin.
One of the oompany then said, " Please dance in the air," and
the table imtantly rou about six or eight inches from the floor,
and for 101116 min.tu danoed ·a nd beat time to the music, in the
air, 'IIJitJwut touching the floor.
Mr. C. and I arose to depart. When we were about to
leave the room, and were a.t a considerable distaDce from the
moving table, he said, " I'll make a. suggestion to the spirita
to put one of these candles out." There were two candlea
burnillg on the large table. I said, "Do 10, but do 80t u:p1WI
your.elf 10 that any one in the room can knotD tMat you want
~." This was agr6ed. Mr. C. and I then went to the
pvty round the table, and he said, " Spirits, will you please
to do what I have suggested to this gentleman I would a.sk
you to do 1" Three a.ffirma.tive rape immediately followed.
Mr. C. said, " Do it, then." The table immedi&tely began to
dance across the room ; the people touching it appeared surprised at ita actioruJ, and it gradua.lly came nearer the larger
table. When it reached the table, I, unsuCClelllfully, endeavoured to anticipate the means by which the e&Jldle would be
put out. After the table had moved uneasily for a.bout.luill'
a minute, it rote into the air, glidul over the «lg' of the table,
tJJhere the candle 111a1 burning, and coming aaddenly down on
the wick of the candle, /mocked t1u 'll1i.cJc imo the grecue, and
then gently glided down to the ftoor. Thus ended the second
seance, and I walked to my lodgings with abundant food for
reflection.
In my next ru report the concluding conversazione, and,
afterwards, state my present opinion respecting these m~~
ous phenomena, and reply to objections..

LETTER VI.
"OGd oaly eaa bow the 1'81111118 of & determllled lolld lblpld . , _ . ·
which retu.M to be tauaht!'-FamU11 Hsrtllil, n-tuber 15, 1860.
"'lbe loduetl•e &nd Christian pbilo110pher, in thla department, u in otben.
IIDdll both trut.h &nd I!Wle blended toptbw in 'ile _ . tmdUioo; and. dleNfore. neither awed bJ &uthnritr1 nor a1fured by the faaeinatlona of noYeltJ, he
inlltlt.teol an munlnatlou into ToDe mentAl of a Rldeet, which, if trtu, cannot bllt ·
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deeplyiDMieltthe thoalhtfa1 ~ IIICl wJaloh, (/ Jflllf,

· minoU qf all."-Dr.

Cam~U.

allauld,.......,..

~

1M

.

".hd their words eeemed to them u 1dle tales, and· they believed them
,DOL"-LuM,. :uiY, clulflter,tll - .

Sm,-On Thursday evening, September 20, 1860, I went ·
to the house of Mrs. :M. at half-pa.st seven o'clock, and, on
entering, I founa Mrs. M., her niece, Mr. G. :M. Reynolds and
two of his eons, an old gentleman who appeared to be shortsighted, and a mili~-looking gentleman, sitting at the table.
Mr. Coleman was sittmg at a distance from the table. Immediately on entering the room I saw that some unpleasantnees
had taken place among the party IISBembled, and, after a few
ordinary maniftlstations had occurred, Mr. Reynolds, his eons,
and the short-sighted gentleman, left the room.
I afterwards read, in Mr. Reynold's paper, for September
:29th, his account of the wnce, and having seen that report,
and read its description of the unfairness which, on \is own
showing, he and one of his own sons manifested, I am not
surprised at the feeling which prevailed in the circle.
Mrs. M., her niece, Mr. C., the military gentleman, and
myself, eat down round the table. In the course of five
minutes, knockings were heard. I took a small memorandum
book out of my pocket, and selecting a clean page, I placed it ·
on the floor between my feet, open at that page, and laid a
pencil on it.
Mr. C. said, "Will the spirits please to write on that book t"
I immediately heard a rustling noise, and in a few minutes
I stooped down and picked up the book and pencil. · On
examining the page, there did not apper.r t.o be any writing ;
but, on looking more closely, I MW two long scratches on each
side of the open page, having the appearance of having been
made with a point of iron. I then looked at my pencil, and
found the lead was exhausted, and nothing left but thehandle
and iron point. I have that book in my poBBession now.
Mr. C. said he would request the spirits to raise the table.
I said, " Let us stand up at such a distance from the table, as
merely to be able to reach it." We did eo. Mr. C. said,
" Please to raise the table," and the table immediately rose
18 inc'M1 in the air, and remained there until we counted 70;
it then gradually descended. During the tohole of thil evening,
two candles, were burning in the room. I could see over ll.lid
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under the table, aM tMre lllat notAing ftti6le to tttpport it.
Mr. C. said, " I'll aak. the spirits to raise the table again, and
you may press it down." I put my hand on the top of tha
table to keep it down ; yet it roee, notwithstanding my downward preesure. · It was oow arranged that only two should
touch the table, and three remain BpeCtaton. The young
medium pla.eed her hands on the top of t1le table, and the
military gentleman, who was aceptica.I, pla.ced the ends of his
fingers underneath the edge of the table next to him. In
that position -the table was lifted several inches from the floor,
and I could see both above a.nd beneath with perfect distinct;.
ness. I said to the two ladies present, " I wish, for my own
satisfaction-but more particularly to be able to meet the
objections of inquiren--your permisai.on to examine caref:Wly
the tables, floor, yoUP feet, and tbe skirts of your dreMes."
They at once .said, "You are at perfect liberty to do so." .I
imm~tely examined t.be tables, floor1 and feet, and akirta of
the medium& There was no contrivance about the . table,
no crevice or hole on the floor ; their feet were covered with
ordinary strong laced boots, and their skirts were of the
material, but less ample, than those usually wom.
I have now placed before your rea.den a.n outline of my
experience in modem physical manifestations, and, am desirous,
before we proceed to expound and defend theories, to know
what appear to be the weak points in the evidence adduoed, in
order that by removing objections as to the reality of the phenomena, we may W.ve a recognised basis of facta, on which to
build hypotheses. It is useless to argue, for a single second,
respecting the causes of certain phenomena which I believe to
be genuine, if the majority of your correspondents believe them
to be delusive. I shall, therefore, wait until next week, in
order to obtain the opinions of those of your readen who are
interested in thia matter, and shall, in my next, give the additional testimonies of trustworthy and well-known witnell8es. .
. I may mention, in concluding this week's epistle, that the following are the common theories on the subieet of spiritualism:I. That the phenomena are produced by disembodied
human beings, some bad and some good.
II. That they are produced by demons.
III. That they are produced partly by demons a.nd partly
by disembodied human beings.
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IV. That they are produced b:y a mixed inftuence of
demons, disembodied spirits, and automatic cerebral
action.
V. That they are produced by clliiembodied spiii.ts, power- '
ful embodied human beings acting mesmerically; and by automatic action of the brains of the mediums.
VI. That they are not produced by spirits, but solely by
the inftuence of IlUigiletisers and the automatic action of the
cerebral, spinal, and SYJI,ipaihetic nerve oentres of mediums,
acting through the agency of, and using an imponderable and
all-pervading ftuid ·designated by Reichenbach, 0DYL&.
Vll And, lastly, by those who know little or nothing
about the matter, that ihe phenomena are the result of trick
and mechanical contrivance.
.
As an indication of the interest which ha.s.recently been
taken in this rem&l"kable subject, I may mention that articles
and letters on spiritua.lism have appeared in the following
serials :-Blackwood, lkntley, OornJ.ill, Once-a-Week, .AU tk
Year Round, Punch, Ti~ Saturday &view, N()'li.C()'fl,form.ift,
Lancet, Prua, Family Herald, .Morning Star, Morning .ddtJertim-, Reynold1, Daily Ohroniclt, Daily .E:zpre•, North of England .Advertiser, «c., «c.
I intend next week to quote the testimonies of the following
gent~emen to the truth of the phenomena of modem spiritual
manifestations :-The late Robt. Stephenson, Esq.; Mr. Robert.
Chambers, publisher, Edinburgh ; Dr. Collyer, LondGn ;
Dr. Garth Wilkinson, London; Mr. ~ewton Crossland,
London ; Professor De Morgan, London ; Dr. A.ahburner..
London ; Mr. Robert Bell, author of Annotated Edition of the
Poets, London; Mr. B. Coleman, London ; Mr. Wilkinson,
London ; Mr Rymer, .Australia, &c., dro. I could quote the
testimonies .of many gentlemen residing in this locality, were it
not that dread .of prejudice and fear of ridioule will not
allow them to permit the publication of their names. It's an
amusing feature in the history of this question to notice that,
although a. considerable number of persons have, within the
last few weeks, written letters to the Daily E:zpreu, Daily
Ol~ronicle, and North of England .Advertiler, with the exception of the Rev. A. A. Rees and myael.f, both of whom believe
in the modem mysterious phenomena, none of the writers have
had C0\11'869 enough to sign their names to their epistles.
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LETI'ER VII.

"•lllfl'l4 ., v...ua., et

~:

"Before fOil condemn tills, or anJ other DDYelt,, Ill$ doWD tbe mbnat•
·..aclllllkJoanelne wha fOil bow &bon~ it,

"Laughter at etraup tbhlp fa often umuoh a proof of ~«nora- uofbow·
ledge; IPil I belleYe U 1810 in thla
Arthur Auguttw Beu.

-·"-.Rn.

Sm,-Before entering upon an examination of the various
hypotheses which have been propounded to account for the
remarkable phenomena I have described, I wait the opinions
of those of your readers who are interested in the matter, as to
the reality and genuineness of the manifestations already pour-trayed. I find that oonvenions to the belief, in the reality of
the phenomen~d even to the theory of their spiritual
origin-ue of daily, almost hourly, occurrence; and the only
apprehensi<Jn I now have ie, that those ·believen in their
genuineneee, rush too haatilyto oonclusions as to their cause or
eausee. Let me caution such not to arrive at any decision
respecting the power or powers by which the manifestations are
produced, until they have carefully examined the whole subject ; and that, I am sure, they will not be able to do in le88
than twelve months.
I hope to be able w illustrate the seven theories laid down
in· my previous letter, and eventually to point out tM A~
that appear• to me to have molt evidence in it• favour.
I now fulfil the promise made in my letter of last week, by
quoting the opinions of several gentleJilen of eminenoe : The late Robert Stephenson, Esq., M.P. I know on the
testimony of a personal friend of the late Mr. Stephenson, that
he attended ~eancu in the residence of Milner Gibson, Esq.,
M.P., and saw manifestations which oonvinced him that the
effects were not produced by any trick or mechanical oontrivance. What his opinions: were as to the agent or agents producing the phenomena, I have not been informed.
Mr. Robert Chambers, publisher of Ohamberi Journal, has
attended 1eGtnces, and witneBSed many of the most remarkable
phenomena. On one occa8ion, at the private residence of a
friend, he was informed byk:nockings,thathe wasin oonversation
with the spirit of his father. In order to teBt the reality of this
oonne.rion between hi.J:wJelf and the invisible agent, he·asked the
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power to play upon the accordion, which was lying on -the
Boor, the favourite air his father ·was accustomed to play on
the flute. The accordion immediately-M one tow:hing tk
hy.t-pla.yed "Ye banks and braes o' .Bonny Doon." "That,"
said Mr. Chambers, " was my father's favourite Scotch tune,
and that the manner in which he used to play it." He then
said, "Play my father's favourite English air," and the accordion
jmmediately played '"The last Rose of Summer." Mr.
C. acknowledged that it was his father's favourite English
tune. Mr. Chambers is so impressed with the extraordinary character of the proceedings he hM witnessed, that
he has proceeded to America with Mr. Dale Owen, author
of "Footfalls on the boundary of another World," for the
purpose of fully investigating the subject. When he
returns we may hope to have from his pen soma remlll'kable disclosures.
Dr. Collyer, Beta Hou.se, 8, Alpha Road, St. John's Wood,
London, has for several years been a lecturer on biology,
popular delusions, &c., and until the last three months,
was an entire unbeliever in the genuineness of the kind
ilf phenomena I have brought before you. He first attended a seance on the 11th October, 1860. Since that
time he has seen severnl remarkable manifestations, and
now admits that they are not, and 'cannot be, produced by
any mechanical contrivance, or optical illusion. He does
not say they az:e produced by spirits, .but is evidently inclined
to that belief.
Dr. James John Garth Wilkinson, St. John's Wood, London,
author of a work on "The Human Body, in' its connexion with
Man," has for many years investigated this subject, and has
had physical and psychological man;.t'estations in his own house
and among his own family. He is thoroughly convinced of the
genuineness of the phenomena ; and, if I mistake not, recognises the spirituality of their origin.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Crossland, London, have frequently
witnessed the manifestatioll8. Mrs. C. is a writing and drawing
medium, and has published an elaborate work on the subject
of spiritualism.
Mr. De Morgan, professor of mathematics, London, one of
the greatest mathematicians of the age, is not only a believer, but, if I am not wrongly informed, a medium.
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, Dr. .Ashburner, London, is a believer, and has, at considerable length, and with gPeat ability, defended spiritualism
.through the press.
•· Mr. Robert Bell, London, one of the cleverest literary
~j98 of the day, is the writer of the article in No. 8 of the
Oo/l:p,kill Magazine, entitled "Stranger than Fiction," and believes in the genuineness of the phenomena.
Dr. Gully, Hydropathic Institution, Malvern, one of the
shrewdest and most cautious physiciants in the kingdom, says,
in speaking of a modem spiritual seance he attended, " Then,
the accordion music. I distinctly saw the instrument moving,
and heard it playing when held only at one end, again and
again. I held it myself for a short time, and had good reason
to know it was vehemently pulled at the other end, and not by
Mr. Home's toes,. unless that gentleman has legs three yards
long. I have heard Blagrove repeatedly, and it is no libel to
say, that he never did produce such exquisite distant and echo
notes as those which delighted our ears. I believe I am
speaking the truth when I say, that not one person in that
room could play the aooordian at alL Mr. llome cannot play
upon it."
Mr. Rymer, solicitor, late of Ealing, near London, now in
Australia, says in his lecture on spiritualism, delivered in
London, " I stood for a few moments at the end of the table ;
iny attention was immediately arrested by sounds ; it was
stated to be my little boy who had passed away some years
ago. I asked if he recollected how pleased he was when on
earth to place a chair on my return home. The chair was
immediately moved round the comer of the table, and by no
visible agency, it was placed behind me, and I sat_down upon
it." Mr. Rymer further said, "It was then spelt out by sounds
on the table-aome will iJww yoo tMir hanrh to-night. The
table was then gently raised, and lifted up several times. A
hand appeared above the table, and took from the dress of one
of the party a minature broach, and handed it to several at
the table. Several hanrh and arm8 were then distinctly1ee1'
by all at the table, of different form8 and lizu. A spirit hand
took 'up a Bible which was on the table, and opened it. This
was seen by alL A leaf was folded down. The /;and took a
pencil and marked two verses, 16 and 17 of 13th Matthew,• But blessed are your eyes for they see, and your ears for they
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hear. For, verily, I say unto you, that many prophets and
righteous men have desire\! to see these things which ye see,
and have not seen them ; and to hear these things which ye
hear, and have not heard them.' "
A personal friend of mine, who resides within twenty miles
of Newcastle, was present when the above occurred, and
vouches for the truth of the statements. · Allow me again to
a&} !/OUT reader1 ij they want more evidence.
.

LETTER VIII.
"Reuon determines, that for eYery phenomenon there 18 an agent; but

De'f81', without entllcient data, does she determine wAGt tlwJt agtnt ;.. The
illlaglDation often ._ee thl8 prerogati'fe, and gives concluaioDI 1llilllllutfacu.
Those pel'80Diwho are the most Ignorant of the principles of nature, are the moat
J)OI!tiYeaDd precipitate in their aeclaloDI DpoD any qneetion of m)'lltery. They
bow (I) that there is no natural &lQII.anation, and the man 18 a tool (t) who
GtUmf)U to lind one."-Rogtn.
" Truths, both great and small. and they alone, amongst all·changlnc
things, are perennial, and do not fail."--Bpiritual JlagazWu, Janua'f!l, 1861.

Sm,-In addressing a promiscuous audience, such as the
50,000 readers of the Advertiler may fairly be supposed to be ;
on a novel, mysterious, and abstruse subject-such as that
the phenomena of which I have for some weeks been endeavouring to describe-I feel the difficulty of communicating
the views taught by others, and eventuall!l t1wae Mld by my1elf,
to persons who stand at different degrees of elevation, have
such diversities of mental penetration, and consequently occupy
greatly varied stand-points of observation. In my sixth
letter I recorded seven theories ; the PIBST being the spiritual
theory, and the last that the phenomena are the result of trick
and mechanical contrivance. I shall now omit the latter
theory as entirely out of court. No rational man who has
read or thought much on the subject can conceive that
2,000,000 of believer• and thirl!l tlun.uand mediums, from all
classes of society, and of. every degree of intelligence, could
lend themselves to an imposture ; an imposture so clever and
daring as to solicit and encourage the closest scrutiny, and yet
never in the course of ten years be discovered. Is it within
the region of poBBibility-not to say probability-that 30,000
impostors should daily and for several years deceive the public,
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without one of them ever, in a fit of remorse, or for love of
gain or notOriety, exposing the delUsion 7 While my offer of
£100 to any person 'who will produce, in my presence, by
hidden and not easily discoverable mechanical contrivance, such
phenomena as I have seen produced without any contrivance
whatever, remains unclaimed, and even u:nthreatened, your·
readers are perfectly justified in believing that theory No. 7,
the least defensible of all theories, is not the truth. Let those
who believe it is, · explain how the supposed tricks are performed.
·
·
Theory 6 is-" The phenomena are not prOduced by spirits,
but solely by the influence of maguetisers and the automatic
action of the cerebral, spinal, and sympathetic nerve centres
of mediums, acting through and using an im_ponderable fluid,
designated by Baron Reichenbach odyle or o!.
The best, most candid, learned, and elaborate defence of
this theory is written by Professor E. C. Rogers, of America,
who has devoted many years to the study of the occult
sciences, and has brought a logical mind, stored with numerous
and varied facts connected with physical and psychological
phenomena, to illustrate this recondite, and at present mysterious subject. This theory divides itself into three heads :
-I. The influence of magnetisers. II. Automatic action of
the cerebral, spinal, and sympathetic nerve centres. · III. The
imponderable fluid odyle.
Professor Rodgers admits, and I agree with him, that
magnetisers have the power of producing, with more or less
certainty, the following effects :-They can render rigid any of
the muscles of their patients, whether voluntary or involuntary. For example, they can catalypse the muscles of· the
arm, or retard or accelerate the action of the heart. They
can render inoperative, or entirely change, the normal characteristics gf the five senses of their subjects. In other words,
they can render their patients blind, deaf, dumb, incapable of
smell, taste, or feeling, or they can produce spectres, which are
entirely subjective, making those unaer their influence believe
that a table is a race-horse, that they are hearing beautiful
musi~, where no music is being played, that they are eating
the most delightful viands when they are not eating anything
whatever, that they are enjoying the most delightful scents
when surrounded by the most obnoxious odours, that arti-
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cles which are in reality C)ld are intensely hot, and those that
are really hot are very cold.: MU11Ut'ic patientl are mbject to
every conceiA!able delUISion.
Mesmerisers have also the power to control susceptible
subjects without tl:reir being conscioua of any influence being
exerted, and that, too, at great distances. Mesmerisers have
the power of placing their subjects en-rappart with themselves,
so that whatever is done to the operator shall be felt by the
patient, and whatever is tlwwjht by the operator shall be read
by the patient. AMther rmw,rkable pka111 of meameric phe1Uimefi.a u, that U.. fiW1IW'ic mbjtJct, when PERFECTLY AWAKE,
il entirely under tk will of th operator, and doe& wlw.tever the
operator wilu ldm to do, without a word being spoken, a 8ign
made, or the ~and subjet<f, Beeing each ot/10.
Mesmerisers have also the power of rendering their subjects
clairvoyant. In the first stage, the subject has the power of
~ading the mind of the operator, next of reading th:e minds
of those with whom he is placed en-rapport by his magnetiser,
and finally the power of describing what is being done at distant places, when neither the operator nor any one in the
l<>Cillity has any knowledge of the place to which the attention
of the clairvoyant is directed. With the exception of the last,
or independent clairvoyance, I have personal knowledge of facta
which illustrate the whole of t~ above statement!!, and the
testimony of well accredited persons makes clairvoyance a fact
as certain as the electric telegraph.
Automatic action means involuntary, unconscioua action.
The cerebral, spinal, and sympathetic nerve centres, are, 1, the
brain, 2, the active nerve matter of the medulla. oblongata and
spinal cord, and 3, the numeroua ganglia of sympathetic nerves
which are scattered throughout the abdomen.
Od or Odyle, is an emanation or force discovered by BarOn
Reichenbach, and visible to a. class of persons who are design~
ted sensitives. This force emanates from the human boay,
and more or less from all organised and unorga.nised substances.
It is uot electricity, and has properties very different from
that fluid. To understand this subject with a. moderate degree
of completeness, your readers should peruse Dr. Gregory's
translation of Reichenbach's Researches, Gregory's Letters to
a Can~d Enquirer, Sandby's Mesmerism and its Opponents,
Townsend's Facts in Mesmeris~ Haddock's Somuolism and
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Pyscheism, Noble on the Brain, Illustrated Practical Mesmerism, Dr. Carpenter on Human Physiology, Spurzheim on
the Brain and Nervous System, Rogers' Philosophy of Mysterious- Rappings, Judge Edmonds on Spiritualism, and fifty
other books which it would be tedious to nlune; a list of which
I shall be happy to give to any of your readers who, after
reading the above, desire further information. To understand
this subject apart from the theory of the interference of disembodied spirits, we must recognise the reality of what is termed
by the Germans, doppel gan[!er, or double walking ; that is,
that a person living in the body, may by mQa.ns of his spiritual
body, or of an influence proceeding from his spiritual body,
make himself the true Ego, visible at great distances from his
natural b >dy, and move articles of furniture, pencils, &c., &c.,
bis material body being at the same time at a great distance,
and it may be, unconscious of any action whatever. Several
illustrations of these peculiar phenomena are given in Dale
Owen's Footfalls on the Boundaries of another World, Mrs.
Crowe's Night Side of Nature; Cassell's Tract on Spiritual
Manifestations, and in some excellent articles in Chambers' Journal From this acknowledged basis the advOCQ.teS
of the phenomena, being the result of natural laws, and not
the production of disembodied spirits, assert that in many
instances mesmerisel'!l impreas and control their patients in
such a manner that they unconsoiously produce the-phenomena,
and that many of the movings may be accounted for on the
doppelganger principle of some embodied being, by means of
his spiritual body, acting through the influence of odyle, producing the physical manifestations. Professor .Rogers, the
great exponent of this theory, accounts, apparently to his own
satisfaction, for all the common manifestations, for the appearance of spirit hands and bodies, and for the answel'!l to
otal, written, and silent questions, but he does not refer to
(and his theory does not even appear to touch) the hypothesis
that will account for the performance of the most complicated
and beautiful music, played at the request of any person in
the audience, where no person present is capable of playing at
all, and produced from guital'!l or accordions without any
person touching the strings or keys. That theory u the most
deserving of recognition which most satisfactorily accounts for
ALL TBB pllmomena. In a ca.e of tlM.a kind, w'Mre ~

u
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variotu and contradictory, we cannot hope to arrive at <kbut merely to decide according to the balance of
probabilitiu.
10

tn.Q11.8tratio1l,

LETTER IX.

Is confined to replies to opponents, and
the purpose of allowing one of them full
annihilate my views.

W88

made brief for
in which to

space

LETTER X.
SIR,-All the theories I have broached as those held by
different classes of believers in " Modem Mysterious Manifestatiollll," acknowledge the genuineness, objectivity, and reality
of the phenomena described in the various works on modem
spiritualism. I think the evidence that has already been
brought before your readers will have convinced them, or, at
least, will have rendered them leBB sceptical as to the reality
of the marvellous occurrences related. Every day increases
the number of believers. Mr. N. ·Morgan, lecturer on mes
merism, visited, at my recommendation, Mr. Henry Porteous,
of Blackhill, and has been convinced of the genuineneBB of the
phenomena, and that they are not produced by any mechanical means, nor by voluntary or involuntary muscular preBBure.
The time is not far distant when all perscns capable of
understanding and being convinced by evidence will acknowledge the bona fide character of the majority of the ooourrencea
that are described in works and letters on spiritualism.
Many negative and affirmative writers on spiritualism, believe that the following embraces all the various grades and
classes of finite spirits, viz., good and bad angels, and good and
bad disembodied human beings. The bad angels and bad disembodied human spirits are popularly designated devils or
demons. There is little rtaton, however, to suppose that the
term demon is ever rightly applied, except to bad disembodied
human spirits. In the majority of instan~s, if not in every
case, where perscns are said to be pos8888ed by detlill, and to
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be under demon:ia.cal possession, the meaning of the II8Cre l
writers would be more correctly expressed if the word translated devil or devil& were translated <kmon or demons. Dmwn
is said to be of GRECIAN origin, and means to dilcriminate or
lenow; Dmwn means therefore a lcnO'IIJing one. . Men were
anciently called demons as a title of honour. Aristotle,
for his great learning, was called a demon. Demon from
simply meaning an emhodid knowin!J one, became a title of
disembodied spirits, and these became the demi-gods of the
ancient& Huiod, the oldest of the Greek bards, says, according to Plutarch--" The spirits of mortals become demcm8 when
ecparated from their earthly bodies." In the times of tb
patriarchs, long before the time of Moses, we find demons
were recognised and w0'1'8hipped. Among the Jews demons
were generally, if not universally, denoted unclean or wicked
spirits.; but, among the Pagans, demon as. often represented
a good as an evil spirit. Instance the good <kmon of SocrateB.
In the Christian soriptures the term demon, in one form or
other; is mentioned seventy-five times, and in all but one or
two cases it indica~ unclean spirits." When we are told
• The devils believe and tremble," it ought to be rendered
"the demons believe, &e." Demon, then, w.e think we are
justified in saying generally means, in the Christian phraseology,.
an evil disembodied human spirit.
Our Saxon ancestors called too spirits of the departed
GHoSTs. Guest and ghost with them were nearly synonymous. 'rhey regarded the body liB the 'Jwu.u, and the apirit as
the guat. Tynda.Ie, in his vel'l!li.oo of the New Testame~t,
very properly makes the Holy Spirit of the Old Testament
ib.e Holy Ghost of the New. HE was the promised guelft of
the Christian temple. Notwithstanding this fact, there
appears to be, in the majority of minds; a natural fear of
llpirit&, gholltl, or supernatural appearancu of any kind.
Instance Job, 4th c. 15th v.-.J' Then a spirit passed before
my face, and the hai.r of my flesh stood up ; it stood still, but
I could not discern the form thereof ; an image was before
mine eyes; there was silence, and I heard a voice." Matthew,
14th o. 26th verse.-'' And when the disciples saw him walking
on the sea, they were troubled, saying it is a spirit ; and they
cried out for fear." Luke, 24th c. 37 to 39th v.-"But they
were terrified a.l;}d affrighted, and supposed that they had seen
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a spirit * * * Handle ):Il.e and see, for a spirit hath· not
flesh and bones as ye see me have." Angell a.re never said to
enter intc? any one. DeTTWm have entered into human bodies,
and into the bodies of inferior creatures. I know of no instance
in scripture where the term denwn and angel can properly be
used interchangeably. We may, therefore, with some show of
propriety, believe that demons are disembodied human spirits.
We will now, for a few minutes, look at the five unexplained spiritual theories. I admit, and, if it be nece888l'J, can
prove, that the manifestations which take place, and the communications which are Itceived, are mo~ or less influenced by
mesmeric and automatic cerebral action. I shall confine 'my
remarks, therefore, to the first three theories, which are 1.-..:.
That the phenomena are pr'lduced by diaembodied human
spirits, some bad and some good. 2.-Thatthey are produced
by demons. 3.-That they are produced partly by demons
and partly by disembodied spirits. These three theories
were constructed in accordance with the prevailing notions
about angels, demons, and departed spirits. With the preceding definition of demons before us, it will be seen that the
tkree tkeoria properly take the form of two, viz. :-1. The
• phenomena are produced by disembodied human spirits, some
bad and some good. 2. They are produced by demons, or, in
scripture phraseology, unclean spirits. The latter view is held
by many religious and well-meaning people, who have witnessed few, if any, of the phenomena, but who believe the statements that are made by well aooredi.ted persons. They assert
that the events and mysterious occurrences we have been
attempting to describe were foretold, and " That there are now
abroad in the earth SPIRITS OJ! DEMONS WORKING MIRACLES,
spirits making known their presence by visible signs and lying
wonders, such as we have no example of in the recorded history
of the ·world ;" this, they say, " is not a mere opinion, it is an
ascertained and awful fact." They further quote various pasu.ges of scripture in proof of their hypothesis, thus! Timothy~
(.c., 1 v., "in the .lattertimes some shall depart from the faith~
giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of demons ;"
Revelations, 16 c., 14 v., "For they are the spirits of demons
working miracles, which go forth unto the kings of the earth.
and of the whole world;" Revelations, 18 c., 2 v., "Babylon
is ~e the habitatio~f demons and the hold of every foul
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spirit." We are further told by persons holding these opinions
that the teachings of modem spiritualism are subversive of
the teachings of the scriptures, and it becomes every religious,
spiritual, and moral man and woman to have " neither part
nor lot" in the investigation of the subjeot. Next week, all
being well, I shall refer to theory No. 1.

LETTER XI.
"' I am Inclined to think there wonld be jr~ intlrcourH between good
ua, did not our deep lapee into lellllualitt preTW lt."-2'11e Jlotller llf

IIJIIrite and

Jolm

w~.

SrB,-Theory one,·viz., "That the phenomena are pl'Oduoed
by a mixed influence of good and bad spirits, and are partly
influenced by the persons who form the spiritualistic
eirole," is adopted by the majority of educated spiritualists,
This view is held because there are no known mechanical or
psychological laws that will account for the ·higher forms of
manifestations. The mere tipping and moving of tables,
spelling out names, indicating age11, and amounts of money in •
the pockets of the various persons present, &o., might perhaps
be accounted for by meMMric, or, as medical men now term it,
and now acknowledge the reality of hypnotic influence. Those
who know most of what can be (or rather has been) produced
by these means, cannot account for the higher forms of phenomena which frequently ooour ; such, for example, as stating the
exact amount in £. s. d. of a series of small sums of money
which have been paid by a person in the room, the account
never having been a.Q.ded up by any one, and the amount not
known to the person who paid the money, nor any one else ;
writing communications of various kinds, when no embodied
human being is near the pencil or paper ; folding down
leaves of books, and indicating important passages, no one
touching the books ; playing on guitars, accordions, &c., any
tune asked f.>r, no one touching the instruments, or touching
them in such a manner as to render playing upon their strings
or keys impossible to the holders ; these, and others of a
similar kind, are more satisfactory c f s of the existence of
independent spiritual interference
the mere moving of
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tables, spelling out of names, ~xhibition of " spirit-bands," and
relating of occurrences whether known or unknown to persons
forming the audience.
•
.
The foregoing phenomena being believed, induces many. persons to ascribe them to the agency of disembodied spirits,
acting through the instrumentality of an emanation given off
by a class o( persons who are popularly called " mediums," the
agents or " spirits" making communications by tippings, independent knookings, automatic writings, writing independently
of any visible agent, references to p8888ge8 in a Bible, and other
books, &c., &c.
.

LETTER XII.
" Oh. my dear Kepler, bow I wfllh that we could baYe on~ hearty laugh together. 'Here, at Padua, Ia the principal profet1110r of pbiloaopby, whom I baM
repeetedly and urgently reqnellted to look at the moon and planets through m:r
glua, wblcb be pertlnaclonsly rem- to do. Why are yon not here f What
ilhonts of laughter we abonld baYe at thle glorlone folly, and to hear the Profeaeor of PhUoeophy, at Plea, labouring before the Orand Duke, with logical argomenta, aa if with magical incantatloua, to obann the new planets ont of the
aky."-GalUMJ.

Sm,-When I commenced this series of letters on the subject
of spiritual manifestations in the columns of your extensively
circulated paper, I did not anticipate, by the publication of
my experiences, to make many converts to the views I held ;
nor did I think that even the corroborating testimony which
could be brought before your subscribers, would be the means
of inducing the majority of them to give entire credence to
the a&tonishing and marvellous phenomena which thousands
of credible and competent observers have witneBBed, and the
genuineness of which they thoroughly believe. Mankind
appear to alternate between two opposite extremes. Two
hundred years ago, society exhibited the extreme of cndulity,
and, as a natural reaction, the civilised peoples of the present
day manifest the extreme of incredulity as to the existence of,
or at least as to the power which any finite spiritual being
has of manifesting its presence, or of producing physical effects
in this mundane sphere. The suceeBB which has attended this
controversy has ~n much greater than I anticipated.
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Judging by the letters which appeared in your last issue,
by the positive statement of Mr. White, my redoubtable
antagonist, that he bel~u in the phenomena, by the apparent
oonv;ersion of nearly all who have expressed an opinion on the
subject, to the belief that the phenomena are well accredited,
and by the general feeling that prevails among those who
have read, observed, and thought on the matter (the opinions
of those who have neither read nor observed are not worth
a moment's consideration), that the phenomena have occurred,
are probably not the result of trick and contrivance, and
deserved examination at the bands of competent perso~
This state of feeling indicates a larger amount of suooess in
the propaga.udism of strange facts, than I expected to realise,
aud than would have been realised, had all your readers been
as cautious as the writer of this letter in•acoepting as true,
strange physical and psychological occurrences.
My conviction of the super-mundane and extra-physical
nature of the cause of the phenomena has not been the result
of a few weeks' reading, nor of the observation of a few
isolated facts, but bas . been produced by many years of
tolerably close observation, and the reading of every book, pamphlet, and letter pro and cpn, which came within my reach.
You, Mr. Editor, appear to be the only philosophical
Sadducee who bas courage or inclination to defend the tenets
of those who believe that "invisible, incorporeal, and intelligent
beings," have nothing whatever to do with the production of
the " spiritual phenomena" which are reported to have occurred. You are perfectly justifiable in holding this opinion,
until you obtain evidence to convince you that the contrary is
true. I don't find fault with you for holding a negative view
of the subject, I only object to you dogmatically defending it
when you have not examined the positive side of the question
on which Bide i8 all the evidence, while for that view held by yourself, and a few followers, who persistently close their eyes,
there is no more evidence than there is for the astronomical
theories held by M&rtin Korky and his disciples, who asserted
that if Galileo's telescope did reveal four moons travelling
round the giant planet of our system, Jupiter, tlwt appearance
like the tables which tens of thousands of competent observers
have seen floating in the air, was a mere optical illusion. If
we place ourselves under the incubus of the apneumatic theory, I
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know of no amount of evidence that would be satisfactory to
abnormal sceptics, and convince them of spiritual interference.
If the Almighty, in his wisdom and power, wrote upon the
fooe of the heavens in lettem of fire, and in a manner visible
to all mankind, the glowing words "1here il anotlier ancl
. spiritual state of being for all manlcincl, ancl spirit& now fr(Yifl
the unseen tiXYrlcl' are around you, injtuencing your actions
(1I1U/,

giving you physical manifestaliom of their presen~,"-if

even this were done, and were made manifest to all, still there
would be some who would not receive that as evidence ; who
would deny the spirituality of the communication ; who would
say it was the result of natural law, or who would deny the
objectivity of it altogether, as there are now 110me, who deny
· the reality and objectivity of the material universe. It must,
however, be quite manifest to ordinarily constituted minds that,
if we- deny the reality of wonderful facts, as well attested as
the facts of modern Spiritualism, we have no merely evidential grounds on which to base our belief in some of the great
facts of history and science, and in the recorded facts and
miracles of Christianity itself.
You say, Mr. Editor, that we ought to appeal to reason
more, and facts less. On the contrary, I think, with the experience of mankind before us, we ought to appeal to both
facts and reason more ; let each have its proper influence. As
to your not having seen tables float without mechanical aid,
why, that proves nothing, so far as modern physical manifestations are concerned, beyond the fact that you have not seen
what others have. I presume you have never seen a murder,
a ship on fire, a lunar rainbow, nor Napoleon the Third; does
it follow, therefore, that none of these phenomena have
occurred, or that Napoleon does not exist 1 Certainly not.
But this does follow, that you ought to be a little more
modest in the expression of your opinions, and investigate
before you decide.

•

The question before us resolves itself into three branches:1.-Do the phenomena, such as have been described,
occur1
11.-Are they the result of trick, mechanical contrivance,
or optical illusion1
IlL-If they are not the result of trick, or illusion, by
what agency are they produced 1
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To question No. 1, I say they do occur.
To question No. 2, I reply they are not the result of trick,
or illusion, and cannot be produced by a. combination of these
agencies. I challenge any man, or number of men, to produce
by hidden and not easily discovera.ble mechanical contrivance,
the phenomena I have described.
To question No. 3, I respond, tha.t they are, probably,
produced by a mixed inflaence of embo4ied and disembodied
human spirits, or if not by disembodied human spirits, by
invisible and intelligent agents of some kind.
I am
driven to this conclusion by the fact, that I have not been
able to find any la.w, physical or psychological, which will
satisfactorily account for the phenomena ; and also, because
such a solution of the difficulty is more in accordance with
the teachings of the Scriptures, with the history of all
religions, with the testimony of many of the best men and
women who have ever lived, and with the natura.! and instinctive promptings of the human mind.
Having arrived at this conviction, I may very properly be
asked, what is the design of these modern spiritual communications; what good are they likely to do, and what evil do
they warn us to avoid ~
Let me, in conolusi\)n, briefly answer these queries.
I.-The probable design of these spiritual manifestationR is
to impress upon an unbelieving and Sadducean age the reality
of a spiritual world, and of a future state of existence.
· !I.-The good, will probably never be fully known ; and
the immediate benefit appears to me to be the proof, almost
amounting to demonstra.tion, of the existence of a future
state of being, and of the fact that we are overlooked by
spiritual beings who see our actions, read our thoughts, divine
our motives, and perhaps control us for evil or for good, as we
resist or yield.
III.-The evils which these communications Y.Jach a
thoughtful person to avoid are many. They teach him that
there are good and bad spiritual agencies ; that our evil lives
do not terminate here ; that miscellaneous communications
from the spiritual world are not reliable ; that we are not to
give up our minds to the unchecked guidance of any unseen
finite spirit ; that the mysteries and miracles of the Old and
New Testament are very probably true, and not mere alle-
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gories, myths, and fables, which some would have us to believe;
and that the only reliable being, in whose hands we ought
confidently. to leave OUl'Belves, and to whom we ought to look
for guidance in thi, life, is the AultGHTY.

LETTER

XIII.

"How pure at heart and sonnd in head,
With what divine affect.iona bold, •
Should be the man whose thought would hold
An hour's COIIIDlunian with the dead.
They hannt the ~lenoe of the breast,
Imaginations caiJll and fair,
The memoeylike a eloudleu air,
The conecienee aa a sea at rest.
But wh11n the heart ia fnll of din,
And doubt beside the JIOrtal walt.,
They can but liaten at the ptea,
And hear the household jar wlthin."-2'-l/fOR.

SrR,-Having committed myself to the hypothesis •hat
the phenomena which are currently designated " Spiritual
Manifestations," are not entirely the production of any merely
mundane agency, I may fairly expect to be roundly abused by
a large number of your readers who have not taken the trouble
to examine the subject, and who, like yourself, act according to
the absurd notion, that anything which does not to a considerable extent coincide with their previous experience and
supposed knowledge of natural laws, cannot be true. May I
ask SJilh as have read the evidence which has already been
adduCM, and who yet do not believe in the supermundane
character of the phenomena, what kind of testimony they
think would be stronger than that already produced 1 Before
any of your subscribers answer this question, allow me to
suggest to them the propriety of their reading Mr. Robert
Chambers's work on "TESTIMONY : it• POiture in the Scientific
World." I shall obey my own feelings, and probably consult
those of your readers, by curtailing my letter for this week,
reserving myself for the defence of the position I have taken.
Any rash and incautious person may say the things
recorded are impoaible ; but to whom does it belong to determine the limits of possibility, limits which science and ohser-
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vation are extending every day 1 "' Let ll1l examine, let U8
doubt, but let us not be too hasty in cl.enyi?lfl the pouibilit,
of such occurrences."

LETTER XIV.
Dr. Abercomble conaiders "The reception of facta on teltlmony u a f1mda..
mental principle of our nature, to be acted on wbenenr we are aatlslled that the
testimony po11888888 certain characters of credibllit7. These are chiefly referable
to three beads: that the Individual has had IIU8lcieat op~rtunity of ascertaining
the facta; that we have conftdence in his power of jodg!Dg of their accuracr;
and that we haTe no suspicion of his being lnliuanced by p&ulon or prejudice In
his testimony. or, In other words, that we beUeore him to 'be an honest witn-.
Our confidence is further strengthened by several witnesses concurring in the
same testlmonr, each of whom nu had the 8IIID.8 opportunities of ascertaining
the facta, and preaenta the same characters oftruthandhonesty. The concurring
evidence of numerous credible witnelllle8 gives a decided preponderance to the
testimony; an4 wpon a M'tain amount qf tutHl&onfl w rnigAt .--iw 4"!1 .eat.

ment, l w - improbable."

•• We learn by deecendlng to the sober work of seelrur, and feeling, and experimenting. I prefer what has been seen by one pair of erea to all reasoning
and gueaelng."-Dr. Cha!mer••
.. It Ia u strange tbou$ht; but pollllibly some truths may haTe been knocking
'at the door of human f&th for thousands of years, and are not destined to be
taken In for many yet to come-or, at the utmost, may long receive but an unhonourlng aanctlon from the vulgar and obscure, all owing to this principle of
scepticism, that facts are valuelese without an obvious relation to ascertained
law. Should the contrury, an~ as I think, more inductive principle be ever
adopted, that facta rightly testmed to are worthy of a hearing. with a view to the
ascertaining of some Jaw under which they may be clssaed, a liberal retrospect
along the history of knowledge wUl probably show to us that, even amongst what
buve been considered liB the superstltiollll of mankind, there are some YUI.uable
realities."-Chambef'l.
·• Seeing Is believing, onl11 when the reality of the object soppoaed to be seen
cau be made to ha"""'""' fDi.th our pm>iou8 l:nmtlledge. The man who trnsta
chiefly to an eftort of the senses. makes more blunders than the man who trusts
to an eftort of reason."-Ed. qf N. qf E. N . &: A.
" - - Think not, though men were none,
That heaven would want spectators, God want pralae:
MIUlons of spiritual creatures walk the earth
Unseen, both when we wake, and when we sleep," &c.-MaroA.

Sm,-Four philosophers, holding alig!Uly different notions,
furnish me with extracts for the heading of the present letter;
the design of three being to show that testimony to hitherto
unknown and apparently impoBBible facts is deserving of reception provided it be that of credible and competent '1\-;tnesses,
who have had proper means of investigation, who have no
strong motives for deceiving, and whose accounts coincide in
all material particulars. The tl~ree who agree on this point
are Dr. Abercrombie, Dr. Clwl,mers, and Mr. Robert Clt.ambera.
You alone defend the oontra.ry opinion, that testimony is value-
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~ Aunraor&Ue 'UMt1
evr prePiou /mwJl«Jge." I know that numbers are not always
a goara.ntee of truth, yet I would rather pin my faith to

those three gentlemen than out my coat of opinion .on abstruse subjecta aooording to your very ciroumacribed cloth.
Let us see how far we are indebted to our senses and their
testimony for the · knowledge we poaseaa. For all our know·
ledge of light and its oommon properties, we are indebted to
the sense of sight ; -the more recondite properties of light are
known to us by observation of experiments and facte, and by
the application of reason to those experiments and faots.
Without the faculty. of sight-that iB, the &eme of seeing-we
would have no knowledge of light whatever. I may safely
ea.y, reasoning from anAlogy, that no being who doea not
possess, or has not possessed, the po1JJeT of teeing, can be made
to understand the illuminating and oolouring properties of
light. Our entire knowledge of it, therefore, has a aensational

basi&
We are to believe only such things as " can be fiUUk to
lut:rnwnize with our previous hrundedge." Then the King of
Siam was right when be said, "there is no such thing as ice."
His previous experienoo had not brought ice within the sphere
of his observation. The philosophers of the 17th century,
who denied the faU of airolites, were quite right ; they aune
not within the range o~ and did not " harmonize tiJi.th their
previom lmowledge." Benjamin Franklin was, with propriety,
looked upon as a fanatic by the learned world, when he said
he had drawn electricity from the clouds ; that was beyond,
and not in "lw:rnwn:y with our previou& lmowleclge." A foolish
man waa Dr. Harvey, to 888ert and defend his theory of the
circulation of the blood ; all phyliciam knew that was quite
oontrary to and out of "M1"11iofty with our prel1iow Trtt.~"
Travel across the Atlantic by steam, and in opposition to wind or
current. Nonsense; that's not in "/wnrumy with our previotu
lmotdedge." Send communications from London to Edinburgh
in an instant of time. Pooh, pooh ; that's not inl" lw:rmony
witk our pre-oiom hnuwledge.". Exercise absolute control over a
person, and render him deaf,· dumb, blind, incapable of motion
or sensation, and stop or accelerate the action of his heart at
will. Fudge; that's not in "lw,i-mony •'IJlitA our previou&
Jmowledge." Read without the use of any of the ftve senses,
D
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and by tDe8ll8 of an agent more subtle than light. Caa't be;
that's not in "l&a,r11f,(Y1Jy with our previoul lmowkJ.ge." Convert
the sun into a taker of the portrait of any dirty urohin who
will sit before a camera. Impossible; that's lowering his
dignity, and is not in "J.armony with our previotu lmnwledge."
Write as rapidly as the most fluent speakers talk. Preposterous ; that's not in "l&armony with our~ l:nowledge."
Photograph and render perfectly apparent and distinct on a
space not larger than the Mteentk of an inch, a landlcape
COfJmng an area of many milu. · Ridiculous ; that's not in
"l&armony with our previoul k'IWfiJledge." Exhibit 1,000 perfeet living animals, swimming, diving, feeding, and playing, in
the tenth part of a drop of water. Monstrous; that's not in
" harmony'IIJitk our previoua knowledge.'' See and hear a table
answer questions correctly, no one in the room knowing the
IJlBwers ; observe accordions and guitars played, no visible
being touching them; perceive tables float in the air without
any mechaniea.l contrivance, recognize spectral hands raising
pencils and writing communications, that can afterwards be
preserved and read with ease. Impossible ; that's not in
"l&armony'IIJitk our previoua knowledge."
_
An Editor of the North of England Newa and .A.~
in the year 1600 might have replied "That is not in harmony
with our previous knowledge" to any one of the preceding
statements, and yet the only statements to which the Editor
of the .A.d11erliaer in 1861 can, with any kind of propriety, say
that "is not in harmony, dro.," are the last ; and the only
justification that he has for so treating them is, that he " errs
in ignorance."
Almost all our knowledge of anatomy and physiology is
the result of observation, and not of reason. Reason, 'IIJitlwru
obBerf!Q,tion, teaches us nothing of the germination and fmtal
growth of the human body-reason does not enlighten us as
to the myriad processes that are continually operating in the
human frame-reason would, in all probability, never te&oh
that from blood there could be secreted bone, mUBCle, 1U7W,
Min, !&air, nail, 1DU, MJliflct, laclvrymal fluid, gD.Itric jufa,
pancreatic juice, bile, urine, aperm.atozoa, dro. ; these are all
learned by observation, and where obaerllation t«u:hu raot,
reaaon iB at fault. • Observation does not t«Jch the use of the
BplMn and the pineal glAnd, and the result ill, that medioal
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philosophers, from the time of Hippocrates to the 1aat student
who haa alternately become- pale and crimson in the preaenae
of the professional euminers in the Royal College of SUl'f(OOna,
have not been able to give any satisfactory theory as to the
functions of these two portions of the human body. You,
Mr. Editor, may tell your readers, as did the ancients, that
the pineal gland is the seat of the soul, and that the spleen
colours or supplies discs to the blood ; but they, for anything
you know to the contl"ary, may be as near the truth if they
say, No I the pineal gland colours the blood, and the spleen
(judging by the actions of many men) is ·the seat of the soul

Letters 15, 16, and 17, were exclusively devoted to replying to leaders by the Editor, and letters of correspondents.

LETTER XVIIL
" AU n8Wiy-dieco'fenlli tmtlul have, at ft!llt, ijle lot of lltruggllDc 8piDat ol4
beliefs, but, intketld,!Mva...al!Nt'•1Mtoriou8."-J. H. FidtU.
"I have studied the question of Spiritualism where•er I ha.e gone (In
America), and the reenlt Ia moet ~atlafactory. There, the grea,t lllt'ht Ia o.er, and
:ron hear little comparatively said of it, but :rou ftnd it iii all the churches. It
has ldven fi6VI nidet&c:e, new life, and a new lea"ren to Cbriat!an!t7 there."Roberl C/lomben.

After replying to several correspondents the letter concludes thus : The work that lies nearest the hands of the opponents of
spiritualism, and that which they ought to do, is to expose
~he fa.llacy of, or account for, the facts which are every week
brought before your subscribers. Until that is done, it is no
use raving about " i.inpossible," " opposition to natural laws,"
"optical illusions," "hypochondriacism," &c. Show how,.
under the various circumstanoes that have been referred to,
that all persons who profess to have seen modem spiritual
phenomena have been deceived. .Every question haa two tidu.
The affirmative theory, that modem spiritual manifest&• tiona are true, is not without weak points, and the fact that
our o~ponents have never attacked the apparently vulnerable
plaoea, is a clear indication that they have never aerioualy
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e:umlned the subject. It vouU ~ GM"'*g if eacl. witw em
eM fU!JatiH ride tDOUld fUirt f«di .eale 1Wfll muM ftmtl M /uu
tkrloted to, and in ti/f(JJ, manne1' 'M luu f11114min«l tM quMion.
We would t~en see· " the nakedness of the land."

LETTER XIX.
SIB,-1 may with perfect safety leave your article of 1aat
week in the hands of the readerB of the .Adwrti«r, " without
note or comment."
There is only one paragraph to which· 1 desire to draw
your attention, and the attention of all who are interested
in this exciting subject. You ea.y, '' He (Mr. Ba.rkas) still
continues to avoid the SUBSTANTIAL OBJECTIONS to the truth
of his doctrine, and to adopt a style of argument which might
be advanced in support of any absurdity." I might oooupy
your time and space by Jhowing that thiJI is an unjust and
unreasonable critiqut, and that the facts of the controversy
do not bear your statements out ; but decline that mode of
rejoinder, for one which will be more ea.tisfa.ctory to your
readers, and I trust to yourself, viz. :-to respectfully request
you to state as briefly <U pouible, and in diltinct and numbered
paragraph~, what you believe to be "Substantial Objections"
to the facts and doctrines I have recently been advocating.
I have endeavoured to meet and refute all the popular objections, and such of the seientific ones as are likely to be under-stood by your reeders, and yet I am told that I " avoid the
substantial objections."
Grant me, from your pen, a list of the " Substantial
objections," concisely expressed, and I'll undertake to reply to·
tAem, or aclmowledg~ tM.t I cannot. It will be a. great convenience if your objections appear in the ea.me issue of
the .A~ as this letter.
I hope to hear from you, and ahall have ,pleasure in
giving my hypotheses respecting the modw opera~ and
utiUtg of modern . Spititual Manifestations, when tim~ and
space permit.
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LETTER XX.
"Shut up within tbe b1U8u circle of dopn!!tlml, Profe880r Powell {the
tiDtbor of oae of tile lldicllellin B._,. <lft4 Jln-) OD8 &ftenlooo, - · _,..
Spiritualism. A profe11110r learned a& himself in his own 1J18Ciallty, related to
him. a few mont be before LiR death, the wond~IW be bad himself wftneeeed In a
_ , apirltual_...,. with Mr. Squire; and how he bad - a table rille fPoal
the floor, and remain suspended In the air, while he paased his
nnder Its
'feet. How, also, direct writing had been done In hla preeenoe. ProfeePowell wu amued beyond mllii81Ue, ud admitted that, were the facta eo, a
dreadful rent would be made In hla philosophy. He desired strongly to see the
facts for hlmeelt. and. had hie life been apai'ed, be would ahortl:y ba1'e ~
ptifled. Ae It wu, he olfered to his brother profesaor that, If he would g!Ye a
atatemeut, with hla nam~ of what he had seen, he would Insert bla letter
Mtciti>A In these •er:r ~;,,.,, AM
What a wretohed 11J8tem of
doctrine tbnt Is which Is at the mercy of facta like these, and whose entl'UICII
therein works such utter ruin and destruction In the negative philosophy of a
·lltetlme. Prote.or Powell Wka of ID'I'arlable Iaw, and 110 we will talk of It too.
Splrltuallom, u we understand It, Ia a 888l'Ch Into thla higher and IDnriable law,
and It appears to ua aa the only aol'fllnt for all these boneort. materiallatic thought~~
8lld crop~~~p attar rea~~~."--BplriNIIINa.gcum., .Apdl, 1861.

ban<J:

.&..,.,,

Sta,-The following are the" SUBSTAIITIAL OBJBCTION811 to
the facts and doctrines of spiritualism, quoted from the .Ackertiaer for March 30, 1861 : ,
Objection 1st. "Supposing the appearances to be real, it
is pouible-.-man's perceptibility not being ouwipotent-tha.t
they are produced by some undiscovered contrivance of interested persons : history presenting many examples of ingenious
deceptions which have for long periods puzzled the most
intelligent minds."
.2nd. " The witoh and other manias prove that men' a
minds, like their bodies, are subject to diseases of an infectious
oha.racter, by which their testimony on certain questions is
rendered unreliable ; and that this is the case in reference to
spiritualism is exceedingly probable, when we find that the
IIO-OIIlled "manifes~tions" are very oaprioious and uncertain.."
3rd. "At any rate, until the believers in spiritualism oan
give some more reasonable explanation of their doctrine than
.ibey have done, wise men must refuse to put the slightest
confidence in it : it being unphilosophio and superstitious to
imagine an unnatural oause when a natural one is affordedto doubt the most indisputable truths in order to account for
phenomena whioh may have no existence."
Reply to No. 1. If the appearances are real, it is muoh
~re improbable and absurd to believe that dley are all done
by triok and collusion, than it is to 'suppose that they are
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genuine, and produced by an agent or agenta over which the
mediums do not exercise control To suppose that all t1w
per10m who have practised what you appear to think a gigantic
deception, could by any pouibility learn an art, which baa
been effectually ~Widen from the hundreds of thousands--of
more intelligent and educated person&-whom you suppoee
have been deceived by them, would preeent a phaae in the
history of mankind which "is not in harmony with our past
experience and previous knowledge," and would shake our
faith in human testimony and human honesty to its very
fowtdations.
Reply to No. 2. I admit that men are subject to halluoil)ations ; but the greatest and most preposterous hallucination
to which intelligent minds can be subject is that of believing
they know all the natural and spiritual laws of the universe,
and of asserting that, because certain well-accredited phenomena do not accord with their previous notions of natural
and spiritual laws, and have not come within their insignificant
sphere of personallmowledge, that, theref<Yn, such phenomena
are impossible. As regards the " capriciousneSB" of the
spiritual manifestations, they are no more capricioUI than
practiCal operation& in tAe plwtograpAic art. No photographer
can confidently 8.88ert that his experiments will be successfnl ;
and, if this be true in relation to those chemical and dynamic
laws of which we know a little, how much more likely is it to
be true with reference to those spiritual and more occult- laws
of which we know scarcely anything. Experience teaches me
that spiritual phenomena are not more capriciotu than photographic phenomena ; and both are capricious, for the sole
reason that we are not acquainted with the laws which govern
them, and do not, in experiment8J.izing, o~e the requisite
conditions to invariably secure success.
Reply to No. 3. If the persons, whom you designate
" wise men," would exhibit their wisdom by carefully reading
and reflecting upon the evidences, which are already published,
as to the facts and doctrines of spiritualism, they would aee
the unphilosophical nature of the arguments in opposition to
spiritualism which are advanced by those alone v/w haw finer
fully ezamined tAe mbject. No single writer in the pages of
the .Ad~, who baa defended the negative side of the
question, enr profU~U to have given it a thorough examination.
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The " natural cause" which you offer in explanation of the
phenomena of spiritualism, i.e no cauu at all. · You say, they
are probably " produced by some undi.eoovered contrivance
of interested persons." You might, with an equal amount of
propriety, say they are done by the " Man in the moon," by
capillary attraction, by elective affinity, by the Mosaic ooemogany, by gun cotton, or by anything else, as say that they are
"produced by some un~vered contrivance of interested
persons," and give no proof whatever that such i.e the case.
I am, yours truly,
T. P. BARKAS.
April 2nd, 1861.

rwe

really must close this dieoUBBion.

It has taken Mr.

Bar~ twenty weeks to lay before us what fte calls the "facts"

of spiritualism, and we are no more convinced of their reality
than when he commenced. He utterly failed to produce the
"facts" before us at the Central Exchange, and he has been
just as unsucceBSful in showing that they are reasonably probable. We, therefore, see no object to be attained by the
insertion of another series of letters on· the "theory'' of what
appears to be all theory together. It appears to us that Mr.
Barkaa has now written sufficient on the subject, and that,
if he wants to make converts to his doctrine, he must get up a
" spiritual-manifestation" entertainment, and allow our readers
the opportunity of seeing for themselves some of the flying
tables ! We have received a number of more letters on the
subject, which, our space having been so already intruded upon
by the subject, we are compelled to withhold.-Ed. of N. of E.
N. fh .d.]

At this stage the Editor of the N ortk of Engla.n.d New an.d
.Adt!ertiler abruptly closed the di.eoUBBion, which, for twenty
weeks, had proceeded in hie columns. With the exception of
an oooaeional shot from anonymous correspondents in daily
and weekly papers, and a brush with Mr. Graves, one of the
leading agents in connection with the Electric Telegraph Company, who profeseed to explain "Spirit Rapping" by means of
electrical apparatus; no spiritual manifestations nor diacusaioill
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on the subject of splritualiatn, of peouliar hterest ~
\Ulder my own"()bservation, until November 16th 1861, when,
having oocaaion to be in London on bl,lSiness, I requested-&
friend to whom I had recently been introduced to go with me
to Mrs. Marshall's, the medium, who resides in 23, Red Lio11
Street. We entered her residence at a quarter oafore three
P.K., the weather being quite clear. Being ushered into a
front room we t'ound the fioor oarpetless and newly washed.
Designedly, no names were mentioned. A gentleman sat near
the fire conversing with Mrs. Marshall He retired to a diatant part of the room, and took no part in the proceedings.
. After a little conversation Mrs. M., her niece, who entered
the room, my friend Mr. Bowren, and mysel( sat down to a
circular table, about thirty inches in diameter. Several
rapping communiqp.tions were received, when the table leaned
strongly towards Mr. Bowren, who was an entire stranger to
.Mrs. Marshall, and had never seen any modern spiritual phenomena. Mr. B. asked his name, and, to his astonishment,
Joseph Bowren was knocked out. After obtaining replies to
various questions, we said to the agent moving the table, will
you please to write your name 1 Receiving an a.ffirma.tive
reply, I laid a thick hearth rug on the fioor, and placed the
table, which we carefully examined, on it. I sat with my
back to the window, Mr. Bowren on my left, Mrs. M. opposite, and Mrs. M.'s niece on my right. I took a slate, and
after carefully washing it on both sides, I laid it on the fioor
between my feet, and placed a pencil upon it. Mr. B. placed
his foot at one end of the slate, and rested his left knee against
Mrs. Marshall's. With the slate thus protected, I said will
you please to write, and immediately the pencil began to move
over the surface of the slate, ma.king a soratching noise similar
to that made during writing on slate. In a short time the
pencil fell I took up the slate, and on it was written
JoSEPH, in large and legible characters. Mr. B. said " that
is my father's name.'' To convince my friend that no imposition had been practised, I suddenly and immediately removed the table, and requested as a favour that both the
ladies present would shew their feet. They instantly did so,
and we found them covered by ordinary boots, and no appearance of contrivance to enable them to write, supposing that
writing under the ciroumatanoea named were poesi.ble.
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On another OCC$8ion Mr. B., his son, and myBelf, visited
Mrs. M. and her nieoe. The young man was a perfect stranger

to the mediums. He asked his name, and Charles Derfta. was
knocked out. Derfta. backward ia .Alfred. Mr. B. asked his,
an4. Hpesoj wa,s given. Reversed, Joseph. They then aaked
for further communications, and the folloWing letters were
indicated by knockinga :~raed87l06tilliweblletorofuoyhtob
otkoolniottiripnn,gilauroft~fehtdrol. This, being divided
into words, and read in single wotda backwards, ia " My
dear sons, it will be well for you both to look into spiritualism, for it ia from the Lord." At this stage of the proceedings a lady and gentleman entered the room, and, after
a little conversation, he fell into a trance condition, and spoke
for a while as an impressional medium. Hie wife passed into
a catalyptic state, her arms and limbs being almost as rigid
as iron. On these occasions all the names were quite correct
II.Ild the pheno.mena could not have been pre-ana.nged,
as they generally arose and sueoeeded each other in acoorda.nce
with my suggestioDB.
LECTURES .
H~ving read the principal works on spiritualism, conversed
with the leading defenders of the theory, and seen many of
the more remarkable phenomena, I announced and delivered
a course of SiX Lectures in one of the principal Lecture Halls
in Newcastle-npon-Tyne. Each lecture occupied about sixty
minutes in delivery, and, at the close.of each, sixty minutes
were allowed to the audience to ask queliltiona, offer objections,
or in any way attack or defend the views I advanced. This
privilege, which ought to be more generally accorded than it.
is, was abundantly, and, on the whole, judiciously taken
advantage of, and on each even.ibg several gentlemen opposed
the phenomena and the theories I defended. I endeavoured
in this course of lectures to state the strongest arguments on
both sides, and attempted to show that the balance of e:videnee
lay on the side of the spiritual hypothesis. Some of the
illustrations in the lectures were drawn from phenomena
described in the preceding letters. These I shall not requo~
but merely refer to the pages in thia work where they may be
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found. ,All the new and more striking illustrations are here
ginn ; some of them abridged, but where abridgment ia
adopted, footnotes refer to the titles and pagee of the works
from which they were taken and readers who desire the sta.t&ments in ezten1o can gratify their wishes by turniDg to the
works indicated.
·

LECTURE I.-THE PHENOMENA OF MODERN
SPIRITUALISM.
Delivered· to a very large audience in the Lecture Room,
Nelson Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, December 5th, 1861.
Pythagorus, 500 years before Christ, propounded the true
theory of the Universe. His hY,Pothesis was rejected until
the end of the 15th century, when it was received and finally
demonstrated by Copernicus. With one or two trifling exceptions, all philosophers and the mass of mankind rejected
the theory of the revolution of the earth on its axis and
round the sun, as absolutely absurd ; and not until long after
the demonstration of its truth by Copernicus, and its further
elucidation by Kepler, Galileo, and Tycho Brahe, was it
generally received and taught in the schools of learning.
Before and since the time of Noah, majorities have been
no certificates of truth, and the beliefs of 19-20ths of comparatively educated men and women, in reference to many
subjects, are unworthy of the name of beliefs, and might with
more propriety be termed prejudices ; because they are not
founded upon investigation, and have not been arrived at by
independent and full enquiry.
In the consideration of the subject that has gathered us
together this evening, it may be well to bear the foregoing
facts in mind. Things are not always what they seem-the
earth is not stationary, because to the senses of universal
man it appears to be so, and unexpected phenomena are not
to be hastly rejected, because they have not come within the
sphere of our limited observation.
·
Notwithstanding the lessons taught by the discovery of
the Copernican system of the universe, the great law of gravitation, the marvels of modem geology, the triumphs of steam,
the influence of vaccination, the chemical mysteries of pho-
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tography, the revelations of the mioroacope. the almoet
ubiquitous phenomena of the telegraph, and the now admittei
apparent impoMibilities of mesmerism and clairvoyance, all
of wbitlb. have had to fight their way through difficulties and
prejudioee that 'IM>thing but truth could surmount. N otwithstanding these facts, men l!ltill. act as though our present
diaeoveries were final, as though we had appreheaded the
whole material of spiritual abna of the universe, and that
any mysterious phenomena not already acknowledged by us,
and especially those of a spiritual character, could not
poeaibly be true.
The ·one great lesson which it is most important to learn,
is that of our imperfect knowledge of natural and spiritual
laws, and our utter inability to say, a priori, what can and
what cannot be done, what is and what is not true. No
amount of experience seems capable of driving mankind into
the Baoonian and only true method of reasoning, viz. to
observe facts, and from them to deduce theories. So far as
spiritualism is concerned 99-lOOths of even the intelligent
and educated portion of the community reject it scornfully
and without the least enquiry. The time has now arrived,
however, when witnessing the amount and quality, and the
rapid development and dissemination of testimony ; many
men who, a short time ago, treated the subject with supercilious contempt, hold their judgments in abeyance, and wait
for further evidence and personal experience. This is as it
should be. No reasonable man would look for the reception of
phenomena and theories so extraordinary, and so antagonistic
to preconceived notions; without overwhelming evidence.
The more remarkable, unexpected, and apparently impossible any series of phenomena, the greater the amount of
testimony requisite in order tQ render belief in them
reasonable.
Knowing the imperfection and limited scope of ~ur knowledge in reference to the oooult and hidden powers of nature,
and our almost entire ignorance of spiritual or extra-natural
laws, we ought to be very modest in the expression of our
opinions about poBBibilities ; and where numerous, intelligent,
and previously credible witnesses testify to remarkable occurrences, and draw seientifioally unorthodox inferences, we
ought to examine before we either · approve or coodemn..
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&oh is the present poeition of spiritualiarn u ngards phea&mena and explanatory theories. It is testified to by teB8 of
thousands ofmoataredible witnEllllell,it baa received the ho~
of many of the moat educated and competent men in the oivi·
lized world, it is believed by millions of men and women, it
baa a literature almoet 88 extensive 88 that of the steamengine, and much more extensive than the electric telegraph.
and it is daily triumphing over the unparalleled prejudioes of
every description of people.
I know that the history of mankind it substantiRlly a
history of delusions, and that the greatest caution is neceua.ry
in investigating this myateri0\18 subject. Many men have
large faculties of wonder, and. great love.of the marvellous,
and the field of tlie human soul is ever ready to receive the
most preposterous phantasies. We ehould endeavour to
avoid credulity on the one hand, and incredulity on the
other. The credulity of the educated incredulous is amazing;
a complete work on such a subjeot would be a treasure.
The conservatism which clings with a death grasp to old
opinion&, and the radical iconoclasm, which madly destroys the
old, and rushee after every novelty, are both useful in their
spheres. One enters fearleuly into untrodden fields of enquiry;
and the other eaforoes upon all original thinkers the nooeeaity
of demonstrating their novel propositions and d.iscoveriee.
I desire to bring before you to-night /odl, testified to by or&dible witnesses--witnesses whom we know as personal friends,
or who are well known in the wide fields of theology, literature, and science. In a subsequent lecture I shall endeavour
to expound the various .theories that have been broached,
to aooount for what 91'6 termed Modem Spiritual Phenomena,
and ehall attempt to show that no hypothesis founded on
merely natural, material, and pyschologioal laws, will aooount
for them, and that the only theory which easily covers the
whole ground, and satiafaetorily explains the manifestations, is
that of their being produced by invisible, intelligent, spiritual
agencies. To strengthen this view, I shall, in addition to the
phenomena of modem spiritualism, introduoe some well
accredited ancient and modem i.natances of apparitions, or
ghosts, and shall quote the corroborative testimony of saored.
and secular writers, historians, law-givers, philosophers, theologians, and poets, of all agea.
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TIU. evening I solicit your patitmt attentio~ while I .
endeavour to place before you a mere skeleton and outline of
the p/wttqnwAa which eetabliah, aa I think, the hypotheai& that
w~ have direct personal intercourse with the world of spirits.
I know your prejudices, am coDJCious of the unpopularity
of mt poaitio~ feel, but am not in the least afraid, of th~
amount and quality of the opposition I hAve to encounter,
and all I desire is, that which I am 8Ul'6 an 8816mbly of
Englishmen will fully and frankly grant--. fair field and no
favour, a full, free, and impartial disoussion, a laying aside, aa
far aa possible, of all preoonceptioDB, and a verdict according to
the evidence which ahall be adduced.
The first regularly reoorded modernSpiritual Manifeeta.tiona
occurred in the yeaz 1834, in Canandiagua, New York, and
1'eOUl'1'ed. in various parts of Pennaylvania, in 1836. Many
:remarkable ooourrencae took place in the house of Mr. Dods,
the origin of which waa never discovered. In the vi1J.a88 'of
Hydesville, New York, there was a ho\188 occupied, in 1846,
by Mr. Weekma.n, and in 1847 it paued into the oocupation of
Mr. J. D. FoL Mysterious noises were frequently heazd in
that house, much to the disturbance of the family. The fol.
lowing,is an extract from Mrs. Fox's Journal, on the evening
of March 21st, 1848 :-" M.y husband had not gone to bed,
when we first hell.rd the noise this evening. I knew it from all
other noises I had ever heazd in the house. My daughter, who
waa fifteen years of age, sa.i.q., in sport, 'Now, just do aa I do,
--count one-two-three-four, striking one hand upon
another.' The blows which she made were repeated. She
began to be sta.rtled, I said, 'Count ten,' and then it made
ten strokes or noises. I then asked if it waa a. spirit1'1 and if
it was, to give two sounds. I hea;rd two sounds as soon as the
worQ.s were spoken.''
In the foregoing extract, abridged from the reoord of Mrs.
Fox, we have a sketch of the first faint indications of direct
modem intercourse with the world of spirits, which is now
attracting the attention of enquiring minds in all parts of the
globe. Extraordinary physical and peychological manifestations followed each other in quick suooeasion ; and in a few
months, instead of being confined tt> three or four localitiea,
they spread over the length and breadth of the American
States. Mediums rapidly increased in number, and tho~
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from all clasaee of l!OO.iety, were weekly added to thoae who
believed in the reality of the phenomena, and the spirituality
of their origin. In an incredibly short space of time, the mani·
featations increased in number and variety ; and in addition to
those which consisted merely of responses to questions
produoed by tables rising and rapping on the floor, to indicate
letters pointed out on the alphabet, or expressed tMa. 11oce,
there ooourred knookinga on the tables, ohairs, floonJ, and walla
of the rooms, &o., the knocking& being heard in places quite
beyond the reaoh of any one present. The rising of tablea
entirely from the floor, and the danoing ~f the same in the air,
the hands of the operators being on the tops of the tables ;
ringing of bells; knotting of handkerchiefs; pulling of clothes;
pinching of the bodies of those in the rooms ; tables, chairs,
&o., moving without contact, and quite beyond the influence of
mediums and spectators; writing automatically by mediums;
independent spirit writings,-no visible person or thing touching either pencil or paper ; musio played on guitars, COntlf'rtinas, pianos, &o.-no one touching the keys or strings of the
instruments ; appearances of spirit hands, such hands occasionally shaking those of the persons forming the circles; spirit
drawing, by automatic action, through mediums ; tranqe, and
impressionalspeaking; ponderous bodies, such, for example, as
tables and chairs, floating in the air,-e.nd not only without
any visible person or agent aiding their flight, but when fullgrown men sat down upon them, for the purpose of preventing
their movements,--on several ocoaaions tables, ohairs, and
men have floated about the rooms : spelling out the names of
long aeries of persons living in this world, and those who have
departed to the spirit world ; forwarding of communications
to very distant plaoes, and almost immediately returning with
messages that weeks after have been verified ;-these, and
myriads of other occurrences, have taken place without any
mechanioal contrivance or collusion, and under every variety
of ciroumstances,-the great majority of the mediums being
private and unprofeBSional These extraordinary phenomena
continue of frequent ooou.rrence in all the States of America.
Mr. Robert Chambers, who has recently visited the United
States, says : " There are now two million of spiritualists in
America, and they support fourteen papers, almost entirely
devoted to the advocacy of spiritualism." Judges, senators,
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men of science. and tbeologiaos have inveetigated the phenomena, and, so far as my reading extends, I have not been able
to ascertain that any single person has fully investigated
ihem, and arrived at the conclusion that they are not genuine.
The names of Professor Hare, Dr. Bush, Judge Edmonda,
Senator Ta.llmadge, Rev. C. Beecher, Dr. Dexter, Lloyd Garrison, and Professor Rogers may be quoted as those of gentlemen of elevated talent and position in .America, who have
investigated, and defend the genuineness of modem spiritual
manifestations.
Judge Edmonds says, " In the meantime another feature
attracted my attention, and that was 'physical manifestations,'
aa they are termed. Thus, I have known a pine table .with four
legs lifted bodily up from the iloor, in the centre of a circle of
Bix or eight persons, turned upside down and laid upon its top
at our feet, then lifted up over our heads, and put leaning
against the back of the sofa on which we sat. J have known
that same table to be tilted up on two legs, its top at an &Dgle
with the ft.oor of forty-five degrees, when it neither fell over of
itself, noroouldanyperson present put it back on its four legs. I
have seen a mahogav table, having only a centre leg, and with
a lamp burning upotl it, lifted from the ft.oor at least a. foot, in
spite of the efforts of those present, and shaken backward and
forward as one would shake a. goblet in his hand, and the lamp
retain its place, though its glass pendants rang again. I have
aeen the same table tipped up with the lamp upon it, so far
that the lamp must have fallen off unless retained there by
something else than its own gravity, yet it fell not, moved
not. I have known a. dinner bell taken from a high shelf in a
oloeet, rung over the heads of four or five persons in that
closet, then rung around the room over the heads of twelve or
fifteen persons in the back parlour, and then home through
folding doors to the further end of the front parlour,and there
dropped on the floor. I have frequently known persons pulled
about with a force which it waa impossible for them to resist,
and onoe. when all my strength was added in vain to that of
the one thus affected. I have known a mahogany chair thrown
on its side, and moved swiftly back and forth on the floor, no
one touching it, through a room where there were at least
a dozen people sitting, yet no one was touched, and it waa
repeatedly stopped within a few inches of me, when it waa
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oomlng with a \'iolenoe whiob, if not arrested, must have broken
my legs.
"This is not a ti.th&--4:layl not a hundredth part of what
I have witneaaed of the same character, but it is ~nough to
show the general nature of what was before me.
"At the· same tima I have heard from othem, whose testimony would be credited in any human transaction, and which I
could not permit myself to disregard, o.coounte of still more
extraordiuary transaotions, for I have been by no means aa
much favoured in this respect as some."*
W. Lloyd Garrison says, " As the manifestations have
spread from house to house, from oity to oity, from one part of
the oountry to the other, acroas the Atlantic into Europe, till
now the civilized world is compelled to aoknowle(Jge their
reality, however diverse in aooounting for them-as these
manifestations continue to increase in variety and power, so
that allauspioion of trick and impostul'e beoomes simply absurd and preposteroUB, and as every attempt to find a. solution
for them in some physiea.l theory relating to electricity, the
odic force and clairvoyance, and the like, has thus far proved
abortive, it beoomes every intelligent ming to enter into the
investigation of them with oandour and failness, as opportunity
may offer, and to bear such testimony in regard to them as
the facts may warraat, no matter what ridicule it may excite
on the parl of the uninformed or sceptieal. As for ourselves,
we have been in no haste to jump to a oonolusion in regard to
phenomena. so universally diffused and of so extraordinary a
c.hara.cter. For the last three years we have kept pace with
nearly all that has been published on the subject, and we have
witnessed at various times many surprising manifestations, and
our conviction is that they cannot be aooounted for on any
other theory than that of spiritual agency."
Numerous other testimonies might be quoted as to the
reality of the phenomena, I restrict myself to one, and that
is given by one of the principal opponent& of the spiritual theory
in America.
·
Professor Mahan, in page 4:2 of his valuable work on Modern
Mysteries Explained and Exposed, says, " For ourselves,
in conducting the argument, in the present treatise, we shall
• Splrii:UDim,

bJ .Judp Bdmou.da IIIICI Dr. Dater. Pap 14.
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admit the &ots cla.im,ed by spiritualists, and join issue with
them simply and exclusively in regard to the conclusionswhich
they deduce from them. We admit the facts foz the all adequate re<UOn, that after careful inquiry, we have been led to
conclude that they are real. We think that no candid enquirer,
who carefully investigates the subject, can come to any other
conclusion. While we honestly believe, that there is more
imposition connected with this movement, than with almost
any that can be named, yet we as fully believe, that a .denial
of the facts claimed by spiritualists, as comprehended under
the classes above-named, has its exclusive basis either in
ignora.nce, or a state of prejudice which is blind to valid evidence. We have ourselves witnessed physical manifestations
which, in our judgment, can be accounted for by no reference
to mere muscular pressure."
•
Professor Rogers, in his elaborate work. "The Philosophy
of Mysterious Rappings," frequently acknowledges the genuineness of the phenomena.

INTRODUCTION INTO ENGLAND.
The phenomena of spiritual manifestations were first
introduced into England about ten years ago, they were in the
early stage very elementary, but gradually increased in number
and complexity. At present, occurrences are taking place in
wndon and the provinces, which rival the most remarkable,
of.,American parentage.
The earlier advanced phenomena took place in the residence
of Mr. Rymer, Eating, through the mediumship of Mr. Home.
Several gentlemen of eminence visited Mr Home, at the residence of Mr. Cox, and witneBBed the phenomena. Amongst
whom znay be mentioned Lord Brougham and Sir D. Brewster.
The following extract from the Spiritual }rfagazine for December, 1861, page 540, will give some idea of the seance attended
by these savants :"So long ago as the early part of 1855, Sir David Brewster
accompanied Lord Brougham to a seance with Mr. Home, at
the invitation of Mr. William Cox, of Jermyn Street, and seated
in a private room, in the open light of day, they saw, among
E
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other extraordinary things, a good sized heavy table rise from
the floor. The very fact which Professor Faraday had but a
short time previously asserted that ' the undeviating truth' of
Newton's law would not permit, and which to believe in was
proof of ' deficiency of judgment,' then occurred in his
(Sir D. Brewster's) presence.
" Here are the very words of Sir David Brewster on this
point, conveyed in a letter which he subsequently wrote to Mr.
Benjamin Coleman, dated October 9, 1855, at the time when
he was disengenuously endeavouring to free himself from admissions he had previously made on the subject to Mr. Coleman and to others. But he was forced, nevertheless, to admit
• it is true that at Mr. Cox's house, Mr. Home, Mr. Cox, Lord
Brougham, and myself, sat down to a small table, Mr. Home
having previously reques.OO us to examine if there was any
DWlhinery about his person, an examination, however, which
we declined to make. When all our hands were upon the
table noises were heard-rappings in abundance ; and finally,
when we rose up, the table actually rose, cu appeared to me,
from the ground. Thil result I do not attempt to tqJlai.n.'
" It will thu,s be seen that the occurrences were so extraordinary that Sir David Brewster, the philosopher, whom we
are taught to look up to as an authority, was disposed to mistrust the evidence of his senses, and cho:>se, as has been said
of him by the Rev. Dr. Maitland, ' to place himself before the
public as a person who really could not tell whether a table
under his nose did, or did not, rise from the ground.' The
same learned divine contemptuously asks--' Is it on men, so
grossly and avowedly incompetent to judge of plain matter~
fact submitted to their senses, that we are to pin our, faith in
matters of physical science 1'
" We are further enabled to inform our readers that after
the aeance at Mr. Cox's house, Sir David Brewster, in a conversation which he had with Mr. Coleman, expressed his astonishment at what he bad witnessed in company with Lord
Brougham ; that he scouted the• idea of there being either
trick or delusion in the matter, but that though unable
to explain the agency by which the phenomena were
produced, he was not prepared to admit the claim of
spirit power ; using these memorable words, which could
never have escaped the lips of a true philosopher, ' Spirit
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Sir David also
expressed to Mr. Coleman his desire to witne88 something
more, and being asked by Mr. Rymer, at whose house Mr.
Home, the medium, was then residing, to fix his own time, he
selected the following Sunday evening, when in the company
of Mrs. Trollope and her son, Mr. Thos. Trollope, Sir David
examined every surrounding condition with the utmost care,
and ' he appearet! to be thoroughly satisfied that it was no
known power that effected the marvels which he witnessed.
" On this ocoasion, Sir David sat for some time under the
table, which was a heavy dining table ten or twelve feet in
length, whilst the rapping sounds were all around him. He
asked for the air of ' Scots wha hae' to be played on the accordion, which was done by the unseen agencies. He afterwards stood at the end of the table, and the spirits being
requested to prevent his raising it, Sir David was unable to
lift it. Again he tried, and the spirits being requested to help
him, the table was easily raised to a considerable height.
These experiments were repeated several timee, so as to leave
no doubt in the minds of all present that there was o.n independent and intel.li.gent invisible power at work in that room.
Sir David ' appeard to be seriously im.preBSed with aJl that
he saw and heard, and he talked over the events of the evening
with Mr. Trollope in a way which assured that gentleman that
Sir David was profoundly impre88ed with the spiritual manifestations, and when Sir David afterwards wrote to the 11forning.A.dvertiler, attempting to cast ridicule on the subject, Mr.
Trollope, Mr. Cox, and Mr. Coleman each wrote to refute Sir
David, and succeeded in placing him in a position which humbler men would have sunk under."
Mr. William Howitt says, " I wish some of your negatives
could have seen what I and Mrs. Howitt, and Mr. and Mrs.
Wilkinson saw at the house of a lady in Regent's Park about
three months ago, and the like of which some of our most
distinguished nobility have seen there repeatedly of late.
There were, b&sides us, Mr. and Mrs. Home, and a RUBBian,
Count Steinbock. We had beautiful music played upon the
accordion when held in one hand by Mr. Home, who cannot
play a note, and the same when held by Mrs, Wilkinson. We
had the clearest and most prompt communications on different
subjects through the alphabet, and flowers were taken from a
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to eaoh of us. Mrs. Howitt had a sprig of geranium handed
to her by an invisible hand, which we have planted and is now
growing ; so that it is no delusion, no fairy money turned into
dross or leaves. I saw a spirit hand as distinctly as ever I saw
my own. I touched one several times, once when it was
handing me a flower. My wife's silk dress was pulled so
strongly that she thought it would tear out the gathers, and
was rustled so loudly, that it was not only heard by all of us,
bnt might have been heard in another room. My wife's
handkerchief was taken from her knee, and brought and
whisked against my hand at the opposite side of the table;
I thought, with the intention of my taking it, but the spirit,
would not allow that, but withdrew it a little, then whisked
my hand with it anew, and then flung it into the middle of
the room. The dress and the handkerchief were perfectly
visible during these operations, but the motive power was
invisible.
"Then the spirits went to a shrine of bronze idols, belongiag
to the lady of the house, who bought them in India. Some of
these are very heavy. They pitched them down on the floor,
and with such violence that the clash might have been heard
all over the house. The larger of these idols,-perhaps all-:of that I am not certain-unscrew, and the screws work
exactly the opposite way to our screws ; but the spirits unscrewed them, and pummelled their heads lustily on the floor,
saying, through the alphabet, ' You must all do your best to
destroy idolatry, both in India and in England, where it prevails
in numerous ways. Idolatry of rank, idolatry of wealth,
idolatry of self, idolatry of mere intellect and learning,' &c.,
&c. The different parts were thrown under the table, that
you might tread tbem under foot, and two parts of the idol
Mabadeo, of heavy bronze, were placed on the table by a visible
hand. The head of the idol felt to me to weigh four or five
pounds.
"Mr. Home was lifted about a foot from the ground, but
did not float, as he frequently does, in the strongest light.
The table, a very heavy loo table, was also several times lifted
a foot or more from the ground, and you were invited to look
under it and see that there was no visible oause. To us who
have seen so much of these things, to whom they are as fami-
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liar aa the sight .of a bird fiying, and far more familia- tbao
the present oomet, this was not Decet!II&I"J."*
.Mr. Joseph Barker Bays, "Whether they are right in their
belief in the existence of disembodied spirits or not, we do
not know. One thing is oertaid, they are not without grounds
for their faith. They have what, to them, appeare no leas
than ocular demolllltration. They have what would once have
appeared as oonolusive 1111 ocular demonstration to us. And
though we are obliged to oonfess ourselves doubters, we .
cannot help feeling at times as if our doubts were unri!IUORabk. We cannot help feeling as it the faith of the Spiritualista
waa more reasonable than our own unyielding scepticism.
It seems to us, at times, as if, in the nature of things, we
qught to believe. And we certainly have no disposition to
quarrel with them for believing. We think them perfectly
justified in doing so. They have not, in our judgment, the
leaat reason to be aah&med of their belief. We are more disposed to envy them their cheering and consoling belief than
to quarrel with them for cherishing it. We hope they will
be able to keep their faith, and we should be glad if they
could oonvince the whole world that the doctrine of a happy
immortality is true. We should esteem it a blessing,-&
great, inestimable blessing, to be ourselves convin98d. Like
mankind at large, we have a strong and inextinguishable
desire for immortality. It is certain _that men generally do
not get enough of life and enjoyment here, and how could
we have thQ heart to blame them for cherishing the hope of
somethimg more and better hereafter. It certainly seems too
bad that men like Parker and Pascal should die in their prime,
and know no resurrection. It seems too bad that any should
-wholly perish who have distinguished themselves by their
virtues, or by their capacities of virtue. U seems too bad
that good fathers, good mothers, and good children should be
parted by death and have no reunion. The belief in immortality is certainly a. great comfort. Lord Byron was not far
from the truth when he said, that this hope, even if false, is
worth all this world's best truths. To the mother who baa
lost her child ; to the child who has lost his mother ; to the
friend who has lost his friend ; to the just, who have seen
the good paas away without due honour, or the youthful
• British OoatrOYel'lliallat, 1881. Pip 811.
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stndent and refonner perish without a chance of full development or of honourable service ; to the benevolent who mourn
over the many sorrows of a suffering race, the hope of a future
life for man is past all prioe."*
MOllll. Canti, the oelebrated French conjuror who witnessed
the phenomena produced through Mr. Home, told Prince
Napoleon "that he could in no way account for the phenomena
he saw on the principles of his profell8ion." He also published
. a letter expre118ing the same opinion.
In addition to some of the above testimonies, I quoted
those of Dr. Gully, lrlr. R. Chambers, Mr. B. Coleman, Dr.
Collyer, Dr. Ashhurner, Dr. J. G. Wilkinson, Mr. Newton Crossland, Mr. N. Morgan, and others, some of which, with a sketch
of the more remarkable of my personal experiences, are recorded
in previous parts of this work. t
I here add two :-To the private residence of a friend I
took a gentleman, for the purpose of enabling him to witness
extraordinary phenomena, which, at that time, I did not believe
to proceed from super-mundane agencies. There were in the
room about eight persons, principally members of the family.
Three of the household and myself sat at a table, and several
questions had been answered by knockings on the floor. The
stranger whom I had introduced, remained silent during the
greater part of the evening, and after we had experimented a
considerable time, I said to him " Have you any questions to
ask 1" He replied " Ask how much money I paid into the
Custom House to-day1" I made the enquiry of the agent
moving the table, and was infonned the sum was £39 ll>s. 9d.
I turned to my friend, and said, " How much have you paid 1"
He remarked, pulling a piece of paper out of his pocket, " I
do not know till I reckon up the amounts ; there are several
small sums." On adding the items together, the amount
exactly corresponded with that knocked out by the table.
During my early investigations into the phenomena of
spiritualism, I sat one evening with a delicate young lady, at
a heavy spanish mahogany four-legged table, about 3! feet
long by 21 inches wide. Gas and fire were burning brightly,
and no one was near the table with the exception of the young
lady and myself. An old gentleman sat smoking in the
chimney comer and a young lady sat at a considerable distance
" Barker'a Beriew, J18R8 312.
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from us. The manifestations on this occasion were unaoeountably irregular and eccentric. The old gentleman who sat smoking
'and joking, said, sneeringly, "Don't talk to the table, talk to the
cat, it has got brains and the table has not."
· The table immediately began to move in the most violent
manner, and rock.ed and rolled lilce a light &hip on a very r()'U(}h.
«a. I requested it to stop, and it suddenly ceased to move.
The young lady and I again sat down, one at each end of the
table and resting the tips of our fingers on it, I said, " If you
disapprove of the mode of criticism adopted by the old gentleman smoking in the comer, will you please to manifest your
disapprobation by rising up endwise." The table instantly
l'08e up at my end, and stood for a considerable time at an
angle of about 45 degrees. I said, " Drop," aad it immediately
fell.
On trying the amount of preSBure requisite to accomplish
the elevation of the table, I found, that by placing my hands
in the best possible position, the pressure necessary was about
five stone~~. The lady, during the time the table was eleva~,
merely touched it with the tips of her fingers.
After quoting this evidence, !~bserved, Unless the phenomena be admitted, we are forced to the conclusion, that the testimonies to matters of fact, and things seen, heard, and felt, by
tens of thousands of disinterested, intelligent, and hitherto
unimpeachable witnesses, are utterly valueless, and that the
witnesses have either become impostors, are self deceived, or
have been made the dupes of designing persons. There are
many reasons for believing none of these inferences to be true.
lat.-The persons who have been witnesses are many of them
well skilled in all the natural sciences, whilst those who are
the media, are often illiterate and unlearned. 2nd.-Although
thousands of persons in England &nd America have had the
phenomena produced in their presence, no single instance, with
which I am acquainted, of the discovery of any trick, has yet
been established. 3rd.-The testimonies are to matters of
fact, seen under every variety of circumstances, appealing to
all the senses, and testified to by all who have been present at
the .eancea where they took place. 4th.-Although the occurrences take place in localities widely apart, sometimes originating quite suddenly, and in the presence of persons who
have never seen aimilar phenomena, yet the descriptions of
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the trani!I&Ctions wbioh ta.ke place, are mbstantially the aame
in all instances. 5th.-It is not conceivable that tens of
thotisa.nds of media. could produce these things by arts of
deception, and yet, never in one case, confees, make known,
and expose the jugglery I So hopeless is the case of the
adherents of the theory, that modem spiritual manifestations
are the result of trick, that this view of the subject bas been
given over to those, and to those only, who have never examined the question, and who write and speak from prejudice,
rather than from knowledge and investigation.

LECTURE 11.-THE THEORIES BY WHICH THE
FACTS ARE ATTEMPTED TO BE
EXPLAINED.
Polarity and compensation are the general characteristics
of the material, intellectual, 40oral, and spiritual worlds. We
have light and darkness, positive and negative, beat and
cold, attraction and repulsion, male and female, in the material
world ; ignorance and knowledge, capacity and incapacity,
genius and mediocrity in the intellectual ; virtue and vice,
right and wrong, truth and falsehood, reverence and irreverence in the moral world ; and in the spiritual we have angel
and demon, aaint and sinner, high and low, infinite and finite,
God and his creatures.
Between these two extremes, in various spheres, man bas
continually vibrated. Now advancing and now receding, now
high and now low ; in con.ltant struggle between light and
darkness, truth and error, credulity and incredulity. As there
are tides in the natural ocean, so there are in the progress of
humanity. Periods when forms of genius like those possetll!ed
by Shakspere, Milton, and Newton, fiasb forth and leave the
old la.ndmal'ks of human progress far behind ; and times when
for years, nay, for centuries, there appear to be dead uniformity and univenal stagnation. Two hundred years ago we
were steeped in credulity, it was the ebb tide of manly, independent thought, and the high apring tide of superstition.
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By a natlll'lll and almost uniform reaction, we have until
lately been in the outer darkness of Sadducean scepticism.
Now, the tide is turning, is indeed turned, and it behoves
every man of individuality and intelligence to examine the
facts that are daily being brought before us in relation to our
supposed manifest and tangible connection with the inhabitants of the invisible spiritual worlds, and to direCt rightly,
but not attempt to stem, that current of belief which is setting
so strongly, in the direction of the supernatural, which, if not
properly guarded, will BWeep away our present fancied
infallible landmarks, and land mankind once more on the broad
shores of superstition.
Man, as man, is not, in a controlli.ng sense, a logician; the
IDI\iority yield to the influence of their feelings, and believe
what most strongly appeals to the heart. Let those who have
got head and pure thought, 88 well aa heart and strength of
feeling, throw their weight into the trembling scales, and
steady them with a proper proportion of head and heart, of
logic and love, of reason and emotion. My principal fear in
relation to this inevitable spiritual movement is, that the
intelligent and educated will biJd aloof and allow the uneducated and superstitious to rush to violent and hurtful
extremes.
The first mysterious rap on a table top, and a few instances of clear and unmistakea.ble revelations of secret
thoughts, and still more secret acts, which were conceived to
be entirely unknown to any but the thinker and doer, are
sufficient to convert thousands of simple minded, well
meaning, unlearned persons into the veriest devotees of modern
spiritualism.
Suab should not be the case, and will not be the case, if
the scientifio and well-balanced mind of the country would be
more catholic and less dogmatic, and enter the arena of
broad investigation, notwithstanding the popular prejudices, and tlle almost universal contempt which is poured
upon this subject ; daring to be s~ar and preparing
themselves to expose error and to find and defend truth
at all hazards.
In my former lecture I endeavoured to bring before you
88 briefly and clearly as possible, without clap-trap or circumlocution, the phenomena of recent spiritism.
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This evening we shall 888ume, if you please, that these
phenomena are genuine. Of course I am perfectly aware that
they are not believed by all present, but, in order that we
may reason upon the hypotheses that will aooount for them,
we must for the present, admit their reality.
Before stating the various poeitions which are before us
for diiiCUSflion, permit me to refer to the corroborative evidences whioh we have for the poBBibility at leaat, of intervention in material concerns by spiritual agents.
The Bible records are based upon the reality of spiritual
interferenoes. The fact is not reasoned upon, it is 888umed.
This is also the case with the being of God. The first vel'lle
in the sacred writings states, that in the beginning God created
the heavens and the earth. Taking his existence as an incontrovertable fact. Records of spiritual interposition byseoondary
beings termed angels, meBBengers, and demons are not introduced with any hesitancy, as though they needed to be proved;
they are spoken of as indisputable phenomena, and so far as
we oan glean from the sacred records, were recognised as such
· by the then existing race of mankind.
I need not occupy your time by reading lengthened
erlracts, but refer Bible readers to the following narratives in
proof of my position.
The threelAngelB who appeared to Abraham in Mamre,Genesis, xviii.
The two Angels who appeared to Lot,--Genesis xviii. 16.
The Angel who appeared to the wife of Manoa.h..Judges, xii.
D~tto ................... ·- ... Gi~n.~u~ vi.
D1tto.... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. Daruel, vm. and lX.
Ditto....... .• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Zacharias....:...Luke, i.
Ditto...... :... .. . .. .. .. .. .. . Virgin Mary.-Luke i.
The appearance of Moses and Elias on the Mount of
Transfiguration.
The Angel who liberated the Apostles from prison.
The Angel who rolled the stone from the door of the
sepulchre.
The Angel who sat in the sepulchre.
The Bible also indicates that there are ttDo bodie1. 1st
Corinthians, xv., Paul says, "There is a natural bodv and
there is a epiritual bodv."
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All these 11ta.tements indicate the pollibility of spiritual
beings visiting the ~h, a.nd also the fact that in many
instances they are robed in such a form as to be cognizable to
the ordinary senses of mankind.
Besides beings termed angels, the Bible also fully recognises
the existence of dmu, which, aecording to the original word,
ought, in the majority of cases, to be rendered demom, a.nd
gives many striking aocounts of persons being possessed or
obsessed by them.
The histories of the Greeks, Romans, a.nd Hindooa are full
of supernaturalism. Socrates, one of the wisest a.nd best of
the Greeks, believed he had a familiar spirit 01 demon, with
whom he used to converse.
In more recent times, we have the theory offamila.r spirits
a.nd apparitions contended for by Bacon, Jeremy Taylor, Dr.
Johnson, Oberlin, Wesley, Stilling, Sir Walter Scott, a.nd :Ql&ll.Y
other intelligent men.
Poets in all ages, in their inspired poetical moments, whatever
may have been their views from the scientific or material plane,
indicate their belief in the existence a.nd proximity of spiritual
beings, a.nd some of their finest productions are based upon
that hypothesis, a.nd appeal, therefore, to the deepest instincts
of our nature.
The immortal Milton says :.. Milllona of epbitual beinga wallt the earth,
Both when we sleep and when we waite."

Tennyson writes : "Dare • •,.
No spirit eYer brake the baud'

That ataya him from his natin land.
Where first he walked when cJaeped ln clay. '

Longfellow sings : "All hoWII!tl wherein men haYe U't'ed and died
Are bannted hou- ; through the open doors
The harmlen phantoms on their errands glide,
With feet that malte no aonnd upon the ftoor.

We meet them at the doorway, on the atalr,
Along the p81181lgea they come and go,
Impalpable lmpreaalona on the air,
A. sense of aomethlng moYing to and fro.
There are more gneata at table than the ho.ta
Invited ; the UllliDinated hall
Ia thronged with quiet, lnotrena!Ye ghoate,
A.a lilenl u the ptclnNB on the wt.ll.
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'l'lle idnlqer at my flrtwlde - o * 888
The forma I 888, nor hear the aounds I hear;
He but percel'fea what fa, while until me
All that hal been Ia vialble and cleal'.
We haYe no title-deeds to lloueor lui~
Owners and occupants of earller datea,
Prom grayea forgotten, atretoh their dnaty hand8,
.And hold In mortmai.D aWl their old estates.
Tile spirit-world, aroand thla world of -..e,
Floats like an atmosphere, and everywhere
Wafte through dleae earthlJ mine and
A. 'tital breath of more ethereal air.

'"poan d -

Our Uttle UYee are kept In eqaipolae

By opposite attractfons and cfeelres;
Tile atrnggle of the Instinct that enjo71t
.And the more noble iJultlnei that uplnl.
Tll888 pertnrbatlona, thla perpetal jar
Of earthly wante and uplratlona high.
Come from the lnftnence of an uneeen star,
A.n WldiaooYered planet ln our ekJ•
.And u the moon from eome dark pte of cloud
Tllrows over the aea a floating bridge of light,
Across whose trembling planb our fanclee crowd
Into the realiiUI of ...,._,. aod Dl&ht.
8o flom the world of eplrlta there deecenda
A. bridge of light, connect11111it with thla.
O'er whose unateady ftoor, that sways and bends,
Waoder our thCMaghta above the dAiit q-."

And the unapproachable Shakspere, who wrote as never man
wrote, beautifully pourtrays the mixed fear and daring which
aomehowareconnected "ith the presenceofvisitorsfroma.nother
sphere, when he makes the philosophic Hamlet exclaim, when
he sees his father's ghost·
" Angela aod mlniatera of l!l'IC8 defend us I
Be thou r. spirit of health, or goblln damned,
Bring with thee r.lra from heaven, or blalta from heD,
Be thy Intents wicked, or charitable,

Tllou com'at In aucllr. queetionable abape,
That I will epeak to thea : l"Jl cr.ll thea Br.mlet,
KiDg, fr.tber, royal Dane: 0, anawer- :
Let me not buret In lltnorance."

And again when the Ghost of Banquo rises, the soldier-

.king, Macbeth, exclaima.. A.ftunt, and quit mJ Bight I Let the earth hide thee I
Tlly bones r.re marrowleas, thy blood Ia cold;
Thou halt no ap<oeulatlon In thoae eyes
Which thou doat glr.re with."
''Whal man due, I due:
A.ppror.ch thou like the rngged RWIIIlao bear,
The armed rhlnoceroa, or the Hyrcan tiger ;
Take &117 ahape but thai, &lid 111J inaiUII"fee
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8lla1l nftV tremble; or. be .U..e apia,
And dare me to the desert with thyii'Wo!d ;

If tremblln& I Inhibit, then rroteat me
The baby of a girl Hence horrible shadow !
Unreal mockery, beneei-Wbyso: being gone,
I am a man ap.ID.-Pray you, sit atlll."

,

And now let me relate to you some modem instances of
apparitions.
The fear of ridicule prevents many an apparition story
from obtaining circulation and authentication. Since I have
acknowledged my belief in spiritualism, I have heard from
credible and intelligent witnesses personal experience~J of
spectral visitations, with which, except for my sympathy for,
and defence of, this mysterious subject, I would never have
been made acquainted.
Mr. Young, of Gatesbead, was at eleven o'clock one evening,
some ye8l"B ago, sitting alone in his parlour reading 1Y...4. ubigw! 11
HUtory of the RejQ1'11Ul,tion, be had finished the perusal of a.
chapter, and laying down the book, he looked up and saw the
figure of a friend who resided in Kent, with whom he had hnd
no int~roourse, and whom he had not seen for many yoors,
sitting in the chair opposite him. He distinctly saw the figure,
which gradually disappeared. Next morning he mentioned the
circumstance to his family, and was, as is usual in such cases,
laughed at. An early post brought the intelligence that the
&iend, whose spectre had been seen, died that night, at that
hour.
Mr.--, Surgeon, Newcastle-on-Tyne, a few weeks ago,
said to me " Why are the spiritual manifestations so trifling 1"
I replied "What do you want 1 Do you wish a ghost to walk
in here, speak, and shake hands with you 1" He became pale,
and said "No, and although I rarely mention it,. I'll tell you
why. When I was eight years of age, I lived with a grandmother and uncle. My grandmother died, and two years after
I lived in D-- with my uncle. We lived on the banks of a.
river, and my playground was on the opposite side, but,
to get to it, I had to go some way round by the bridge.
One summer evening, returning home from the playground,
I heard some one shout Richard. Not heeding the voice,
Richard wa8 repeated a second time, and was again repeated more loudly, when a man who met me said, " Boy, why
don't you stop, there is a person calling of you." I turned
round, and saw a grey female figure standing at a distance o£
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about thirty yards from me ; it waa instantly at my side ; I
looked up, and saw the face of my grandmother. The sight
paralysed me, and I could neither move nor speak. The figure
said, in solemn tones, " I once had a little grandson." This
roused me; I fled in terror to my uncle, and since then I have
not desired to see an apparition."
In the month of April, 1861, a gentleman whom I sha.Il
designate Mr. A., and who waa. engaged in buaineaa as a
general dealer, died. His death took place after a short
illness. He left the settlement of his aft'airs, which were in a
very incomplete and unsatisfactory condition, in the hands of
Mr. B., a personal friend. Mr. B., on entering upon an examination of the buaineBB transactions of his friend, found the
estate in the utmost confusion. There were no books, nor
systematic statements of accounts to be found among the
papers of the deceased. The executor, after a considerable
amount of trouble, and by obtaining statements of accounts
from various parties indebted to the departed, thought he had
got the affairs in as complete a condition as he poaaibly could.
In the month of July last, three months after the death of
Mr. A., Mr. B. dreamt that his friend visited him, and asked
him how he was getting on with his affairs. He replied that
everything was now satisfactorily settled. Mr. A. said, " How
does Messra. C.'s account stand 1" Mr. B. replied, " There were
no particulars in your papers of any account against them,
but they have rendered to me details of two transactions
which have been placed to your credit ; after deducting the
amount of these accounts from the sum you owed then, there
is a balance of £120 due to them.'' Mr. A. said, "That
account is wrong ; there is another invoice for which I ought
to have credit. You will find it in an old basket in your
poeaession, among some waste papers. On examining that
invoice, you will see that there are five entriee--two are
charged out, and three are not, because I had not the weights
of the goods supplied. If you send the invoice to Messrs. C.,
they know the amounts and prices, and will complete the
invoice." Mr. B., impressed by the dream, searched the
basket, and discovered the identical invoice referred to, in the ·
handwriting of Mr. A.. with the various particulars above
enumerated. Mr. B. took an early opportunity of presenting
the invoice to MeBSrs. C., and telling them how he had received
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it, requested them to examine their books, fill in the
particulars, and return the invoice completed. The invoioe
is now before me as completed by MeBSrs. C., and it reduces
the balance due to them from .£120 to £50. I am well
acquainted with the parties concerned, and can vouch for the
genuineneBS of the above record.
A few months ago a Mr. Walker, residing in Edinburgh,
dreamed that his mother, who was residing in America., visited
him : she presented to him a card covered by illuminated
letters, in a l.a.ngua.{Jt which he could not read. So impreBSed
was he by the dream, that, on awaking, he wrote the letters
from memory, and, not being able to understand them, he presented them to his employer, who, also unable to read them,
called in a student who was passing, and asked him to translate
or explain the sentence. The student said it is latin ; and
translated, it means " My son, fear thou the Lord, walk thou
in His ways." In the course of a few weeks the young man
heard· that his mother died in America on the night of the
dream.
All these yield strong presumptive evidence of the reality
of intercourse between the natural and spiritual worlds, and
with modern spiritual manifestations, to support them, as I
think, satisfactorily prove the fact.
ABSuming the genuineneBS of modem mysterious phenomena, and fortifying them by the Bible records, by the concurrent history of all ages and all peOples, by the recent testimony of c1edible witnesses to supposed supernatural visitation,
we now proceed to enquire what theory will most satisfactorily
and reasonably acoount for them.
That theory is most likely to be the true one which most
easily covers the whole field of enquiry.
We may, in a general manner, divide the theories into
three clautl :I. That the phenomena are produced by known or undiscovered natural laws.
II. That they are produced by spirits or invisible intelligences.
III. That they are produced by a mixed influence of
natural laws and invisible spiritual intelligences.
'fhe natural laws that are most generally referred to as
likely to acoount for modem spiritual phenomena are elec-
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trioity; frictional, magnet!.o, and galvanic ; biology, braidism,
pathetism, mesmerism, mesmeric rapport, clairvoyance, ela.irawlience, od, odylic rapport, neurology; automatic, cerebral,
and spinal actions; optical, auditory, and tactile illusions; objective illusions, subjective illusions, doppel-gangers, &c.
Every well-established fact, connected with any of the
above, or any other phase of natural, material, and psychological
philosophy, will be admitted as valid evidence, if legitimately
used in favow· of the natural hypothesis.
I may fairly assume that those w.o intend to contend
for the sufficiency of the natural hypothesis to-night, are
already well acquainted with the sciences above enumerated,
and, of course, I need not state to what extent I admit them,
beyond saying that I will admit all that can be or has been
fairly proved in relation to them, taking as authorities the
works of the most reliable authorities on the various subjects.*
I may perhaps state what I will concede in reference to
mesmerism and clairvoyance, for, if spiritualism has a weak
point, it is there. I shall probably admit more than the
majority of my hearers would even claim to be recognized as
truth, and, therefore, I put the opponents of the spiritual
theory in the best position for overthrowing it.
I now quote a few cases of absolute mental and physical
control and sympathy, when the patient wa& quite af~Xlla, and
out of Bight ofo the operator. We will find that " There are
more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in your
philosophy."
The operator I shall designate Mr. R, the patient Mr. B.
Some years ago M61181'1l. R, B., and myself met in a Tempemnce Hotel, in Newcastle-upon-Tjne, the subject of conversation being mesmerism. Mr. R professed to be able to control
Mr. B., when in his waking condition, without either speaking,
seeing, or making signs to him of any kind. In order to test
this statement, I took Mr. B. to a distant part of the house,
and, returning to the room where Mr. R sat, I shut the door,
and sat near the fire-place, with the mantelpiece on my right,
and Mr. R. en my left. I took .a small pipe, which waa
lying on the table, and hiding it behind some chimney-piece
()rnaments, I said to Mr. R. " In order to test your powers
()Ver Mr. B., will you please to rest your hands on your knees,

* Lecture 4th CODtailllm JCxpoliUoD of till Natural BJP0thet!81.
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and look to the floor near your feet. When I tmJd& 1/0U, WILL
Mr. B. to enter the room, walk across tn where I sit, take down •
the pipe from behind the ornaments~ look at it, lay it on the
table, and then walk out, without speaking a word." At the
end of three minutes I touched Mr. R.; he immediately
willed Mr. B. to enter. Mr.. B. almost instantly entered
the room, and did preciselu what I req:uuted Mr. R. to
will him to do. I said to Mr. B. why have you done
this 1" He replied, " I don't know: I just felt that I had
to do it."
·
On another occasion, I took Messrs. R. and B. to the residence of a friend, who still resides in Newcastle, the object
being to test the powers of Mr. R. over Mr. B. The following
expeninent was tried at my suggestion. I obtained a large
blanket, and got two gentlemen to hold it at arm's length
across the room. On the window side of the blanket Mr. B.
was placed, and on the dark side Mr. R. I then went with
two gentlemen to a distant part of the room, and on a long
slip of paper we each wrote three or four instructions to the
operator, such, for example, as "place your thumb upon your
nose, and extend your fingers." "Lift your right leg, and scratch .
your left knee." This paper, one of the gentlemen took to Mr.
R. and said, " Will you please to do what you are instructed
to do by this paper 1 and let each act be done without speaking or noise of any kind." Mr. R. on one side of the blanket
did all that he was instructed by the paper to do, and Mr. B.
on the other &ide of the blanket repeated everu act ezactl11 in the
manner they were performed by Mr. R.
The book on the negative side of this question which exhibits the greatest show of learning, and in which the author
attempts to prove experimentally and logically that the
modern mysterious phenomena, although perfectly genuine,
may yet be acco11nted for by reference . to merely known
natural laws, is a work by Professor Rogers, entitled " The
Philosophy of Mysterious Rappings."
In that book, man is converted into a kind of electroodylic-cerebro-spinal machine. The cerebral and spinal nerves
acting voluntarily or involuntarily· through the medium of
odyle, are said by Mr. Rogers to produce all the phenomena
of modern spiritualism. In support of his theory he quotes,
among others, the following records : F
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" Angelique Cottin was a native of La Peniere, and aged
fo)ll'teen, when on the 15th of January, 184:6, at eight o'clock
in the evening, while weaving silk gloves at an oaken frame, in
company with other girls, the frame began to jerk, and they
could not by any efforts keep it steady. It seemed as if it were
alive ; and, becoming alarmed, they called in the neighbours,
who would not believe them, but desired them to sit down
and go on with their work. Being timid, they went one by
one, and the frame remained still till Angelique approached,
when it re-commenced its movements, while she was also
attracted by the frame ; thinking she was bewitched or
possessed, her parents took her to the presbyter, that the
spirit might be exorcised. The curate, however, being a sensible man, refused to do it, but set himself, on the contrary
to observe the phenomenon ; and, being perfectly satisfied of
the fact, he bade them take her to a physician."
" Meanwhile, the intensity of the influence, whatever it
was, augmented ; not only articles made of oak, but all sorts
of things, were acted upon by it, and reacted upon her; while
persons who were near h~ even without contact, frequently
· felt electric (1) shocks. The effects, which were diminished
when she was on a carpet or a Wl\Xed cloth, were most remarkable when she was on the bare earth. They sometimes
entirely ceased for three days, and then recommenced. Metals
were not affected. Anything touching her apron or dress
would fly off although a person held it ; and Monsieur Herbert, while seated on heavy tub or trough, was raised up
with it. In short, the only place she could repose on was a.
stone covered with cork ; they also kept her still by isolating
her. When she was fatigued, the effects diminished. A
needle, suspended horizontally, oscillated rapidly with the
motion of her arm, without contact ; or remained fixed while
deviating from the magnetic direction. Great numbers of
enlightened medical and scientific men witnessed these phenomena, and investigated them with every precaution to
pre~ent imposition. She was often hurt by the violent involuntary movements she was thrown into, and was evidently
atllicted by chorea.
" It was thought, by some who witnessed the case of
Angelique Cottin, that the agent which acted so powerfully
from her organism, overthrowing the tables, twisting chairs·

a
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out of stout men's bands, raising a man in a heavy tub, waa
electricity. C. Crowe says it did cause the deviation of a
magnetic needle ; but M. Arago, who knows more about this
abused agent tha.Ii. a nation of theorizers, could not detect the
least sign of it by the nicest tests. And yet it would give the
person who touched her, or her dress, a powerful shock, as if
it were electricity."*
"No single case has perhaps ·excited so much interest and
attention as that of Frederica Hauffe, the Seerest of Prevorst.
Certainly, there is no case that presents so great a variety of
this class of phenomena, in connection with many others, which
belong to this field of enquiry. We may safely say, in fact,
that the wonderful phenomena presented in this lady's life,
cover nearly, if not the whole field, of the present manifestations, and extend much beyond. The town of Prevorst is a
little village in Germany, of not more than 400 inhabitants,
situated in a mountainous district, the inhabitants of which
are very liable to attacks of chorea, or St. Vitus' dance. In
early childhood she manifested great susceptibility to all kinds
of nervous influences. She frequently fell into nervous
spasms, and lost all self control Once, when in a trance, she
spoke for nearly three days entirely in verse. Her susceptibility was now so great that she heard and felt what happened
at a distance.
Persons of various temperaments now began to magnetise
her, visions of whom would appear to her like viBiom oflpiritl.
When she was asleep, knockings occurred on the walls of the
room, and articles of furniture were moved."
Dr. Kerner says, "As I had been told by her parents, a year
before her father's death, that at the period of her early magnetic state she was able to make herself heard by her friends, as
they lay in bed at night, in the same village, but in other
houses, by a knocking,-as is said of the dead,-I asked her in
her sleep whether she was able to do so now, and at what distance. She answered that she would sometimes do it. Some
time after this, as we were going to bed,-my children and servants being already asleep,-we heard a knocking, as if in the
air over our heads. There was six knocks, at intervals ofha.lf a
minute. It was a hollow, yet clear sound,-soft, but distinct.
We were certain there was no one near us, nor over us, from
• .Ropra' Philoeoph7 of Myaterlo1111 Rappinp, papea IS3, 103.
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whom .it could proceed; and our house stands by itself. On
the following evening, when she was asleep,-when we had
mentioned the knocking to nobody whatever,--she asked me
whether she should soon knock to us again ; which, as she
said it was hurtful to her, I declined."
And yet, at no great interval after this, Kerner gives the
following as having taken place at his house : "On the morning of the 23rd (of March, 1837), at one
o'clock, I suddenly awoke, and heard seven knocks, one after
another, at short intervals, seeming to proceed from the middle
of my chamber. My wife was awakened also ; and we could
not compare this knooking to any ordinary sound. Mrs. H - (the seeress) lived several houses distant from us."
" On the 30th of the same month, Rev. Mr. Herrmann
oame into rapport, or special relation, with the seeress
throngh the medium of psychological sympathy, as well as
through the physical influence. Previous to this he had not
been troubled with strange sounds at his house ; but after
that period he was awakened every night, at a particular hour,
' by a knocking in his room,--sometimes on the floor, .and
somP.times on the walls,-which his wife heard, as well as
himself."*
I now direct your attention to the two Smyrna girls, who
visited France in the year 1839, and exhibited what was called
their electrical powers in moving tables without contact.
" The two girls landed at Marseilles, about the first of
November, 1839. 'In hopea of realizing a splendid fortune,
they intended to exhibit themselves in France and other parts
of the continent. Immediately on their arrival, several persons, including various men of science, and professors, visited
them, and ascertained the following phenomena : First.-" 'l'he girls stationed themselves, facing each other,
at the ends of a large .table, keeping at a distance from it of
one or two feet, according to their electrical dispositions."
Second.-"When a few minutes had elapsed, a crackling,like
that of electric fluid spreading over gilt paper, was heard, when,
Third.-" The table received a strong shake, which always
made it ad?Jan~ from the ELDER to the younger sister.
Fourth.-" A Jceu, nails, or any piece of iron, placed on the
.table, in!tantaneously stopped the phenomena.
•

Rog~ra'

PaUosoph1 of »)'atelione Rappings, pagea L3, 79.
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Fifth.-" When the iron. was adapted to the undn" part of
the table it produced no effect upon the experiment.
Si:cth.-" Saving this singularity, the facts observed constantly followed the known laws of electricity, whether glaM
insulators were used, or whether one of the girls wore silk
garments. In the latter case, the electric ~roperties of both
were neutralized. Such was the state of matters for some
days after the arrival of the yom;Jg Greeks ; but,
Seventh.-" The temperature' having become· cooler, and
the atmosphere having loaded itself with humidity, all perceptible electric virtue seemed to have deserted them."
" In this case we have the ' manifestation' of a force. in
the production of phenomena, greatly analogous to that often
witnessed at the present day. The writer calls the agent
electricity ; and yet, in one important respect, it acted
differently from this agent, in that it was broken by simply
laying a key, or a small piece of iron, on the object which it
had acted upon, and was not affected when the same piece of
iron was placed under the table." *
The unintelligent raps are said to be produced by the
involuntary action of the spinal cord, and the independent
nerve ganglia, that lie along its edge and cluster among the
viscera. The intelligent raps are said to be produced by the
brain or cerebral nerves proper, voluntarily and involuntarily
as regards the media.
Professor Mahan has written a more readable book than
Professor Rogers, and one which is more likely to produce an.
unfavourable impression regarding the spiritual hypothesis on
the minds of superficial enquirers. Professor Mahan can be
understood oy ordinary people, Professor Rogers cannot.
Mahan endorses Rogers' philosophy, and quotes a number ·o f
eases to prove that the phenomena are natural and mWidane,
and that in no instance is there satisfactory proof of ab ~tra
spirit influence. His arguments for this view are based
· upon the statements quoted from Professor Rogers, and
upon the puerility and contrariety of the communications
received, but specially upon the supposition that the manifestations can be more or less, he seems to think, perfectly
controlled by the presiding or most powerfully mesmeric
mind in the circle.
• Rogers' Phl1010phy of ~lya_:eriona Rappings, page 100.
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I have not time to quote many illustrations from his work,
but give three as fair specimens of the whole.
" On Monday, January 6th, 1772, about ten o'clock in the
forenoon, 1\8 Mrs. Golding, the hostess, was in the parlour, she
heard the china and glasses in the back kitchen tumble down
and break : her maid came to her, and told her the stone
plates were falling down from the shelL Mrs. Golding went
into the kitchen and saw them broken; presently after a row
of plates, from the next shelf, fell down likewise, while she was
there, and nobody near them. This astonished her much, and
while she was thinking about it, other things, in different
places, began to tumble about, some of them breaking, attended
with violent noises all over the house ; a clock tumbled down,
and the case broke. The destruction increased with the wonder
and terror of Mrs. Golding. Wherever she went, accompanied
by the servant girl, this dreadful waste of property followed.
Mrs. G., in her terror, fled to a neighbour's, where she immediately fainted. A surgeon was called, and she was bled ; the
blood, which had hardly congealed, was seen all at once to
spring out of the basin upon the floor, and presently after, the
basin burst to pieces, and a bottle of rum that stood by it
broke at the same time. Mrs. G. went to a second neighbour's
as the valuables that were conveyed to the first were being
destroyed, and while the maid remained at the first, Mr.
Gresham's, the former was not disturbed, but while the latter
was putting up what few things remained unbroken of her
mistress's, in a back apartment, a jar of pickles, that stood
upon a table, turned upside down, and other things were
broken to pieces. Meantime, the disturbances had ceased at
Mrs. Golding's house, and but little occurred at the neighbour's
while Mrs. G. and her servant remained apart, but as soon as
they came into each other's company, the disturbance
would begin again ; a.t all these periods of action, says the
detail, Mrs. Golding's servant was walking backward and forward, in either kitchen or parlour, or wherever some of the
family happened to be, nor could they get her to sit down five
minutes together, except at one time, for about half an hour,
towards the morning, when the family were at prayers in the
parlour ; then all was quiet ; but in midst of the greatest
confusion, she was as much composed as at any other time,
and, with lplOOmmon coolneea of temper, advised her mistresa

.
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not to be alarmed or 11Deesy, ' as,' abe said, ' these things
could not be helped.' Thus she argued, 118 if they were
common occurrences which must happen in every family.
Everything which Mrs. Golding had touched seems to have
been in some way affected, so that afterwards, on the approach
of the maid, it would be frequently broken to atoms, sometimes without even her touch. Even the blood of MrS. G. W8.8
highly susceptible under the same circumstance, and the bowl
in which it W88 contained,. and the glass ware standing by it~
burst to pieces." *
" We will give in illustration, a fact which occurred some
years since, when a medium W8.8 entel't!Wllng circles in Cleveland, at the house of the distinguished spiritualist, Joel Tiffany,
Esq. We do not hold him responsible at all for the acts of the
medium. The case W88 this. 'A gentleman, a member of the
bar, in that city, on his first introduction to the spirit-circles,
W8.8 strongly inclined, to sa.y the le8.8t, to embrace, in full, the
doctrine of spiritualism, so inexplicable, on any other theory,
did the undeniable facts present~ appear. Subsequently,
however, he became fully convinced, that while the rappings
were a reality, and no imposition, the force which produced
them W8.8 sometimes consciously, but more genera.lly, unconsciously, controlled by spirits in and not out of the body. He
a.ccordingly, having gained the confidence of the medium, one
of the best that ever appeared amongst us, united with her
in deceiving temporarily, for his own a.musment, some of his
friends, who visited these circles. On one occaaion, he remarked to those present, that none of the tests which they
had applied, were, or ought to be, fully sa.tisfactory; because,
that, in all instances, they had to depend upon the testimony
of individlJ&}s, in regard to the question, whether their inquiries
were or were not correctly answered. He woul~ propose a test
about which, there could be no mistake, and of the character
of which they could all alike judge for themselves. He would
retire from the circle, and write down seven questions, and
having returned, he would put them in succession, mentally,
no one, 8.8 they could all testify, seeing the paper but himself.
The answers, 118 rapped out, they should take doli'D, and when
completed, he would .cead. each question in order, and they
should read the answer, and see for themselves how they cor• Mahan'a Splritua11811l Espoled, pap 75,
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responded, each to each. ·Seven questions were accordingly
written out and put as suggested, and seven answers were
rapped out. When compared, it was found that each question
had been specifically and correctly answered. We will give
three of them as examples of the rest, namely, the first two
and the last. Question-' How many days are there in a weekt'
Answer-'Seven.' Question-'Who performs these wonders1'
(This was put in Latin) Answer-' The spirits.' Question' What do the spirits think of any in this circle who are not
convinced 1 Answer-' If an angel from heaven should 'speak
to them, they would not believe.' All who understood not
the facts as they were, were astounded and convinced, of course.
The gentleman subsequently informed his wondering friends,
that he had, prior to that meeting, put all those answers, in
writing, into the hands of the medium, informing her, that
corresponding questions would be put in the form stated, and
that she must prepare herself accordingly. The answers, as
he affirms, were given word for word, as he wrote them.
The spelling, however, was hers, she being .a poor speller.
Yet the rappings, he further adds, were no imposition, and
remain to this day, · to his mind, a deep mystery. The
deooption lay exclusively in persuading the persons present
that spirits out of circle, and not the minds in it, controlled the actions of the force by ·which the answers were
given forth.'*
" Let us now look at another very important case. ' A
gentleman in Boston, a devoted spiritualist, while sitting in a
spirit circle, was struck with the revelation to his mind of
the fact that the responses to the questions propounded by
inquiries, so frequently corresponded with the conceptions
previously formed in his own imagination. This led to more
careful reflection and observation, and finally to important experiments, in which he found, that he could determine beforehand what answers should be given to any · questions
propounded by any persons present, and that he had, in a
similar ma.uner, been unconsciously directing the· action of this
mysterious force, and that, while he had been supposing that
spirits out of the circles had been doing it. A totally new
theory pertaining to these so-called s!*rlt manifestations now
stood revealed to his mind. He saw that mere reflections of
* Mahan's Splritoallam Expoaed, page 136.
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the thoughts of individuals in the circles had been mistaken
for the wices of spirits out of the circles.'
" A gentleman of very strong mesmeric power, in the State
of New York, also found, after the most extensive experiments,
that he could enter any circle whatever, and by simply willing
it, could utterly silence ' the- spirits,' 80 J;hat no communice.tions whatever could be obtained from them-that he could,
in a similar manner, utterly confuse their responses, or determine beforehand the answers which should be given to any
questions proposed by any perBOn present. The bearing of
such facts cannot be mistaken. Any person that in their
presence will attribute thel!le manifestations to disembodied
spirits must be a spiritualist by mere dint of will, and be-cause he is determined to be deceived."
" A Profeesor of the Ohio Medical College, at the earnest
80licitation of friends, visited, on one occasion, the spirit-circle
of Mrs. Fish and the Foxes, in the city of Cleveland. All his
questions, the first excepted, his mind not being in a collected
state at the moment, were answered with perfect correctness,
though they pertained to subjects with which he alone, of the
members of the circle, was Mquainted ; all his questions, we
sa.y, were correctly answered, till the spirit communicating,
that of a sister, was requested to spooify the christian name of
their father. The moment he put the question, his thought
recurred to his brother, concerning whom, he had just before
been enquiring. The name of the brother instead of the
father was immediately rapped out. The occurrence, he
remarked, threw a flood of light upon his mind, in regard to
the origin and cause of these manifestations. The spirit, profet~~~edly communicating, understood the names of each of the
individuals referred to, as well as the profesBOr himself, and
would have corrected the mistake, had it been that perBOn
that was communicating. No such correction, however, was
made. He concluded, therefore, that his thought caused the
answer, and not that of a spirit out of the circle. Who can
doubt the correctness of his conclusions 1 Had it been an
intelligent being out of the circle, especia.lly the mind professedly answering, it could have made no difference whatever to
what subject the thonghts of the enquirer should turn, after
asking his question. If, on the other hand, the action of this
power on the production of the answer, was controlled by the
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uaental states of the inquirer himself, then the aocident&l
diversion of attention, in this instance, would occaaion the
identical answer that was received. On no other principle can
its occurrence be accounted for."*
" Spirit" said Sir David Brewster, "is the last thing
that I will give in to." Unphilosophical and unbecoming a
candid enquirer as this expression is, it is practically, if not in
words, what I also confess to having said. The influence of
early associations, and the impress of the anti-spiritualistic
philosophy of the age, made me very unwilliDg to be convinced
of the spirituality of the phenomena, I last week attempted to
describe. I struggled in the meshes of doubt and disbelief for
~J.bout eight years, and after vainly attempting to solve the
problem of their causes by the operation of merely natural
law8, I was at last, by overwhelming fl)ree of facts, driven into
the belief of their being produced by extra mundane powers, or
ab eztra spirit agency.
I can. therefore, be tolerant of scepticism on the part of unbelievers in either the phenomena or theory of spiritualism,
and desire to force no man's conviction. Indeed, as a general
rule, I request persons not to receive implicitly my testimony,
but to. examine for themselves, and from personal observation,
either receive or reject, cautioning them at the same time not
to expect to reach the top of the ladder of spiritualism at a
single spring. · That would be the extreme of unreason.
There is no royal road to learning. The mountain of knowledge is not to be climbed in a day. Let us learn the lesson
that experience teaches all wise men and women, that truth is
Qnly to be acquired by slow and laborious researoh, and
that he is a fool who expects to reach the mountain heights
of any subject at a bound. If such a thing were practicable,
we would neither realize our privileges, nor understawl
our position.
What could a student understand of the higher mathematics who had not previously studied the elementary branches
of arithmetic 1 What of the higher branches of spiritual or
any other philosophy or literature if he had not gone through
the preliminary steps 1 It is recorded of but one man that he
was born a man; all since have been born babu, and have
had everything to learn.
• Profeaeor Mahan'• Splritur.Usm ExpoHd. page 1116.
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You aud I are in that position, and respecting auy eonelusion to which we have come, it is only valuable 88 evidence
in proportion to the application, the ability, aud the holiest
enquiry we have devoted to its examination.
I infer that modem mysterious phenomena are produced by
invisible spiritual intelligenCElll. I.-Because no known natural
laws, giving them their widest latitude, ha.ve yet accounted
·for them. H.-Because there is no appearance of the probable
discovery of a. natural law that will account for them. III.Because the interposition of invisible spiritual intelligences,
acting through the agency of known or faintly shadowed forth
natural laws, does satisfactorily account for the phenomena.
This position I am prepared to defend ; all others, I believep
are untenable.
You will please to observe that I have not said anything
whatever about the characters or individualities of the invisible
agents, about the value of their teachings, or about the design
or these latter-day wonders. These questions I reserve for
some future occasion, desiring to feel the ground firm beneath
our feet before venturing further into the investigation.
Nor am I so illogical as to attempt to prove a negative. I
shall not therefore strive to prove that the natural hypothesis
dou not account for the phenomena, but simply assert that
such is my belief.
The proper duty of my opponents, this evening, is to demonstrate that the natural hypothesis is the correct one ; aud my
province is to expose the unsoundness of their arguments, aud
the falsity of their positions. This, if accomplished, leaves the
spiritual theory 88 the only occupant of the field.

LECTURE III.-ON SPIRITUALISM AND THE
MYSTERIOUS POWERS IN NATURE.
Rarely, perhaps never, do the works of the sculptor, painterp
poet, or .orator, reach, or even closely approach, their ideal
conceptions. The statues of Phidias, which grew. under tb.e
stroke of the magician's chisel, almost glow with life. They
are, however, probably poor representations of the living forms
which moved in his own msthetic soul.
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The subject we have to consider this evening is one which
would require the hand of a master to do it but scant justice.
I, therefore, throw myself upon your indulgence and partiality,
while I endeavour to lay before you a few remarks on the
exalted matters that are to occupy our attention.
Your thoughts will be directed, first, to the occult and
hidden, but stupendous powers of nature ; Bec<md, to the folly
of dogmatism, in the face of our almost blank ignorance of·
primary forces ; third, assuming that invisible intelligences do
perform the artistic and mechanical effects that in the first
lecture of this course I described, I shall attempt to explain
the modu& operandi, and strive to answer the question, How
do they do them 1
Those who open their eyes widely to the mysteries of the
universe, see everywhere in nature primary forces, the existences of which are only known to us by the phenomena
they produce. All the primary forces are invisible, intangible,
and imponderable, they can neither be seen, weighed, nor
measured.
The secondary forces in nature are gross and comparatively
powerless, when compared with the more refined and invisible
powers· which universally prevail Of these more refined
powers, in their essence, we know absolutely nothing, and of
the great laws of nature, except in their secondary effects, we
also know nothing.
We are in the deep sea of ignorance, and those who have
a little knowledge of secondary forces, and of the phenomenal
characteristics of primary powers, feel like Newton, that they
are indeed as children on the shores of the broad ocean of
infinity, picking up pebbles here and there, but knowing little
or nothing of the ocean of truth which stretches before them:
to infinitude. La Place who is much abused as the author of
a sublime, even if untrue, cosmical theory, very properly says,
"What we know is but little, what we know not is immense."
Let us look for a few minutes at some of the primary
forces in nature.
I shall assume that the majority of my hearers have a
general knowledge of natural and psychological philosophy,
and shall therefore not detail the experiments by which
eertain. conclusions have been arrived at, but simply state the
conclusions that are recognised by the most competent.
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teachers of the age. I sha.ll take, therefore, a few of the
leading primary powers, and by reference to them, show to
those who need to be shown, that our knowledge of their
essential nature, and of the powers for the production of manifest phenomena that yet lie latent and undeveloped in them,
is literally at zero.
Let us take for illustration vital jQrce and vital chemutry,
actinism, heat, magnetism, electricity, inorganic chemiltry,
light, and gravitation.

Vital force and vital chemistry, what are they 1 Who
will answer the question 1 I see learned professors of medicine
and physiology here, will they please to set our enquiries at
rest, and not allow us to rack ourselves "With thoughts
beyond the reaches of our souls."
We were in our early embryo state merely doublecoated cells, filled with fluid, and in size not so large as a swan
shot. By a process of differentiation the two coats of the cells
separated, and appropriated to themselves different portions of
the surrounding nutriment, one becoming devoloped into the
visceral, and the other into the neural part of man, eventually
forming the neural and hremal arches of Professor Owen. In
our pre-earthly life we lived without breathing, and' on the
blood of our mothers. At birth an entire change took place,
and, from being intra-uterine creatures, we became extrauterine, and breathed the air of this world. Then set in a
process of growth, and a constant process of decay, the former
so overpowering the latter that, in course of time, we became
developed from puny infants to full-grown men and women.
What are those mysterious vital and chemical forces which
produced those wonderful phenomena 1
How are we supported i By what means do the inorganic
elements of the earth and the air supply substance, beauty, and
life to the living vegetable or plant i How is grass converted
into beef i And how are beef and bread in their turn converted into the thinking, impulsive, and emotional human
being 1 How does the blood, a. comparatively simple fluid,
generate in the living chambers of the body, from its own sub- ·
stance, the material which forms bone, muscle, nerve, and
.skin ; in one region secreting pancreatic juice, in another
.gastric, and in another bile ; here wax, there saliva ; here
lachrymal fluid, there lymph ; and all tllae substances and
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juices just where they are required, and in proper quantitied
How is this 1 Echo answers, how ; for no one knows.
Look again at the vital and chemical forces in the vegetable world.
Three seeds are sown in the same soiL Little is the difference between them in respect to their forms or sizes. They
are planted· in the same earth, covered by the same snow,
watered by the same rain, vivified by the same sunshine, purified by the same breezes, supplied with material for growth
by the same inorganic elements, yet one becomes developed
into a lily of virgin and immaculate whiteness ; another into
a red and blushing rose ; and the third into a violet of imperial purple. How is all this 1
What is Actinilm 'I How is it that the same solar
chemical force, which browns and ripens our grain in the
waving autumn fields, acts as an invisible and noiseless limner,
and sketches in a second of time on the prepared iodized plate
the lineaments of any sitter, not imperfectly, as through the
hand of an embodied artist, but infallibly, if optical and
chemical laws be observed 1
What is heat 1 Heat is an invisible and imponderable
agent, and yet produces marvellous results. " Cyanuric acid,
which is a crystalline substance, 10luble in water by the
addition of a few degrees of Mat only, is converted into hydrated cyanic acid, which is a volatile fluid, and cannot be
brought into contact with waur without instant decomposition,
and yet the elements of which they are composed are ~ly
the samt, while their effects upon the human \>rganism are
totally different."
What is ma.,anetism 1 Why should disturbances on the
sun's surface, such local circumstances as produce spots on his
disc, cause magnetic storms on this earth 1
What is electricity1 What that mysterious force, sufficient
of which is latent in a drop of water, which, if suddenly developed, would blow this house and all it contains into the air1
What are the occult forces in inorganic chemistry 1 We
know that a large volume of oxygen and hydrogen mixed
together, and exploded by the 'introduction of an electric spark,
or ordinary flame, would suddenly oollapse into a few drops of
water by the activity of the chemical forces then set in motion.
But who can understmd the how of this 1
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What is light , That no dista.noe tires, which flies with a
fleetness compared with which the exploits ofSha.kspere's Puck
are child's play. It travels through the earth's atmosphere
and the infinitudes of the interstellar spaces with equal celerity-a celerity that distanoe cannot baffi.e-and eventually
reaches us, although it may take 20,000,000 of years in the
journey, travelling at the rate of ~00,000 miles per second,
and now impresses the retina of the observer.
Why should light pass through transparent objects only 1
Heat passes through all substances ; magnetism and electricity through some, transparency or opacity, solidity or
fluidity have no relation to conducting or non-conducting power.
See that crystalline dew-drop, glittering in the morning
sunshine ; see yon rolling orb, compared with which this world
of ours is insignificant ; see those dazzling galaxies of suns,
stretched in numbers that are numberless into the abysses of
infinitude; the same solitary omnipresent law gives them their
forms and holds thE:m in their various positions.
Who can explain the philosophy of the five senses 1
Thus we see, without going to our Maker, whom no finite
being can understand ; or to the spiritual world, which is
to some extent, separated from us by this clothing of flesh ;
there are in nature mysteries that probably eternity will not
completely unravel to us. I love mystery. It makes me feel
my own utter insignificance, and gives me to know that there
is something above me, something I cannot yet understand,
and possibly may never fully understand. I know, therefore,
it has not been produced by imperfect and limited beings like
our8elves. Thankful am I that the uuiverse is formed and
controlled by a Being
·
"With power that tn01n1 no Jlml\
And akiJl t.hat tno1n1 no bound.

If the universe were no longer a mystery to me, I would
spurn it from me as an empty shell, or sucked orange, not
containing anything capable of stimulating the mental
appetite. When after the greatest efforts of all our faculties
we feel we know next to nothing ; then, in that respect at least,
we are wise.
There are, in the material universe, those laws and forces
which present, to Him whose eye is everywhere, all scenes, in
all ages, at the same instant of time.
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In view of the foregoing facta and principlee, where is tho
room for dogmatism 1 It can only arise from two causu. An
organic defect of mind, which renders a. person incapable of
understanding facts and evidences, or a. one-sided training,
which warps the judgment of even the best oonstitl,\ted. Hence
the necessity of broad, catholic, and eclectic culture. That is
what will remove dogmatism, conceit, and prejudice, from the
minds of men who a.r:e capable of appreciating truth and
right.
.
The dogmatism of the feeble, imbecile, and uninquiring, is
of little moment, inasmuch as no one cares for their conceits,
and the only feeling they create is that of pity.
If we deliberately close our eyes to facts and phenomena.,
because they are beyond the range of, and contrary to, our
previous conceptions, or because we cannot, a.t once, understand
them, we may, without much loss either to ourselves or the
world, go to sleep a.t once, and hyberna.te for the period of our
natural lives.
Now, we come to that part of the subject which offers
the greatest difficulty, I mean the laws and agencies by means
of which disembodied spiritual intelligences perform the various physical acts which are described as having taken place a.t
spiritual aeancu.
I shall not refer to trance or impressional speaking, nor to
drawing by the hand of a. medium, all of which, I think, may
be accounted for, to a considerable extent, by merely mundaneagencies.
I think, however, that the lifting of tables, the raps on &
table, the intelligence displayed in the replies to questions,
feeble though th,a.t intelligence sometimes is ; the nnging of
bells, knotting of handkerchiefs, independent writing on slates
and paper, music on guitars, concertinas, and pianos ; independent drawings, and the revelations of names, addresses,
private histories, and minutire respecting many things, entirely unknown to all but the enquirers, anti often unknown
even to them, cannot be satisfactorily acoounted for by reference to known natural laws.
Commencing with the lower forms of manifestation, and
rising to the higher, I assertI.-That there is no record of any person, in a. normal
ccmdition, being able to produce knocks on tables, floors, or
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walla, at pleasure, except by the use of ordinary mechanical

means.

II. That there is no authentic record of any case where a
person or persons, at pleasure, oould, by a mere effort of the
will, and without mechanical contrivance, lift ponderable
bodies, such as tables.
III. If the former be true, then we have no right, without
further evidence, to 8888rt that the rape, liftings, responses to
questions, ringing of bells, and other physical phenomena, are
produced either voluntarily or involuntarily by any embodied
person, either pre96nt at the «ance or apart from it. If the
lower forms cannot be proved oapable of performance by embodied human beings, we are perfectly justified in 8888rting
that neither oan the higher.
Even supposing that all the physical manifestations which
have been described as having occurred at spiritual. ~.
could be proved to have been the voluntary or involuntary work
of media, still we have to account for the correct responses to
questions unknown to the media, and often unknown to all in
the room. .Admitting clairvoyance and thought reading, the
recognised facts do not touch the question, inasmuch as
clairvoyants and thought readers are in a peculiar and abnormal condition, while the media are not.
Assuming, then, that the phenomena. are effected by disembodied spiritual intelligences, how are they produced 1
The following appears to me to be the most reasonable
theory:All persons more or less emit a :fluid, which by Reichenbach
is termed odor odyle. To the influence of that emanation some
individuals are very susceptible. It appears to be somewhat
but not perfectly analogous to the mesmeric or magnetic :fluid.
It emanates from almost all substances in greater or less
quantity, and has, like electricity, the property of polarity. The
sun and stars are said to be positive, the moon and planets negative; man positive, woman negative. Be this inference true or
false, this seems certain that there il an emanation.
Probably upon the quality and quantity of that emanation, in any given locality, depends the power of invisible
intelligences to produce mechanical effects.
I think it more analogous to the mesmeric :fluid than
is generally imagined, at leut I have generally, not always,
G
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found good media very susoeptible to magnetic influence,
and have usually, when striking manifestations were taking
place, felt a manifest and strong aura pe.ss over my hands
and sometimes across·my face.
All these facts lead me to suppose that the invisible
intelligences work by this, or, it may be, · some other subtle
fluid. It is very probable that this fluid is converted into,
or used for the production of a foroe, by a means not at
present known to us. Its invisibility is no proof of its impotency, We have seen that the most potent foroes are
perfectly invisible and altogether unoognisable, except by the
phenomena they produce. Through this agent, then, the
table may be lifted, and where it exists in sufficient quantities,
a person may be lifted, and a house itself shaken. The independent raps are probably produced by a series of small
explosions, or concussions, and hands are probably formed by
intensifying this ethereal fluid, and moulding it into a proper
shape. This theory may be all true, all false, or partly true and
partly false. Be that as it may, it presents itself to me, at present, as the most feasible explanation of the modus operandi.

LECTURE IV.-THE NATURAL AND SUPERNATURAL
•
"'N THEIR RELATION TO MODERN

SPIRITUALISM.
The minds of men have, in all agee, been filled with
" gorgone, hydras, and chimeras dire ;" and each remarkable
appearance in the heavens above, or the earth beneath, was, in
the dark ages, and is now, in the minds of a large proportion
of people, placed to the credit of some supernatural agency.
Comets, earthquakes, storms, diseases, wars, have been instanced as forerunners or ngents of the divine displeasure ;
not only to the heathen who crowded their temples and
pantheons with gods-not only to the po(>r illiterate Roman
Catholic, who looks up to his priest as the vice-gerent of CJod.
on earth, but to the Pope and his cardinals in solemn conclave ; fiery-looking celestial visitors have struck awe ; and,
even now, some ministers of what are termed more enlightened
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churohes, disgrace their profession, by aseribing every triffing
natural disorder to the direct visitation of the Almighty, or
the interposition of eome malignant spirit.
Instance the
pota.toe disease, the cholera, the Indian mutiny, and the
Ma.ynooth grant. Caution, therefore, is exoeediugly necessary,
before we arrive at the conclusion that any mysterious phenomena are solely, or partially, the product of agents from the
unseen world ; inasmuch, as the readiest, most superstitious,
and most illogical course, is to clothe every remarkable ooourrenoe with mystery, and link it with beings of another sphere.
This grand old earth, the soene of so much vice and
such high virtue, is daily, nay hourly, shooting from its surface,
like arrows from an exhaustless quiver, the souls of men and .
women, into the spiritual spheres, and is.gathering into its own
bosom, their decaying and decayed bodies.
Death is no respecter of persons-the prince and peasant
must pass its narrow portals. Death is but a. blessing in disguise-t~. poor and :ftimsy disguise to those who are prepared
for the change, and whoae spiritual eyes•are opened to realise
their future inheritance.
Earth is the huge mausoleum of the race ; in almost every
part it is crowded with the bodies of the departed. The cocoon
of each human being, being left here, the spirits are translated
to the spirit world,
We all strive to pierce that dark veil which separates the
present from the future, the spirito-natural from the spiritual,
time from eternity.
Those who have gone before are looked wistfully after, and
the faintest indications of spirit interest and sympathy would
heal many a. wounded, bleeding heart. If we look so earnestly
after the loved ones who have preceded us, what good reason
is there for supposing that they are not equally, nay more,
mindful of us 1 The Bible certainly seems to indicate as
much, inasmuch as it makes the spiritual world to rejoice over
every sinner that repenteth ; and intimates, in its gloomiest
passages, that even the l«t are anxious for the welfare of their
earth friends.
Let us see if modem ooourrences give us reasonable grounds
for believing that we have not only the sympathy of, but direct intercourse with, those who have entered the stage of being
in advance of us-the world of spirits.
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Spiritual manifeste.tioDB divide themselves into four kindL
I.-Merely physical manifestations, in which there is no
display of intelligence-such as knock.ings and moving& of
articles of furniture, &o.
II. Intelligent responses to questions, put orally or mentally, and unknown to the media ; by means of knockings ;
either by bringing, without mechanical oontrivanoo, material
bodies sharply in oontaot, or by oonc1188ions on, or explosioDB
near, material bodies.
III. By the performance of various artistic, m.eohanioa.l, or
oratorical effects, through the hands or tongues of media, the
media during the time, being strictly automatic, and not exercising any voluntary power.
IV. The productioq. of independent mechanical or artistic
effects, such as knotting handkerchiefs, untying knots in oords,
opening and shutting doors, removing articles of furniture,
ringing bells, playing musical iDStruments, writing upon slates
or paper, and producing elaborate drawings in pencil or oolors,
in a few seoonds of time.
In order to decide, with any show of reason, whether these·
effects are or are not produced by disembodied invisible intelligences, we must inquire, in the first place, what has been, and
therefore, may be done, by known material and psychological
laws.
II. Is there any thing in those laws which seems to point
to a further developement, so as to render it probable that
they may produce some of, or all, the phenomena. which are popularly described aa spiritual manifestatioDB 1
III. If these laws do not, and a.re not likely to produce,
the mysterious phenomena to which I have been referring, is it
probable that other natural laws may yet be discovered, that
will satisfactorily account for them 1
IV. In the event of all the foregoing being aDSwered in
the negative, are we justified in saying that the phenomena. are
produced by invisible spiritual intelligences1 If not, what would
be satisfactory evidence of interoourse with the spirit world 1
'l'rick and deception are the first theories that present
themselves to the minds of enquirers, and are the first to flee
before investigation.
For the purpose of producing ob.fective, optical, auditory, and
tactile illusioDB in the minds of persoWI in their normal con-
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dition, trick must be resorted to. We have seen, however,
that the media are generally illiterate and incompetent persons, without any knowledge of oooult natural laws ; while the
enquirers are among the best educated persons in the kingdom,
in all natural sciences, and are not likely to be deceived by
ignorant imposters. If the manifestations occurred in the
presence of persons untrained in natural physical science, and
media were skilful, there might be room for doubt. Po belie.e
tl&at aU tlwle intelligent enquirer1 hatHJ been d«eived, 'tJJO'Uld be
a greater marvel than to belierle tAe remarkabk phenO'IMIUI.
genuine.
Let us look at the phenomena that can be produced by
natural laws, by known meehanioal,muscular,and psychologioa.l
forces, commencing with the more elementary and least
plausible, and aBOeJlding to the higher a11d more seemingly
potent.
Involuntary mmcular preuure was the theory propounded
by Professor Faraday, by which to aeoount for table turning.
That is now generally considered impotent.
Orackinq ofjointl, the favorite theory of very old opponents,
may safely be laid aside as valueless.
.Electricity, gal11anilm, and magnetitrm follow next. I
admit that, by certain meehanioa.l &l'l'angments, by making and
breaking conta<U between conducting and non-conducting
bodies, these powers con produce knookipgs and movings, but
I deny that any human being hM, or can, produce a piece of
eleetrioa.l or galvanic apparatus of such a character as to produce responses to any questions that may be asked, v.ithout
the mecmanioa.I contrivance being easily discovered by any
person who is thoroughly conversant with the various principles of physicial science. And further, as no such discovery
has been made, notwithstanding the hundreds of thousands
of circles in which the phenomena have occurred, I am
justified in rejecting that theory as totally absurd, and feel
confident that no one here, who has any acquaintance with the
sciences of electricity and magnetism, will for a moment suppose that either the lower or the higher phenomena are
produced by their instrumentality.
.Automatic cerebral and ~pinal actiom next appear. The
former are involuntary actions of the brain, said to produce
near and distant intelligent mechanical results, results of
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which we have no record, with which I am acquainted, in
persons in their norfM,l condition. The latter, or involuntary
spinal actions, are those which are sa.id to produce merely
mechanical effects, both at small and great distances, such 88
those effected by Angelique Cottin and others, a few particulars of which I shall this evening give you. Neither of
these, however, I think, we will ~ account for the phenomena I have previously described.
We have now arrived at that branch of the subject where
natural theories most nearly account for the phenomena ; I
mean mumeri,m and its cognate sciences.
I shall in my future remarks use the terms mesmerism,
biology, pathetism, electrical psychology, animal magnetism,
odylism, and all their derivatives, as 1!/f'onymoru term&. Not
because they are strictly, and scientifiQ&lly synonymes, but
because, to a popular audience, any attempt rigidly to define
and separate them would be "definition without a difference,"
and for all practical purposes, they may be reoognised as
one force, or one aggregate of forces. This being understood,
will simplify our explanation, which, before an audience not
specially trained to the consideration of the subject, will
prove very desirable. :Mesmerism, being the most familiar
terin, will generally be used.
It is amusing to witness the ardent qt.achment for the
old heruiu of meBmeriam and clairtJ01!ance, which has recently
sprung up in the breasts of those who, a few years ago, denounced them 88 the per10nijM,tiom of ablurdi.ty. Now,
however, that the mw hereq of lpiritualilm has to be put
down, conservative opponents, who unenquiringly reject all
new trutb,s, must adopt as their own children those views
which are most likely to accomplish the work. Hence the
sudden and apparently unaccountable conversions to a belief
in mesmerism.
:Mesmeric phenomena may be divided into the following

classes:I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

:Mesmeric control of muscles.
Optical, auditory, and tactile illusion&
Sympathy of the senses.
Trance and impressional speaking.
Personal control at great distances.
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VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

Animal polarity.
.
lntiependent mechanical motions hy efforts of will.
Thought reading.
Clairvoyanoo and clair-audience.
Previ.ai.on of future events.
Trance travelling and doppel-ganger.

Mesmeric control of the voluntary and involuntary
muscles will not, I am sure, be urged by any as a satisfactory
explanation of modern mysterious phenomena. And I shall
not consider that in trance or impressional speaking, nor
even in automatic writing and drawing, we have any satisfactory evidence of interferences in, mundane affairs, on the
part of invisible intelligences. These concessions narrow the
grounds of difference. I make these concessions because I know
that persons in sleep, and in mesmeric trance, draw, write,
compose prose, poetry, and music, and speak in langp.ages
which they cannot do awake or in their normal condition.
My opponents in this controversy have not taken the
strongest positions that were open for them to occupy.
.
Allow me to introduce a few facts in illustration of this,
some of which will be familiar to many of you.
I state the strongest that occur to me, having no desire
to defend a position which I believe to be logically indefensible. I quote these because known illustrations prevent long
explanations.
I refer you to the records of Angelique Cottin, Frederica
Hauffe, Seeress of Prevorst ; the Electric Girls of Smyrna,
and Mrs. Golding and her servant, particulars resfecting
whom will be found in previous parts of this work.
The
following cases are also worthy the consideration of all who
wish to form rational opinions in reference to modern mysteri.
ous phenomena : "Eighteen years since, in 1834, the Newark A.dverti&er
published a curious narrative of a rapping-case, into the truth
of which its agents had previously inquired. It appeared
that, on a certain night, the family of Mr. Joseph Barron,
living in the township of Woodbridge, about three miles from
Rahway, Newark County, were alarmed, after they had retired, by a loud thumping against the house. Mr. B.'s first
* PI&• 66, fil, 68, 70.
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impressi.on was, that some person was a.t.Umpting to bNaJ: in,
but further observation soon undeceived him. The thumping, however, continued at short intervals, until the family
became so alarmed that Mr. B. ca.lled in some of his neighbours, who remained up with the family until daylight, when
the thumping ceased.
" The next evening, after nightfall, the noise recommenced,
when it was ascertained to be mysteriouSly connected with the
movements of a servant girl in the family, a white girl, about
fourteen years of age. When passing a window on the stairs,
for example, a suddenja.r, accompanied with an explosive sound,
broke a pane of glass ; the girl at the sa.me moment being
seized with a violent spasm. This, of course, very much
alarmed her, and the physician (Dr. Drake) who was sent for,
came, and bled her. . The bleeding, however, produced no apparent effect ; the noise still continued as before, at intervals,
wherever the girl went, each sound producing more or l~ss of
a spasm ; and the physician, with the family, remained up
during the night. At daylight the thumping ceased again.
On the third evening the same thing was repeated, commencing
B little earlier than before, and so every evening:"*
"Stratford, Nov. 2, 1850.
" A co.p y of your paper, containing an article on the recent
strange events at my house, came to hand yesterday.
" I have not hitherto noticed any anonymous publications
on this painful subject, nor have I published anything except
what is signed with my own name. In regard to your inquiries,
I can assure you that tM whole affair &till remain~~ a profound
my&tery. The troubles at my house continued for at least
seven months. During that time, events which cannot be
accounted for occurred, to the number of two or three thousand.
Many of them to be sure, were of such a nature that they
might have been done by human agency. But, in multitudes
of instances, they have taken place in a way which rendered
all trick or collusion utterly impossible. I have myself ~em
articles moved from one place to another ; not, as your correspondent sa.ys, ' found them moved.'
" I have &een thing& in motion more than a thousand times,
a'lfd, in most cases, when no visible power existed by which the
motion could have been produced. I can produce scores of
* "Slfhta IDd SoullU," pllpll 43 IDd 44.
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persons, whose character& for intelligence, piety, and competence
to judge in this matter, no one who knows them will question,

who will make solemn oath that they have witnessed the same
things. As to the reality of the facU. they can be proved by
testimony a hundred-fold greater than is ordinarily required iu
our courts of justice iu cases of life and death.
" At the time these troubles commenced, my family consisted of my wife, two daughters, one sixteen and the other
six yean of age, and two sons, one eleven and the other three,
and one domestic. The smallest child did, by accident, somewhere about that time, break a pane of glass, and the
elder boy did once, it is said throw a poker on to the floor.
But no one ever intimated or dreamed of there being
anything mysterious iu those things. There have been
broken from my windows ~~e~Hmty-one panu of gla& >" more
than thirty of which I have seen break with my own
eyes. I have seen objects, such as brushes, tumblers, candlesticks, snuffers, &c., which, but a few moments before I knew
to be at rest, fly a.ga.inst the glass, and dash it to pieces, when it
was utterly impossible, from the direction iu which they moved,
that any visible power should have caused their motion.
" The statement of your correspondent, tbat the windows
were never ' uen to break,' nor the furnit~ ' ~em· to move,'
is wholly untrue ; and the charge that these things were doneby members of my own family, a cruel and wicked slander.
" If I seem to be unduly earnest on this subject, I trust
that you and your readers will consider that I have feelings sa
keenly alive to the honour of my family as other men. I
know them to be innocent in this matter. Within the range
of your paper's eircula.tion, I have friends, I have children, and
grandchildren, and brothers, and sisters, and a circle, by D()
means limited, who are bound to me, and I to them, by other
ties. They have feelings to be pained and lacerated by any
aspersions affecting the honour either of myself or my family ;
and I ask ·What right has your correspondent, or any other
Dl&II, thus wantonly to asperse the character and assail thereputation of an innocent family 1
" I will not, and I need not, characterise the act or the
man by the epithets they merit.
"El.IAKI)[

PHBLPS."t
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" The next iDatance reoalls an old acquaintAnce, worthy Mr.
Mompesson, who, in 1661, at his residence at Tedwortb, in ·
return as was supposed, for some indignity practised upon a
vagrant drummer, was for some time made the victim of a
series of simila.r startling visitations. The Rev. Joseph Glanvil,
chaplain to Charles IL, in a work directed against the Sadduceeism of the day, relates this history with considerable minuteness of detaiL
" The Mompesson story affirms that, shortly after Mr. M.
had dismissed the vagabond in question. and confiscated his
drum, the family were much disturbed by noises-knocking
and drnmming in the night at the outside of the door. Mr.
:M. went about the house with a brace of pistols in his hand,
but disoovered nothing. When he got baek to his bed, there
was thumping and drumming on the top of the house, which
continued a good spaee, and then went off into the air. This
thumping and drumming was usually continued five successive
nights, and then· it would intermit three. After a month's
disturbance without, it came into the room where the drum
lay, and continued five nights in seven. It continued in this
room for the spaee of three months. Its approaoh was indicated
by a hurling in the air over the house, and its going off was
like the beating ~fa drum at the breaking up of a guard."*
I now refer you to the well-known ghost story connected
with the family of the illustrious John Wesley. The apparition
in the family was familiarly called " Old Jeffrey."
" Mr. John Wesley, relating the attempts of his sister Mary
to unravel the mystery, writes that, on a certain night, she
had requested her younger sister to allow her to 8llllume her
UBual office of taking away her father's bed-room candle,
avowing her determination to find out the trick. ' She accordingly took my sister Kitty's plaee, and had no sooner taken
away the candle than she hearo a noise below. She hastened
down stairs to the hall where the noise was ; but it was then
in the kitchen. She ran into the kitchen, where it waa
drumming on the inside of the screen ; when she went round
it was drumming on the outside, and so always on the side
opposite to her. Then she heard a knocking at the back
kitchen door. She ran to it, unlocked it·softly, and when .t he
knooking was repeated, suddenly opened it ; but nothing waa
• "SJcbta uulSocmdl, or tu BlltorJ a1 8JIIri' Bapptac," ...... a 1111d 23.
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to be seen. As aoon as she had shut it, the knooking began
again. She opened it again, but could see nothing. When
she went to shut the door, it was violently thrust against her.
She let it fly open, but nothing appeared. She went again to
shut it, and it was again thrust against her ; but she set her
knee and her shoulder to the door, forced it to, and turned the
key. Then the knocking began again ; but she let it go on,
and went up to ~ However, from that time, she was
thoroughly convinced that there was no imposture in the
affair.'

' "Upon another occasion, Mr. Samuel Wesley,' at six in
the evening, had family prayers as uau.al. When he began the
prayer for the king, a knocking began all round the room ;
and a thundering knock attended the amen. The same was
heard from this time every morning and evening, while prayer
for the king was repeated."*
The following story is abridged from" Owen's Footfalls
on the Boundary of another World," page 333 : In 1828, the Mpta.in, and Mr. Bruce the mate of a vessel,
trading between Liverpool and New Brunswick, were sitting
in their cabin, the ship having been six weeks at sea. The
captain left the mate alone in the cabin, and after a short
absence on deck, the mate rejoined him, informing him, with
aigns of alarm, that he had seen a stranger in the cabin,
writing upon the slate which lay on the desk.
Tbe captain entirely disbelieved the story, and went with
the mate into the cabin. On examining the slate they found
written upon it "STEER TO 'l:HE· Nos' WEsT." The captain,
determined to find out who had done this, had all the men in
the ship bronght before him, and each man who could write;
wrote on the slat~" Steer to the Nor' West.'' None of the
handwritings had the slightest resemblance to the origi.ual.
The captain decided to steer in the direction indicated, and at
three o'clock they came in sight of an iceberg with the wreck
of a ship on it, containing a great number of human beings.
Boats were sent to relieve the sufferers. The third boat contained the mate, who, on ascending the side of the ship, saw
the face of the man whose spectre, or double, he had seen in
the cabin. He started back in consternation. Captain and
mate both went on board the wrecked vessel, the captain
• "8Jaht.111Dd 8ouDU, or the Hlatol')' of Splrlt BappiDg," papa 'R and liS.
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taking with him the slate on which the writing was found, and
laying the olean side of the slate before the mysterious stranger, requested him to write on the slate" Steer to the Nor'
West." The man did so, and the writing was aperfectfacBimile of that produced by the phantom.
This narrative has the reputation of being well authenticated.
I now quote the case of the pious and .learned Oberlin : " The valley of Ba.n-de-J.a..Roche, or Steintha., in Alsace, the
t100ne .for more than fifty years of Oberlin's labours of lovE!,
eurrounded by lofty mountains, is for more than half the year
out off from the rest of the world by snows obstructing the
passes.
"There Oberlin found the pell88.iltry with very peculiar
opinions. He said to Mr. Smithson, th<i.t when he first came
to reside among the inhabitants of Steinthal, they bad, what
he then considered " many superstitious notions respecting the
proximity of the spiritual world, and of the appearance of
various objects and phenomena in that world, which from time
to time were seen by some of the people belonging to his
flock. For instance, it was not unusual for a person who had
died to appear to some individual in the valley.' . . . ' The
:report of every new occurrence of the kind was brought to
Oberlin, who at length became so much annoyed that he was
resolved to put down this species of superstition, as he called
it, from the pulpit, and exerted himself for a considerable
time to this end, but with little or no desirable effect. Cases
became more numerous, and the circumstances so striking, as
even to stagger the scepticism of Oberlin himself.'
" Ultimately the pastor 08Jlle over to the opinions of his
parishioners in this matter. And when Mr. Smithson asked
him what had worked such conviction, he replied ' that he himself had had ocular and demonstrative experience respecting
these important subjects.' He added that 'he had a large
pile of papers which he had written on this kind of spiritual
phenomena, containing the facts with his own refteotions upon
them.' He stated, further, to Mr. Smithson, that such apparitions were particularly frequent after that well-known and
terrible accident which had buried several villages (the fall of
the Rossburg, in 1806). Soon after, as Oberlin expreBSed it,
a considerable number of the inhabitants of the valley ' had
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their spiritual eyesight opened,' and perceived the apparitions
of many of the sufferers.
"Stoer, the pupil and biographer of Oberlin, and throughout
his life the intimate friend of the family, states that the good
pastor was fully persuaded of the actual presence of his wife
for several years after h(II' decease. His unswerving oonviotion
was that, like an attendant angel, she watched over him, held
communion with him, and was visible to his sight ; that she
instructed him respecting the other world and guarded him
from danger in this ; that, when he contemplated any new
plan of utility,. in regard to the results of which he was unoorta.in, she either . encouraged his efforts or chooked him in his
projoot. He considered his interviews with her not as a thing
to be doubted, but as obvious and certain-as certain as any
event that is witnessed with the bodily eyes. When asked
how he distinguished· her appearance and her communications
from dreams, he replied, ' How do you distinguish one colour
from a.nother1' "*
" Cases of revealed prevision are quite as common as those
of organic, and have been known a much longer period.
Socrates presented a remarkable instance of this kind. H&
informed his disciples that he possessed a genius, who told
him future events and directed his conduct, and whom he
never failed to obey. He often warned his friends (by th&
advice, he told them, of his genius,) against certain courses of
action, and in every case where they refused to profit by his
counsel disastrous results followed.
" He predicted a.ll the events of any importance in his own
life, and lastly, his death and its mode. After sentence was
passed on him, his enemies waited but the return of a ship to
put it into execution. The night before the vessel was expected in, his disciples were grieving bitterly to think that
before another evening the philosopher would be taken
from them ; he informed the sorrowful gtoup around
him that the ship had been injured at sea, and would not
return for three days ; and the event happened as he
predicted."
Cazotte's famous prediction is so well known as to render
insertion here unnecessary.t
• " Yie de J. P. Ob<Wlin," par Stober, p. 223.
t See Newlllloll OD Fucilla~lo11, pap 136.
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"Joan of Arc's case will appropriately follow that or
Socrates; it is also a matter of history, and may be relied on
without the slightest hesitation. Like Socrates, ehe openly
professed herself under the guidance of a. familiar genius,
whom she called St. Michael She at length fell under the
power of the English, by whom she WM (as might be expected
from the ignorance of the age~ regarded as a witch ; they
tried her as a heretic and sorceress by an ecolesiastica.l tribunal,
and after condemnation, burnt her at Rouen."
" There is another form or supersensuous vision, for the
existence of which we can scarcely discover sufficient 1'6880n
unleBB to intimate an undeveloped fa.eulty, which, in another
state, may be proper to man. The nature and character of
this strange endowment will be best expressed in the language
of one who believed himself to be possessed of it. Heinrich
Zsehokke, a. man remarkable for the extent of his honourable
labours as a statesman and an author, solemnly writes the
following passage in his autobiography:-' It has happened
to me sometimes, on my first meeting with strangers, as I
silently listened to their discourse, that their former life, with
many trifling circumstances therewith oonneoted, or frequently
some particular scene in that life, has pat!8ed quite involuntarily, and, es it were, dream-like, yet perfectly distinct, before
me. During this time I usually feel so entirely absorbed in
the contemplation of the stranger's life, that at last I no
longer see clearly the face of the unknown wherein I undesignedly read, nor distinctly hear the voices or the speakers, .
which before served in some measure as a. commentary on the
text of their features. For a. long time I held such visions as
delusions of the fancy, and the more so as they showed me
even the dress and emotions of the actors, rooms, furniture,
and other aooessories.' He was at length astonished to find
his dream-pictures invariably confirmed as realities, and he
relates this instance as an example of his viBiona.ry gift : 'One day, in the city of Waldshut, I entered an inn, (the Vine)
in company with two young students. We eupped with a
numerous company at the table d'hote, where the guests were
making very merry with the peculiarities of the SwiBB, with
Mesmer's magnetism, Lavater's physiogonomy, etc. One of
my companions, whoso national pride was wounded by their
mockery, begged me to make some reply, pa.rticularly to &
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handsome young man who sat oppoeite to us, and who had
allowed himself extraordinary license. This man's life was at
that moment presented to my mind: I turned to him, and
asked whether he would answer me candidly if I related to
him some of the most secret paseages of his life, I knowing as
little of him personally as he did of me. He promised, if I
were correct, to admit it frankly. I then related what my
vision had shown me, and the whole company were made
acquainted with the private history of the young mercbantrhis school years, his youthful errors, and, lastly, with a fault
committed in reference to the strong-box of his principal I
described the uninhabited room with whitened walls, where,
to the right of the brown door, on a table, stood a black
money-box, etc. A dead silence prevailed during the whole
narrative, which I alone occasionally interrupted by inquiring
whether I spoke the truth. The startled young man confirmed every particular, and even, what I had scarcely
expected, the last mentioned. Touched by his candour, I
shook hands with him, and said no more. He is, probably,
still living."*
Admitting the phenomena of spiritualism to be genuine
and not produced by trick ; optical, auditory, and tactile
illusions do not e.coount for them, because only a few persons
are subject to these influences, and that only after long Sllbmission to an operator's will At spiritual uancu all see the
phenomena ; besides the phenomena that do ooour leave permanent impressions, and results that may be seen by anyone,
at anytime. Again, persons who are under mesmeric illusions,
in the generality of instances, know they are ; but all who go
to spiritual .eancu feel and know that they are not. Persons
under mesmeric influence and illusion have often a double
consciousness, the menneric and the nonnal ,- spiritualists
have only the normal, at least that is the case in
my experience, and Mr. Oliver, who is present, or any
mesmerist, will allow that I would not be an easy subject to
mesmerise.
Sympathy of the senses is very partial in its operation ;
and is only applicable to mesmeriser and patient, or those,
with whom the mesmeriser places the patient in mesmeric
rapport ; and this only can be done in a very limited number
• " Ha7o on Popular Snperetittona," pace 6C.
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of oases. This, then, does not aooount for the production of
impressions by or through the medium of media.
Personal control at' great distances is valueless as an
expla.na.tion, booa.use that would require to be based upon a
kind of omnipresence and omniaoi.ence possessed by some
distant person or persons.
.Animal polarity is impotent as an explanatory theory, it
could only produce direct motions between the animal magnetic poles, circular motions, and explosions; and none of
these touch the higher phenomena. ·
The same may be said of independent mechanical motions
in inanimate objects by effort of will. Such motions, I have
yet to find an illustration of, and shall not therefore auunu
their existence.
There yet remains, tlwught-reading, clairt~ot~anct, previ8ion,
tranct travelling, and i/.Qppd-ganger.
Of tlwupkt-reading, I have to say, that no person, in a
perfectly normal condition, is capable of it unless in the case
of persons with whom they are normally tn-'l'apport, and of
the existence of such normal rapport, I am not quite satisfied.
Perhaps those who speak to-night will give me a well authenticated case in point.
·
The next stage of thought-reading is when a person who
has been frequently mesmerised, and being very susceptible
of the mesmeric influence, is so under the control of the
operator, even in hi~ then normal condition, as to be able to
read, and be controlled by his operator's thoughts. Such
rapport I a.oknowledge. *
Next when persons are in mesmeric sleep, and can, either
near at hand or at great dista.nCE:S, read the thoughts of
those with whom they are plaoed in mesmeric rapport.
How then does this phenomenon of thought-reading, limited
as it is in the manner described, a.ooount for the indisorimina.te
reading of the thoughts of any persons entering the circles,
and informing them of their most secret impressions, including not only the impressions that are then active, but. impressions that have been latent for years, and are only roused
by the revelations of the communicating agent.
Olairf10!/anct and clai1'-audie1u:e are, if the foregoing statementa be true, the ~istics of persons in a manifestly
• See pacee 66 and 66.
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'l'h& media i!l all oirolea iB whieh I
have been present, present no ab!IOnna.l ehe.nwteristic& wbate>ver, and do not profess to be,: or to have ever been, clairToyant. Indeed many of .the answeFS given to enquirers are
in direot opposition to the thoughts of the media, and are
llevertheles8 qwte eorreet, The media are mere automata.
through w!icm, or, by means of a.a eUl'IWation from whom, the!
p&ysical and psyohologiool effeets are produced.
PrnWion.-Cases of prevision d<>ubtless have ooeurred,
but the;t may arise from two or more causes ; an lUlusua.l
clearness of perception of cause and eft'ect ; an exalta.tiol) of
the natural faculties, which enables a pel'80D to see, by something like intuition, future events ; or by the inspiration of
some finite or infinite spirit.
There is no case of modem prevision in respect to which
it is not more safe to affirm that it wns the result of influences
from the spirit world, tl\an merely innate, although U!lusually
exalted mundane power.
·
.Tranoo travelling and d<>ppel-ganger probably will aooc>unt
for many spectral appearances, and also for noises, and
motions of material objects, at a distalnee from the material
bodies of the agents producing the phenomena ; but they
very imperfectly account for any of the phenomeBa described
88 of frequent occurrence in the presence of investigators into
the mysteries of modern spiritualism.
Seeing, then, that these phenomena are not produced by
the agencie8 to whioh I have been referring ; believing that
there are not any even probable indications of a natund.
power ever being disoovered that Will account for them ;
observing the w.onderful effects produced upon organised
material bodies by our own spirits ; perceiving that our embodied spirits C<M oome in contact with material bodies,. and
receive manifold impressions from the material world,
mediately through eerta.in organic arrangements, and probably
directly through some refined form of matter, generated in,
or infused through, our bodies ; we are perfectly justified in
asserting that, 88 no natural material laws appear likely to
account for the wonderful phenomena described ; that invisible spiritual beings, through a refined kind of matter, probably
emanatiug specially from our own, aud less plentifully from
all other material bodies ; do produce th& phenomena de-
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scribed. If the evidence we have, will not convince us of:
spirit interposition and agency, what will t
" Suppose the departed wife, sister, or friend, of any one
present, desired to make herself manifest to him. how OOULD
SHE on the supposition that modern phenomena are produced
by natural laws. Suppose a departed wife or sister wanted to
converse. She speaks to you, moves your furniture, touches
your dress, your person ; a.ll automatic action you say of some
brain en rapport with the locality. She sings, plays the
guitar or piano, takes a. pencil and writes, and you see the
pencil in free space, tracing you wife's or sister's autographautomatic still. She shews a cloudy hand, nay a luminous
form, and smiles and speaks as when in lif&-that is an
optioa.l illusion or ha.llucination, or subjective vision. She
communioa.tes facts, past, present, and future, beyond the
scope of your knowledge-that might be clairvoyance. Alas I
what could she do more ~ She must retire baffled and confounded, complaining that you had become so scientific that all
communioa.tion with you was impossible.* That is the slo~h
of scepticism into which your na.tum). theories lead you.
I have endeavoured briefly to bring before you the principal characteristics of modern spiritualism, and to show you
that the facts are supported by overwhelming evidence, and
that the natural hypotheses are untenable. I have also,
briefly, and I fear, imperfectly, submitted to you my reasona
fo.r receiving the spiritual hypothesis, as the only one which,
at present, can be satisfactory to any enquirer who is resolved
to have a definite opinion on the subject. I trust that what
I have said may be the means of directing your close attention to this mysterious and important question, and that
however your enquiries may terminat-e, whether toward natural
or supernatural theories, that evet,1tua.lly we sha.ll a.ll arrive at
truth, and that the investigations may strengthen our own
minds, improve our own moral and spiritual characters, a'ld
lead us suoceBBfully to examine into, and search after, truth,
in a.ll directions.

LECTURE V.-THE UTILITY OF MODERN
SPIRITUALISM OR CUI .BONO.
In the lectures which I have already delivered in this Hall,
I endeavoured, in the first, to point out the reality and genuine- .
* " Splritualltm,'' b7 ReT. Charlea Beecher, page 'Sf.
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nes8 of the phenomena; in the·second, I gave the corroborative
testimony of the Bible records, poets, philosophers, and
general experience, to the reality of spiritual appearances ; and
assuming the genuineness of modem phenomena, I threw the
burden of proof, of the natural hypotheses, upon those who
defended them ; in the third, I described some of the occult
powers of nature, and showed the necessity of broad investigation ;
and, in the fourth, I took up the natural hypotheses, explained
and illustrated the principal known natural forces, dwelling
specially on mesmerism and its phenomena, and attempted t·:>
prove that not only did mesmerism, combined with other
occult known powers, not account for the phenomena designated
spiritual manifestations, but that all the phenomena classified
under the various known mysterious powers in nature did not
even clearly point to a probable natural solution.
This evening I am to speak for a short time on the utility
of modem spiritualism.
I have daily rung in my ears: "Well, but Oui BCino."
Suppose the phenomena, with a description of which you have
astonished us, be genuiue ; suppose they are not produced
by any known natural laws ; suppose we never discover any
natural laws that will account for them, and that there is in·
them reasonable evidence of intercourse with the inhabitants
of the spirit world, of what utility is such knowledge and
belief, when 'the &o<rents producing them gave us no infm-mation
valuable in the affairs of this life ; no very definite or exalted
notions of the life that is to come ; and, w'Mn in addition to
these, many of t'Mir communications are manifestly untrue and
self-contradictory 1
No courageous man will ever, ostrich like, hide his head,
and expect thus to avoid danger. All difficulties should be
looked straight in the face, and fairly overcome or acknowledged.
We do not reach truth by shirking honest enquiry, but by
boldly meeting, and investigating. Many a supposed ghost
would degenerate into a very common-place object if the terrorstricken spectators, had fortitude enough to walk boldly up to
and confront it. It will be seen that these popular objections
to spirit intercourSe are not real, but seeming, and are the
result not of ~ve but of imperfect and limited investiga- •
t ion.
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Let us examine the o\ijectio~ ~itn.
The spirits do nothing valuable or use~ in the a.ffa.in of
this life. If they can draw in the manner described in the
" Spiritual Magazine,"* why do they not draw pict~ in
great numbers, and have them sold for the benefit of some
benevolent institution ~
This question might be disposed of by asking another, viz :
Why are benevolent institutions at all neceBBa.rJ~ But I decline
that mode of reply, and take the question on its own merits.
'l'he probable object of the agents drawing the pictures
referred to, is not to re~ove the·neceBBity of personal exertion
from those on earth wh:~ have the artistic faculty, but simply.
to convince parties whom they have an interest in convincing
of the reality of the continued existence of the departed, of
their poBBeBBion of power to produce artistic effects, and
specially of their ability to take cogniza.nce of those in whose
welfare they have a special interest.
.Again, it is aaked, if spirits can communicate information
to distant places, and dispatch and receive messages in a. few
seconds of time, why do they not remove our doubts and
anxieties about the .American question, by giving us a. copy of
the despatch which is now on its way from the American
Government, and for which we are 110 eagerly looking ~
The reply I gave to this objection, at the time it was urged,
was substantially this :-The object of spirit intercourse is.
not to remove the neceBBity for the full exercise of the faculties and powers with which we are endowed here.
If I were an inhabitant of the spirit world, and were being
conversed with by the inhabitants of the present, who were
anxious to know the result of the pending .American difficulty,
I should say, "No, I shall not give you that information, you
ha.ve the 'IIUans in your own hand& of instantaneous intercourse
between England and America, nay, between England and all
parts of the world, and you have no right to ask, nor any
reason to expect, an answer from those who ha.ve moved into
an advanced stage of being a. few years before you, when yon
hll,ve within your own limited knowledge of natural laws the
JJ1.e&.DB of acquiring tho infornl!ltion desired. Do not desire to
ha.ve your own natural efforts superseded by help from the
dt!~ Upon the right and full use of your faculties on.

* Spiritual Hagu!De, YOL 2, Nee433 and 439.
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-.rlh depend, in a great degree, your

herila.fter.

progreea Md ha.ppinela

The next objection ie, that we receive no definite or exalted
llotiona of the life that is to come.
Many of our present imaginings respecting the life to come
are very fanciful and unsatisfactory. Each man fills his
future life with his predominant conceptions of the object$ in
which his happiness consists.
·
Some suppose we shall be occupied solely in praise and·
prayer, 88 if man were merely a worshipping and not an intel. lectual and emotional creature ; others crowd tlieir imaginary
heaven with the ·beautiful and extatic delights of music, 88
though any human being could relish music only, throughout
eternity; others conceive of heaven as a place of perfect rest
.and repose, as though work, constant work of some kind, were
not one of the Almighty's greatest boons ; others suppose that
profound disOU88ions on various branches of philosophy, undisturbed by care respecting personal wants, will fill, happily,
all our time, as if man were only a being of intellect, and had
no affections. A reverential, natural, and christian philosopher,
like the late Dr. Dick, makes man, in the future world, an
amplification and refinement of man in the present, with
greatly increased capacities and more extended faointiee,
entering into social enjoyment, engaged in acts of' benevolence
to those who are· beneath him in intelligence, enjoying a
learned leisure in the interminable acquirement of inform"tion
respecting the works and ways of the Almighty, and crowning
all, by reverential and loving worship of his great Creator and
Lord.
We have, in this life, as many ideas of heaven as we have
minds who think about it. Each making his heaven his
highest ideal of all that is beautiful, true, lovely, and good.
The Bible teaching respecting Heaven is not so much 88
to what it it!, as what it il not. There shall be no night there,
no sorrow, no pain, no weeping, no separation ; and the few
positive teachings .are evidently symbolical and figurative.
In reAlrence to the teachings of modem spiritualism,
respecting a future state, there is much that is ambiguous
and indefinite ; this may arise from the fact that few, if any,
of us are in a position to understand spiritual things. How
can the caterpillar understand the . life of the chrysalis, and
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the chrysalis that of the butterfly t Many of the descriptions
~ived indicate a future state which realises our highest
.conceptions of what such a life is likely to be, and intimate
that there are scenes, labours, and pleasures, that to us, at
present, are indescribable and inconceivable.
Objection 4.-:Many of the communications are untrue and
~elf-contradictory.

This no spiritualist who has freely ·in?IUtigated tlt.e lfibjtJCt
will deny. ·The fact may be accounted for by the characters
of the agents from whom the revelations come, some of whom
are acknowledgedly bad and others good, and partly, perhaps
principally, by the media through whom th-e communications
are transmitted.
All communications partake more or less of the character
of the media through whom they pass. Even the Scriptures
are tinged, in most cases strongly tinged. with the characters
and styles of cop1position of the writers ; and, any man learned
in literature, could say from the style and nature of the
compositions, this was written by John, this by Luke, and
this by Paul.
Although the facts they communicate are essentially the
same, their styles of composition are quite different.
SUppose a poet to have the power of inspiring an unlettered
rustic with his conceptions, how poor and imperfect would be
his utterances. Suppose the poet could, in addition to the
conceptions, inspire hini to utter the exact words ; how imperfect would be the representation, how terrible the aooent,
and how marred the beauty of the finest passages.
The objects of recent spiritual revelations may, in a
~~eeondary a~pect, be designed to convey information respecting
the affairs of this life, hints respecting the essential nature of
the life that is to come, and more or less perfect communications in reference to sublunary and celestial things ; but, the
primary object seems to me to be to demonstrate to a hyper•
sceptical age the reality and actuality of a future state of
existence, and that the future world is not an " undiscovered
country from whose bourne no traveller ,returns." Could this
be made manifest to the generality of mankind much good
would accrue.
Men now, in a general way, believe that God sees them,
in noonday light and midnight darkneea, that he knows tQeir
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thoughts, and sees their actions, yet so faint and vague is the
impreesion, that many men do beneath the eye of the
Almighty what they dare no~, for shame, do in the presence
of their friends.
If mankind believed and fully realised that which to
many appears an undoubted fact, that the spirits of the
departed hover round them, see their actions, and read their
inmost thoughts, the very conciousness of such an assembly
and invisible cloud of witnesses, would induce many to draw
the reins of their vices, and tum their thoughts and actions
to higher and holier purposes. There are numbers of sincere,
moral, and intellectual sceptics, who are throwing out their
strong Brierian arms in search of grounds on which to rest
an unshakeable and rational belief in a future state.
I have no sympathy with those who think that all such
persona are pre-eminently wicked, and " love darkness rather
than light, because their deeds are evil" All normally con.tituttd mind8 desire to believe in a future world.
Even Mr. Goo. Jacob Holyoake, who is recognised as the
chief priest of unbelief, in one of the finest passages in his
whole writings, expresses a yearning desire for a future life,
in which he may again meet his departed daughter.
" ' My dada's coming to see me,' Madeline exclaimed on the
night of her death, with that full, pure, and thrilling tone
which marked her when in health. 'I am sure he is coming
to night, mamma,' and then remembering that that could not
be, she said, ' write to him, mamma ; he will come to see me ;'
and these were the last words she uttered, and all that remains
now is the memory of that cheerless, fireless room, and the
midnight reverberation of that voice which I would give a new
world to hear again. Yes, though I neither hope--for that
would be presumption-nor expect it, seeing no foundation, I
ihall be pleaaed to find a life after thiB. Not a life where
those are punished who were unable to believe without
evidence, and unwilling to act in spite of reason, for the
prospect of annihilation is pleasanter and more profitable to
contemplate ; not a life where an easy faith is regarded as
• easy virtue' is regarded among some men, but a life where
those we have loved and lost here are restored to us again ;
for there, in that hall, where those may meet who have been
sacrificed in the cause of duty, where no grOss, or blind, or
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selfish, or cruel p.ature mingles, where none sit but t:.hoiM
whom human service and en.Q.urance have purj.fied and intitled
M~eline would be a Hebe. Yes, a
future life, bringing with it the · admission to such companionship would be a noble jov to contemplate."*
Many amiable, morally constituted, uninquiring people
readily reoeive the Bible truths respecting another state of
existence, and look with horror upon those who cannot with the
same evidence realise the great truth. They .think such
persons must be immoml and dishonest, uevertheless it is
perfectlv certain that there are many m.ora.l, and even religioWJ
people, who worship God in all sincerity and reverence, who do
not at all clearly recognise their own future exjstence.
Baden Powell, professor of geometry in the University of
Oxford, said, in reply to a brother professor, who had seen and
·become converted to a belief in modern spiritual phenomena.
if I could see and be satisfied of t~ reality of the phenomena
you have described to me, the sceptical philosophy I now
teach, and which is the result of the studies of my whole life,
would be completely overthrown. A melancholy but honest
confession. Many seeming truths, are like Baden Powell's
philosophy, hollow shams.
Here is the answer to the Cui Bono.
The primary object is to convince us of, and enable us
fully to realise, the to us most important fact in the universe-the certainty of another and future state of being; and
that spirits from the invisible world, are interested in, and
consciously, or unconsciously to us, take part in the proceedings of this mundane sphere~
This proved, there is an illimitable vista opened before
every human being, into which we have already entered.
Contamptable is that notion of life which limits it to the
present sphere. Time is but the portal of eternity. We belong not to one world, but to two ; the naturo-spiritual, and •
the spiritua~ The former the embryotic, the latter the sphere
of true manhood.
We begin our spiritual life, not in the future, but when,
or it may be before, we a.t•e hom visibly into the present.
Life now, and life to come, are not two livu, but two
phases of the same life, two links in the same chain. The

to that high company,

• •• Lut TrlalliJ J urJ for Atheilm," ,.,. 76.
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atnmgtb, beauty, and hannoQy of the aeoond link, depend
upon similar cb&racteristics in the first.
•
MisP..ra.bly disappointed will be the man who expecta to
realise in the next world the joys for which he baa not pr&pared in this ; and horrible is the prospect or him, who while
on earth lives a life of shams and sensualities, when the
flimsy and temporary covering of flesh has been tom oft'
by man's gr~atat friend, or greatest ·enemy, DEATH, and he
has been UMbered into the world of realities and essentialities,
from this world of old garments. Carlyle, in his excellent
work " Sartor Resa.rtus," makes the estimate in which man
is held in this life not so much a question of virtue, integrity,
intelligence and general moral worth, as a question of clothes.
Men are judged by their dress, their rank, their show. There
is more truth in Carlyle's theory than lies upon the surface.
In this world the best men are mote or less clothed; a. clothing
which as much hides as reveals character, and that unavoidably.
YU'8t, because men cannot exhibit their characters as they
absolutely are ; and secondly, because of the dullness of
apprehension, nay the entire misapprehension of those by
whom they are surrounded.
Both the Bible and modem spiritualism inform us that,
in the future world, " we shall know even as we are known," '
that the thoughts and affections of our souls shall be photographed on every other soul, as our earthly forms are
photographed on the retinas of our friends ; not with equal
·distinctness, but with a distinctness and t.ruthfulness increasing with our increase of knowledge, and our receptivity
of high spiritual impressions. Who but a fanatic ever dreams
of all who enter the spirit world being placed upon the same
level, and that our positions there will not be according to
our intellectual, emotional, and spiritual conditions here. We
shall find, according to the good Old Book, that " one star
differeth from another star in glory," and, as we use our
powers and opportunities here, so will be the brightness of our
starry crown hereafter.
·
Some of you will perhaps say, "Well Mr. Ba.rkas ; all that
you have said tnay be very well in theory, but what are the
facts ; what effect has spiritualism produced upon those who
have received it t The faots, then, are briefly these : -
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I know many persons within my small clrole of spiritualistic
· friends who, t~rough spiritualism, have been convinced of a
spiritual world, and a future state of existence ; and many
others who pre~iously believed, have had their convictions
deepened ; and a calm and repose, nay, almost a radiant joy,
thrown over · the " dark valley and shadow of death," which
tney never before realised.
I know of no single case, within the sphere of my own
acquaintance, in which a man's moral character has been
injured by the investigation of modem spiritual phenomena ;
such cases may have arisen ; some natures warp and distort
everything.
The dangers and the evil effects of possible occnrrenoo I
leave until our next meeting.

LECTURE VI.-THE DANGERS OF MODERN
SPIRITUALISM.
It is a fact, no more remarkable than true, that the greatest
blessings are capable of conversion into the greatest curses,
and that the potency of the curse is in proportion to the richness and exoellency of the blessing. All sins and wrong
doings are a misdirection of normal and useful faculties and
powers.
The province of man, so far as this earth is concerned, is ·
to discover the nature of his own physical, mental, and spiritual idiosyncrasies, to ascertain the characteristics of the world
in whioh he lives, the forces and circumstances by which he is
surrounded, and to make his life coincide with divine laws.
Natllre is direct from the hands of its Maker, and, rig!Uly
underltood, will not deceive us. At present it is, and rightly
so, an enigma and riddle, lying with open page for our investigation, courting our enquiries, and prepared to pour bleSBings into the hands of him who discovers its laws and moulds
his life according to its requirements. Violation of natural
law always inflicts penalties, more or less severe, in proportion
to the power of resistance in the offender, and the nature of
the law violated.
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Everywhere, and always, are we surrounded by dangera,
and subject to temptation.
•
·
Our province, therefore, ia to examine our charts well, to
note the sunken rooks that have been discovered., to sound for
those that have not, and to steer our way oautiou.ely and warily
to our promised home.
Steam is a blessing, but use it cautiously, or be prepared
for destructive explosions.
Electricity is a blessing, opening up interooU1'86 between
distant nations, and purifying the air ; but regard its laws,
and protect yourself from its deadly stroke.
Fire and water are our greatest earthly boons, but
beware and use them aa such ; don't let them have the
mastery
No evil is unmixed. Disease teaches the value of health,
poverty of plenty, labour of rest, and even the terrible and
unparalleled Hartley Colliery aooident, that has filled the
kingdom with gloom, will, if it result in legislative enactment,
rendering the working of collieries without double shafts a
penal offence, be a blessing.
The present stroke is heartrending in the extreme. Perhaps such a calamity was required in order at once to rouse
the country to a sense of its duty, and preserve tent5 of
thousands from the imminent danger in which, but for this,
they would have continued to labour.
Love is the fairest gem saved from the tarnished treasures
of Eden, but abused and dragged through the mire of pollutim:t it has become our greatest foe. Intellect may be used on
the side of villainy or virtue, and is good or bad according to
its appropriation.
The faculty of reverence baa led men to the perpetration
of the most heinous crimes, and whilst it is man's divinest
birthright and most glorious inheritance, linking him to
divinity, and uniting him with the spiritual of all worlds, and
the intelligences of all ages, it and conscience are perhaps the
only faculties which render him capable of perdition. To say,
therefore, that a thing is dangerous, and can be abused, is no
reason why it should not be rightly used.
Spiritus.lism is no exception. Properly used, it is laden
with blessings ; improperly, superstitiously, and fanatically
used, it may lead to the most pernicious errors.
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There are two daases of persons who, in their investigations
into the meri1S or demerits of spiritlp.lism, are likely to tra"f81
in the wrong tnDk.
·
The firi!t IU'8 the hyperscepticaJ, and the second, and much
the more numerous and dangerous, are the credulous and superstitious. The former do not give sufficient value and force to
the evidences for the spiritual that present themselves to their
observation ; their sceptical prejudices and early habits of
thought seal, or parlia.lly close, their eyes ; and the latter are
mw;l, too liable to be easily led aw&.y to wild and pernicious
extremes. The hypersceptical are the more reliable, when
.once oonvillced. but the tendency of their prevailing tone of
thought, and of their fixed and dogmatic prepo81!8811ions, is to
close their minds to the reception of positive, personally witneeaed, or well attested facts, and to induce them to cling to
the most absurd and untenable hypotheses rather than yield
to the spiritual and apparently moat jfasible theory.
There motto is, we admit nothing to .be spiritual, until it
hM been demonstrated, that it cannot be natural ;.as though in
all things we decided according to demonstration, and not as
we do in almost all cases, aooording to the balance of probor

bilitiea.
The real danger in relation to modem spiritualism lies
not on the side of the sceptical, but on that of the credulous.
Here alone, as far as regards teaching, ·am I appreheusive of
evil results ; here should the truths of spiritualism be hedged
in and made secure. Hence the caution I exercise in the
expression of my opinions on this subject. Hence the rec'bmmendation to avoid hasty <ionclusions, expressed in all the
lectures I have delivered, and in almost all the letters I have
written. Hence my desire to bring the matter before the
educated and the competent ; to state both aides of the question,
the arguments con as well as pro, and to seek to check the
impulsiveness of the oredulous by the caution and prudence
of the philosophical and sceptical.
Let us see what the questions are which each person
should ask himself, and have fairly answered, before he can
reasonably become a believer in spiritualism ; and next let us
look at the degree of induence which he ought to allow
modern spiritual communications to have in the formation of
his opinions and the direotion of his oonduot.
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l be4 ~tteD th\JJI far when Mr. Foater &J:rived ·in Newcastle, AoDd have since then been so much eng881ld thai I feel
I shall consult both your feelings and my own, by avoiding
lengthened details of the dangerB of spiritualism. Giving you
them in very broad outline, and entering more fully int& a
description of the phenomena. which occurred in the presenoo
and through the mediumsbip of Mr. C. H. Foster.
The first question which each perBOn ought to ask, in his
investigations into modern spiritual manifesta\ioua, is, .be
they genuine ~
II.-.Are they produced by known natural laws j
III.-Are they produced by embodw human bei.uga, acting
through imperfectly recognised natural psychologicallaws1
IV.-.Are they produced by a mixed inft.uence of embodied
and disembodied spiritual beings j
V.-Are they produced by disembodied spirits~
We shall assume that, after long and careful investigation,
we have decided that the phenomena. are produced at interval&
in accordance with both of the two last named spiritual
theories; viz.-The mixed and the independant. We then come .
to the question having relation to the value of the teachings.
The following propositions then follow : . I.-Are they in any case reliable 1
II.-To what extent are they reliable 1
III.-Are really genuine communications from the'inhahita.nts.
of the spiritual world worthy of implicit confidence 1
Many persons in their early enquiri.e8 into spiritualism,.
and especially if they are ignorant and impulsive, leap. to th&
most hasty conclusions as to. the reliabilty of the communications received ; acting upon them as though they were fiaie
from the Almighty. .As their experiences extend, they find
that they are not absolutely reliable, that there are many
sources of error, and that the apostolic injunction, " try the
spirits," is imperatively necessary. This is the fil'Bt danger to
which young and credulous converts are liable.
The second query, to what extent are they reliable 1 then
presents itself for investigation. The reliability depends, to a
large extent, upon the passivity and susceptibility of the
medium ; and upon the communicating agent. The approzimate degree of reliability is only to be ascertained by long,
and sometimes painful, experiment.
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The next question-are. really genuine oommunications
from the spiritual world, ·through perfectly passive media,
worthy of implicit confidence 1
If they come from bad Bpiriu, it will be universally agreed
, that they are not. If, however, they come from good Bpirit1,
they will, with our present conceptions, be implicitly received
by the majority of persons as true. This is, perhaps, one of
the greatest and most plausible dangers to which honest,
sincere, but somewhat credulous and narrow-minded enquirers
are subject.
I fear our notions of spirit-life are sadly in error, and
greatly require to be re-examined and placed upon a. more
philosophical basis.
What right have we to suppose that every good Bpirit
must necessarily speak abaolutt truth t It may speak truth
according to its oonceptions and its means of ascertaining
t.r uth, bnt there must be 1ome limitatiom in the spiritual
world as there are limitations in the apirito-natural world,
and no finite spirit can be expected fully to comprehend
everything.
It becomes, therefore, the duty of every investigator to
tat the opiniom received from extra-natural sources as he
would teat opinions received from natural ; to act and believe
according to the bal.a.nce of probabilities, and not give himself
up blindly to the guidance of any finitt spirit. We are personally responsible for our opinions and condn~ we are
created intelligent and responsible units, and are not bound.
to receive as unqna.lified truth the teaching of any finitt being.
Even the Almighty says, " Come let ns reason together," and
through Paul we are told to " prove all things, and hold fast
that which is good."
Besides the dangers of the teachings there are the dangers
ofEXOE88.

Many, I fear too many, give themselves up to the prosecution of spiritualism to a. degree which their nervous
systems were never made to bear, and overthrowing their
brain-balance, fall into strong delusions.
Others are so nervously constituted, and have either by
natural organization or by educationa.l influences beoome so
sensitively alive to, and so fearful of the supernatural, as to
render all supposed direct interoolll'8e with the departed a.
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matter of great mental ~·

To all such I say WAIT, let
spiritualism gradua.lly permeate society, let it be a. recogniZed
fact, let the presence of spiritual beings around us be as familiar
to our minds as the presence of natural material beings; let it
be felt that no physical or mental evils follow the proper
invutigation of the subject, and then, but not till then, will
it be desirable for the nervous, the invalid, the lonely, and the
timid, to enter fully into the investigation.

MR. C. H. FOSTER'S

I

SEANC~.

The following is an abstract of the phenomena. which occurred in the presence of Mr. C. H. Foster, the American
medium, in Newca.stle-upon-Tyne, on Thursday and Friday,
January 16th and 17th, 1862:At the request of several gentlemen, I invited Mr. Foster
to visit N ewca.stle, for the purpose of exhibiting his powers as
a. medium to those in the district who were l;lesirous of seeing
the manifestations produced through him. Mr. Foster at
first declined to accept the invitation, but eventually agreed to
come to Ne~ca.stle. The whole of the arrangements for the
1eances were in my hands, and I decided upon having forty
ladies and gentlemen to sit in four &eances, ten persons at each
.eance. The whole of the meetings were held in private ~ouses,
and, with one exception, all were in the residences of unbelievers. The first circle consisted of five ladies and five
gentlemen, the remaining circles were composed exclusively of
gentlemen. All the meetings were held in large drawing
rooms, two being held at mid-day and two between six and
nine o'clock in the evenings. All tM p~a occurred in
brood dayligM or bright ga~-light, and at no part of the proceeding' was there any attempt to darken the rooms. Mr.
Foster was introduced to each of the circles by the writer,
but special care was taken to avoid reciprocal introductions of
aJl kinds, so that the maJority of persons in the circles were
unknown to each other. To. prevent M.r. Foster knowing the
names of any of the persons present, he was introduced . by
name, and by previous arrangements the names of visitors
were carefully withheld. I never, either privately or publicly,
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mentloDed to Mr. Foster the names of any of theae atte!lding
the oiroles.
Mr. Foeter left London by mail Train on Wednesday
evening, and arrived in Newcastle on Thursday morning, at
five o'clock, at half-past ten he called upon me at my place of
business, and at eleven we proceeded to Eldon Square, where
the first cirole was held. As I kept all the names of the
persons engaged to attend the circles in a private book, we
may fairly suppose that Mr. Foster could not have made
himself acquainted with their private histories, before, or
during the time of his visit tc;> the town. It is desirable to
make clear these preliminary matt.ers, before entering into a
description of the phenomena which took place through Mr.
Foster's medium.ship. Upon his being llll'&CX}Ua.inted with the
names and private histories of the parties forming the circles
depends, tt> a great extent, the remarkableness of the
proceedings.
The mode of procedure adopted at each circle was, for
either Mr. Foster, or the parties present, to tear up sheets of
note paper, supplied by the occupants of the house, into slips
about two inches by one inch. Three slips were given to
each pel'80n in the cirole, and they were requested to write
upon each slip the name of some deceased friend. Each
slip contained a different name.
After the names were
written, the slips of paper were oonverted into small pellets,
by being folded up into several folds. All the pellets were
uniformly folded, and the whole were laid by the various
parties present in a promiscuous heap on the middle of the
table, where they were well mixed together. At the end of
the table Mr. Foster sat, and round the table were seated six
or seven of the parties forming the circles, the remainder being
ple.oed at a little distance from the table, and all the party
being in front of Mr. Foster ; each person having a clear view
of him, and of the table top. I made phonographic notes of
the proceedings which took place at the various circles, and
now give sketches of the more prominent occurrences. Except
where permission has been granted, all full names of those
who were present are withheld, the initials only being given.*
• The DUDea aud acld..-s of ao:r of the partlea fom~ the clrclea. will, If
required, be gben to ao:r alnoere enquirer who dealreaa collftl'maUon of the~

.-ta aboU to be lf•m.
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In tt1twt enry ·~ where Kr. Foater refetted to deoeased
or living persons, he ga.ve their fuU clu-istian and MJ.rnamu.
I have the whole of these nam~s in my pos8e88ion, but out of
deference to the feelings of the parties now living, initials only
are given. In all cases fall namu were given when the
contrary is not ezpreutd. These particulars ~ underRood, I prooeed to detail the leading features of the first
~. held 41 Eldon Square.
Mr. Foster, sitting at the end of a large mahogany table,
aaid, " Spirits, when you are here, please to communicate
through raps on the table." Within one minute bookings
ooourred. Mr. Foster said, " One of the spirits I can see,
standing at the bMk of this lady," (pointing to Miss A.) Mr.
F. continued, " Can you give us your name I Three raps on
the table indicated " Yea." "Will you give it t " "Yes."Miss A. then took the alphabet, and pointing to various letterB,
two initials were knocked out. The lady aaid she knew to
whom the . initials referred, and laying a uaua ~ on the
table, reque!Md Mr. Foster to ask the spirit to answer the
questions contained in the letter, which quest.ions Mr. Foster
bad not seen. Since the meeting, I have received .the questions from Kiss A., the following is a verbatim copy : I. Is the condition of H. A. improved since the communi·
cation with his daughter t
II. Can she without wrong or danger assist his progress t
III. If so, how t
IV. Which is the readiest way for me to obtain true and
useful information from the spirit world t
Mr. F. seemed under some peculiar inftuenoo, and seizing
a pancil he wrote rapidly upon the paper which lay before him,
" In answer to your question, I would say, that I am with you
often, when I first came I was very unhappy, but since I last
made myself manifest I have made much progress, and now
I am very happy. You shall hear from me soon again." Miss A.
said, " That is an appropriate reply to my written question
contained in the sealed envelope."
At this stage, knookings occurred on the table, and Mr.
Foster said, "aak who this spirit is. Let each person say, 'is it
my friend."' Several said in rotation, "is it my friend," and all
the answers were "no," (that is one knock) until it came to Mr.
J., thereply then was, "Yes." Mr. F. said, caoyouwrite through
I
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my hand t "Yes'' being replied, his band JDO'Ifed apparently
automatically over the paper, a.nd there was written, " This is
indeed a pleasure to come here ~d communicate this morning.
It is wba.t I ba.ve been longing for. I am standing by your side,
and I wish to make known to you tba.t you do right in your
researches after truth. An a.ngel band are ever attendant on
you, and w.e will do all we can to guide you in the way of right.
a.nd truth. This is from one who, when on earth, was C. J. J."
Mr. F. while writing continued to talk, a.nd said my
writing is entirely mechanical. From the heap of pellets
lying on the table, several were lifted singly by Mr. D.; he
asked does this contain the name, no was replied several
times, at length gu was finally knocked, a.nd on Mr. D. opening
the paper the name of C. J. J. was found written upon it.
Miss A. asked for replies to her other questions, contained
in the sealed envelope.
To the 11000nd question, the answer was, yes.
The medium said, a spirit giving her name D. D. is present.
Miss A. said, " she is my aunt, " a.nd asked for a reply to her
other .sealed questions.
Mr. F •. wrote, "I too join the angels that have assembled to
greet you ; we often come to your own house. In a.nswer to
your last questions, I would say, that if you meet with three
gentlemen and three ladies at your own house, and form a.
circle, you will have manifestations in about two or three
weeks. You must sit quietly.
· T. H. would be of much advantage if he would join your
circle. Sit not more than one hour at a time, at first the
manifestations will be trifling, but if you continue you will
arrive at satisfootory results. *
·
Mr. F. now said, pointing to Mr. T. jun, " I see a spirit
standing by yolL She is an old woman, probably your grandmother," a.nd, turning to Mrs. T., he said, " she is your
mother." The first letter in her name was knocked out by
rappings on the table, R. Mr. F. said she comes to my side,
a.nd says she will give her name on my ann. He was seized
with a slight shivering, and drawing up the sleeve on his len
arm, there was written in bold, 'UJell defined, large red
u:tendi1lg from the elbow to the wriBt, the word, RuTH.

letter•,

• m- thea circlea haYe been formed

at the realdence of Mlaa A.., and
YflrJIIiDBul&r phen- hafe oceuned.
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Mr. F. Bil.id "you have written the name Ruth, can you
write your other name through my hand t Knookinga took
place on the table, and Mr. F. hastily wrote D-- Mr. D.
lifted several pellets from the table, and the pellet lifted when
knookings occurred, contained the name of Ruth D.
Mr. F: said "who is John D. 1 Some spirit says he is John
D." Mrs. T. replied, "It is my brother, or perhaps my uncle."
Mr. F.'s hand was again placed upon· the paper, and through
him was written" My dear, dear daughter, this is indeed a pleasure for me
to come and speak with yon. You have been diligently seek~.
ing for interior truths, and the doors of your soul are open.
0 dear child, know that I stand at Heaven's portals,
ready to bid you enter to a home of harmony and love, and
join mother. John is standing by you, Uncle John I refer to;
Ae wai drowned. We shall ever be near you in spirit.
" Your mother,
"Ruth D--"
Mr. F. then said, "there is a vase presented to my vision,
!IDd this vase appears to be filled with red and white moBS ros6"
buds falling over the top of the vase, on the edge of the vase I
8ee the words, "undying love;" on the bottom part, in letters of
gold, :the name "Adelaide P. ; she presents you with this gift."
After picking up several pellets, knockings took place, when
the pellet containing the name of Adelaide P., was lifted.
Mr. F. 81\id " I see a spirit just entering the room. This
is a male spirit, but does not give his name.'' Mr. F. then
placed a sheet of note paper, enclosing a pencil, in the hand of
. Mrs. John T., and desired her to hold it under the edge of the
table, almost immediately knockings took place, and the paper
being looked at, contained writtenon it "Thomas N.'' " 'l'hat,"
said a lady in the room, "is my father's name, and this is very
like his handwriting."
Mr: Foster wrote, apparently unconsciously, "My dear,
dear child, words cannot expreBB to you how happy I am at
meeting you this morning, years have passed since I left earth,
but I have never forgotten yon. You have me to guard and
protect you at all times, I will lead you onward and upward,
only listen to the angel voices, you have nothing to fear for
you will always be happy. Your own father,
"Thomas N.''
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Other oommunioation$ WQl(l reoetved, after wbioh Mr.
Foster observed, " the spirits tell me this meeting will be of
J;D.nch spiritual advantage to Mrs. T." He sa.id he sa.w a spirit,
a.ud, asked it to plaoo itself near the person to. whom it ia
related, it went to Mrs. T. Mr. F. said, "This spiri~ presents
me with a fountain of water, which appea.ra to be very clear,
and takes a goblet a.ud goes a.ud tills it. She gives the
weaning as drinking of the waters of living truth. I appear
to see written on the bottom of the goblet, the words H N - . She takes a string of pearls and hang. them about
your neak. She sa.ya,
.. Thla llt.riq of pear1l to )lOll Ia ~
To lead Jour eolilln truth to heaYen.'

A pellet of paper was taken up, it contained the D$Dle of
H. N. " This spirit," said Mr. F., "hal light brown hair, and
blue eye& Mr. F. then wrote, "You have not longed in· vain,
for I am here, there ca.u be no desire of the soul that is not
answered; every desire you have, that is spiritual, shall be
responded to. You shall often be made aware of the presence
of your angel child, H. N:"
Mr. F. said, " There ia a spirit standing behind you,"
pointing to Mr. T., jun. " I hear the spirit calling the name
of Mrs. D." Mr. F. fell into a kind of trance, a.ud rising from
his chair he walked across the room to Mrs. D., took her hand
in his, a.ud laying his other hand upon it, said, " We are glad
ijhis morning to be able to give you a glimpse into Heaven's
troths a.ud mysteries, we know you have long desired to see
SOJ:Qething, some ma.uifesta.tio11.1 which would convince you
beyond doubt of the truth that the so-called dead have power
to come and communicate with the living. Know, at this
time, that I am by you, and even can sha.k.e hands with earth.
This voice oomes from one that loves you, and is near you at
all times.-C.N." Walking i>ack to the table, and picking up a.
pellet from the promiscuous heap before him, he said, " See
who that is." It contained the name of C. N.
Mr. F. shortly sa.id, " I see another spirit ; see if he will
give his name." His hand moved nervously, and wrote upon
a slip of paper lying before him. He looked at the writing
and said, "I cannot make out the name." It was like the
writing of a feeble man, and w&~J N. T. A pellet was taken
up and knockinga occurred ; it did not contain the name.

I

I
;

I
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'!be next pellet dU. This appeared to me, at the· time, to
arise from oarelesmess in attending to the knocks.
Mr. F. then said, apparently addreeaing the apparition;
'"' Have you anything to communicate 1" He remarked,
~Some one tries to entrance me again, I don't know who it:
is." He was at length apparently entranced, and speaking,
aaid, " There a.re many angel ones assembled here this mom..
ing, and a.re anxiOUB to hold communion with you, but we fear
there will not be an opportunity, from the fa.ct that we perceive in coming into the sphere of the mediUln that he is
exhausted. We wish each circle to be as ea.tisfa.ctory 118 this
we give you, as there a.re other minds·anxious to receive a
glimpse into heaven, and to receive communications from
their angel friends. We don't feel it is right to bold him
longer at the present time, because be will become so much
exhausted that those · persons who succeed you would not ,
reoeive manifestations. So we leave you now for the present,
but it will not be our last meeting; we shall all meet again,
shall all oome and oommunicate with you. Pel'l!evere, dear
tiiends, for we peroeiTe . medium power. There are those
atnong you, if you sit in your own quiet homee, you will hear
these sounds. The angel voices will oome and oom:tnunieate.
The doors of your l'eason, your undmtanding-open these
doors, and let in these messengers of love and wisdom. Wti
come from the spirit world. In love have we come to add
another link to the chain of immortality, to make it more perfect. We give these external manifestations in your presence,
that you may know and realise that spirits come from the spirit
world, and that the feelings of the one are conveyed to the
feelings of the other. I am requested to close the circle. Good
morning. This oomes to you from A. A."
· Mr. Foster at the end of this ~eech apparently sank into
a deeper trance. Suddenly he 1111.1d, " They appear to leave
me, I don't feel anything now."
The seoond. l&tn.ct, was held in the residence of Dr. P.
Northumberland Street. The party consisted often gentlemen,
who were divided by Mr. Foster into two groups of five, each
party sitting with him about an hour and a half. Several
remarkable manifestations occurred, but on the whole these
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two circles were the least satisfactory of those held in New.:
castle. A considerable amount of discussion and disorder
took plaoo, in consequence of a. display. of hyper-{lriticism,.and
hyper-scepticism on the part of some of the gentlemen, whe
were present The most sceptical of the party, admitted tha.t
the phenomena. were very remarkable, a.nd ·oould not be aocounted for by natural laws, except by the supposition that
.Mr. Foster was perfectly clairvoyant, and capable of reading
the thoughts of the pel'SQD8 present, and also the contents of
the pellets that lay upon the table. The rappings they supposed were produced by trick. An :M_ D. one of the leading
members of the medical profession in Newcastle wbo waa
present, admitted that the phenomena were very wonderful,
and that he could not satisfactorily a.coount for them by
known natw:a.J. and psychological laws.
,
I must not neglect to say, that for the purpose of testing
the extent and accuracy of the replies, a gentleman present, a.
banker, retired to the mantle-piece, and wrote two numben,
each number containing four figures, and that the two jnt
figures .WI. eaclt, number were btl rappi11gs COT1'Mtly indicated,
but the two la6t incorrectly. The gentleman ascribes ~ to
the fact, that on each occasion he clw,ngtd the ta.t fA/10 figures
in hiB mind, and that the numbers rapped out were those which
Cl.Jl1'eed with the numbers of which Ae then tlwught, but had ~

written.
The third uance waa held in the ruidence of Dr. F., Eldon
Square.

·

. After a little preliminary conversation respecting the
mode of conducting the uance, and the character of the phenomena to be expected, Mr. Foster left the room with Dr.
F. In the absence of Mr. Foster, each gentleman present wrote upon separate pieces of paper, the names of four
deceased relatives and friends. Having folded the slips into
pellets of uniform size, they were deposited in a hat, shaken
together, and, when Mr. Foster returned, they were upset on
the middle of the table.
Mr. Foster said, "a spirit impresses me to say she will
write her name under the table." Mr. F. held a paper and
pen<# under the table, sevEitlal gentlemen looking under at the
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time, and RutA waa found written when •the ·paper wu
brought up. Mr. F. said to Mr. Morgan, "She was yourgrandmother." Mr. Morgan said, "we used to call her grandmother, but ehe was my first wifea mother."
Mr. F. then wrote, "my dear son, I am here with you this
moming : words cannot express how happy I am at this
meeting, there are many spirits anxious to oommunioa.te; I will
not intrude, but I will oome to your own house, and you aba1l
have evidence of my preeenoe there. From your mother, Ruth
Johnmm.''
Mr. L. pioked up several pellets, and knocks took plaoe at
that oontaining Ruth Johnston.
The medium said, " wba.t; do I hear you speak; eome spirit
entrances me." He rose from his seat, apparently in a trance,
and walking with his eyes closed to the opposite end· of the
JWm, took Dr. McLeod by both hands and said, 8olemnly, "To4
day yon oome to investigate an important truth. To-day you
come to behold the veil uplifted, and an angel spirit oome to
speak with you. Investigate this truth, for· it is indeed a
truth tba.t the so-called dead can return and oommunicate
with the living. I am often with you in spirit, often by, when
you are not aware of my presence, and will do all I can to
guide and direct you in light and truth. This is from the
spirit of Mary Lees-God .bl688 you."
Dr. McLeod was so surprised and impreased by this Jlddrees
that he burst into tears.
Mr. Foster said to Mr. L. " is your father dead 1" Mr. L.
replied, "yes." Mr. · Foster's hrmd waii violently shaken, and
he wrote, William, and immediately afterwards "My dear,·
dea.r son, I am indeed here with y'>u, and I am your guardian
spirit, William." A gentleman asked Mr. F. how he got these
messages. He replied, " I give just wba.t I see and hear, and
nothing else." Yr. L. said, addressing the communicating
agent, " did yon ever appear to me in spirit form."· Yes, being
replied, several names were written on slips of paper, and
&ndga.U was indicated as the plaoe of visitation. This Mr.
L. said was oorrect.
Knooki.ngs occurred at the table, and Mr. F. said a spirit
wishes to communicate.
Dr. F., who sat on the opposite side of the room from Mr. ·
F., took the alpha.~ and pointing to it in the fMit ir~gular
11&1118
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and f»'((m~ tnll:rww•,for tlte tlleJ1f'U6 fJUf"1X* of tnting fk.
~1Ui81 of the C01rl/IIW,nication&, had .knQCked out, without

the llightelt error, J011eph ThompMm. Mr. M. picked.llJ> several.
pellets, and that at which k.nook.ing& ooourred eontai.Ded ~
na.II).e_ Joseph ThompsoP.
Dr. F. was anxious to get the name of a personal friend,
and was told to think strongly of some on., and point to the
alphabet. The Dr. did so, but nG knockings took plaee.
Captain B. P. picked up a pellet, and put it in his poobt.
He then pointed to the alphabet, and William Ward was.
knooked out. The pellet, being opened, contained William
Ward. Mr. Ward, editor of the .ldvertiler, asked the re.le.tionship of ·:Mr. Ward to him, and Mr. Foster wrote "Son."
Mr. Ward said that is not corr~Klt.
Capt. B. P. asked several questions, and expressed &ll.Xiety.
to have some communioo.tion to himself. Mr. F. said, " I can.
~romise nothing," and pointing to Captain B. P., said, " I eee
a spirit near you, he says ' Yes, I am here, I come to add my
testimony with the others that have come with me, tba.t spirits
have power to return to earth, and hold communion with their
friends, Charles E-.' " Several pellets being lifted aa
usual, the na.II).e of Charles E - was indicated. Capt. B. .
-ily said " I know him, when, where, and how did he die 1"
Mr. F. replied, " I get nothing ; I get no imprelllli.on." The
company then separated.
· Last .Cance, Friday. evening, January 17th, 1862, at the
residence of Mr. E., Westmoreland Terrace, Newoaatle. Pellets being distributed as usual, knookings ocourred on the
table.
Mr. F. said, " There is a beautiful vision that is presented
to Mr. H., which is now presented to my mind, of a rose tree.
~t appears to be a small tree and full of bloom and buds of roses,
and coming out of the stem there is a THoRN, inside of tba.t
thorn there is written the word .MARY on the bottom of the
bush I see, affection undying."
·
Mr. F. said, pointing to the opposite end of the table,
" There is a spirit standing over there--this spirit presents a book aymbolioal of the Book of Life. She opens
thia book, and on i,t I ,:,ead th~ words, 'I have long trie<l
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to oomm1me with )'Oll, but nevet beibre had an opportunity. I shall come to your own hoU88 to night, and rap on
yuur b«l to make you aware of the preeenoo of one who loves
you dearly.' I aee on the bottom of tbe book, the words
:Ma.rgaret M.'' Pellets being picked up, the name Ma.rga.ret
M. was knocked out. Mr. George Dodds said he knew a person of that name and asked the relationship. Mr F. said,
" I get another vision of a velvet mantle, trimmed with a
golden fringe, it is thrown over your head and on it I read
a :Moruu's LoVE.'' Mr. Foster said, she will manifeat her
interest in you by rapping three times on your bed-head tonight. (Mr. Dodds acknowledged the correctness of the
relationship, and on the following week, at a. publio meeting,
s:tated that on the night after leaving th6 3&1n~ and retiring
to bed he said, mentally, " If the spirit of M. M. be present
will abe please to rap three times on my bed-head," and ,
u.~ diltinet knoc:A:e wre gifleR.)
Mr. F. said, "A vision is now presented to my mindI Bhall draw this vision 11.11 it appears to me." He then drew
~ ornamental IiBABT, with the word ANlf in the oentre.
At this Bts.ge of the proceedings Mr. John H. entered the
room, and immediately Mr. F011ter pointed to him and said, "A
spirit stands near you." Mr. H. pointed to the alphabet, but
as he was a atrangez to the proceedings and did not unde:nrta.nd
how to prooeed, Mr. F. said, "I get the name by impl'6118ion."
He then wrote " George," and said he was Mr. John H.'s
brother. Mr. H. admitted the relationship, and said the
writing was peouliar and very like his brother's.
Mr. F., dropping over into an apparent tranoe, said, " This
spirit presents these lights to you. She says, 'dear
friends, these lights you see above your heads are but
emblems of the light shining on you from the spiritual
world. To-night yon are receiving evidenoe of the nearness of the spirit world. Know it is nea.r--ftJld I have
power to communicate with you." This, said Mr. F., is a
spirit very advanoed, and probably died of consumption, alae .is
a. very bright and happy spirit, and presents a string of illuminated pearls, on which I see the letters, and they spell out
Jane Peddie.''
The paper picked up contained the name of Jane Peddie.
Mr. Dodda rsaid " I have only onoo seen this womao, but
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meeting her hru~band to-day, I resolved, if possible, to have an
interview with his late wife in the spirit world"
Mr. F. shook hands with Mr. T., and said, "It is I come
to commune with you, it is I that come and entrance this
medium, and speak to you to give you something to come
home to your own mind, something to make you roolize my
presence. I have lang desired to communicate with you, to
have you know that spirits communicate with mortals. We
know bow long you have thought on the subject, you desire to
believe it if true, your mind searches after and investigates
all things thoroughly before you receive them. We say to
you, investigate spiritualism, it will give you peace of mind
that the world cannot give. This voice comes from beyond
the portals of the tOmb, it is the voioe of Joseph T." Mr. F.
continued, " 1hu perwn, wa. drowned," on bemg asked how
, long ago, he sa.id, "Upt.tXIA"da of tlvirty ~ar1." Mr. T., who is
one of the most eminent teachers in the North of England,
and not a resident in Newoastle, admitted the entire truth of
these statements.
Mr. F. said, " There is a beautiful spirit stands over there,
she presents to me a beautiful wreath of roses, and there
appear to be evergreens miXed together in the wreath ; on it
I see the words Elizabeth E." Mr. T. said, "She is a very
near friend of mine," and asked where the spirit died. Mr.
Foster requested him to write several names on slips of paper.
He did so--and the place selected was the coiTeot one, H.
in the county of D.
I received the following communication from a gentleman
who attended the .eance, held in Westmoreland TeiTace : -

(Extract from R. J.'1 nota of the occurrence~ at Mr. F01W•
lleance on tJJ.e Evening of the 17th January, 1862.)
" For about half an hour after we had taken our seats
nothing occurred of a perwn,al nature to myself, but suddenly
Mr. Foster turned his head slightly to one side, aa if listening
to .Borne one, which is his habit I believe when receiving BUOb
oommuuicatiOilll, and said aloud, ' What; "What; grandmother
and B. M.' My attention was of course at once arrested, as
both these were names of near relatives in the spirit land,
and names that had been written by me in the early pa.rt of
the eveoiDg. . Mr. Foster then said. ' There are two spirits
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standing ·at the t&.ble, imd Qne says her name is R. E., and
that B. M. has oome·with her.' Mr. Foster seemed to think
they were connected with the gentleman next to me, and
ha.ving said so, his band suddenly seized a piece of paper and
rapidly wrote, ' I have not come to the one next you, but I
come to you, I am B. .M.,' this was immediately handed to me
by Mr. Foster. After this the names were spelt out to me
by raps through the alphabet correctly, the medium's h~
8l:'l in other oases, taking and presenting to me, from the little
heap of pellets, both names written by me. When we first
sat down Mr. Foster described the appearance of R E. as
being most beautiful, and as he described it radiant with
spiritual purity and excellence, he mentioned her as standing
near me with her hands upon my shoulder, and wearing a
m:own of bright pearls, and on her forehead written R. E.,
he also stated that it was the spirit of a person who bad lived
such a stainless life that she had progresaed much since bet:
~try in.to the spirit world. Later in the evening he ll@8in
mentioned her name, and said, ' A spirit presents a beautiful
vision of a box of pearls, diamonds, rubies, amethysts, and
different colou.red stones, and puts the box on the table and
opens it to our view. This signifies the opening or unfolding
ot interior truths ; the prooious stones are the truths, and the
opening of the box represents that they are from the interior
or. hidden life, her name is R. E.' I then enquired if the
spirit of B. M. would inform me of the place of her death,
and at Mr. Foster's request, I wrote on a slip of paper,
unseen by him, six di.tferent places and handed them to him
when he tore them all off but one, which he returned to me, it
being the correct name of the place where she died. I then
enquired if the spirit of B. M.. would send by me any message
of love to a near relation of hersi when a great number of raps
took place in different parts of the room, on the furniture,
and walls, which I understand is significant of pleasure. It was,
however, ruled by the party that more time should not be taken
up with my personal matters, and therefore, at that time,
'
I received no further communications.
Not long after this the medium said, turning to me,
' There is a beautiful child standing near you, B.J)d she says she
is your sister.' It at once occurred to me that it must be the
spirit of a little sister passed into the spirit land some twenty
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;ears ago, and of whom rhad oerta.l.nly not thought for a'long'

time, the child being only about three yea.l'll old at the time
of its death. The name was oorreetly spelt out by the alphabet,
and the medium's hand, taking a sheet of paper, wrote out and
handed to me the following message : " ' Dear Brother,-It is I that the medium ea.w. I am with
you; to-night I am with you. Continue your investigations,
and you will receive much from us.-Priscilla, your sister.'
"Soon after this Mr. FOI!ter said aloud, 'What, what, died
of disease of the head,' and hand«! me out of the heap of
names on the table that of a lady very recently passed away,
which I had written; and who had, as the medium de-soribed, died in this manner; to me a surprising and con·
vineing proof of the desire, on the part of this person to make
known her presence, by the statement of a fact, certainly, known
on1;1 to myself among those 8118embled that evening. I may
also mention that I had written the names of four or five other.
departed relations, but none of them were responded to.-R..J."
After leaving this .Wnce, I drove, with Mr. Foster, to the
residence of a friend, in Eldon Square. .After supper we sat
down to a large drawing-room table. The party consisted of
Mr. and Mrs. D., the occupiers of the house, with whom I waa
well acquainted, the medium, and myself. The table waa abo:o.t
6 feet long by
broad. Mr. Foeter sat at one end, Mr. and
Mrs. D. at one side, and I sat on the other, at a distance of
four feet from Mr. Foster. Several manifestations took place,
and eventually the medium took a common ·sheet of .note
paper, and placing a pencil between the pages, held it in one
hand under the table, the other hand resting on the table.
At the expiration of about twenty seconds knockings occurred,
and on Mamining the paper the name of Margaret 0. was
found written upon it. I thought. I obaen-ed Mr. Foster's
hand with the pencil in it, placed inside of the sheet of note
paper, before it ~as put under the table, and in order to
remove my doubts, I said to Mr. Foster, " Could you
produce a similar phenomenon when the paper and pencil are
under my oontroL" He said he would endeavour. I then
took a clean half sheet of note paper, and a pencil, and laid
them upon the ftoor, between my feet, at a diatance of four

3t
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feet from Mr. Foster. Th~ party Bitting round the table tbeB
formed a. cirole by taking hold of each others ha.nda. AU
hands being thus engaged above the table, it began to move,
and knookings took plaoo. At the end of thirty seoonds I
picked up the paper and pencil, and on the paper was written
in legible cha.racters, the word GEORGlil. I then sa.id to Mr.
Foster, " I have two children in the spirit world, they are
both boys, can you give me their names 1" He replied "Point
to the alphabet." I did so, but no knockings took place. I
said " The agents don't appear to be able to 1100 through me;
try to get the names by impression." He said, " Very well
I ahaJl try." Immediately he aa.id in a dreamy, liatening
eort of mood, as though he were attending to voioes
that appeared in the air, " What, what, wltaf1 thaJ, yov. my,
two of you speaking, one into each ear, and both of you saying
THollAS." He then turned to me and said enquiringly,
"Wm~ they both THollAB." I answered," Yes, they~ both
Thomas."
The proportion of errors which ooourred in the commllllioa.tions received through Mr. Foster at the 16anca I attended,
did not e:eceed thr~ pw cent., and these usually happened
during some trifi.iDg confusion or controversy.
OPINIONS BB8PBOTING Jm. JI'OSTBB'B DDI'OMSRIP.

The diversity of opinion which. exists respecting the
mediumship of Mr. Foster, is not at aJl surprising to those who
have extensively investigated modern mysterious psychological,
and physical phenomena. The phenomeDa produced through
his mediumship are of so remarkable a. character, that any explanation is more acceptable to ca.sual and sceptical investigators, than that which the medium usually cla.ims, viz. :-That of
their being produced by spiritual agency.
We see, in the history of aJl great discoveries, and aJl great
moral, social, and religious reforms, the strong antagonism
which is always prese:qted to innovations upon preconceived
notions. That even educated persons should, when witnessing
for the first time. the phenomena which occur in the presence
of Mr. Foster, place them to the credit of jugglery, is not
astonishing ; that others who have seen or who believe in
clairvoyance and thought-reading, should ascribe them to some
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exalted display of these powers, mixed and heightened by
trick, should not surprise us 1 and that some, who are impulsive and credulous, hastily attribute the wonderful manifestations to superhuman interference, is a circumstance that might
fil.irly be anticipated.
I have not yet seen any full and candid criticism of
Mr. Foster's med.iumship, and the · phenomena that occur
through it.
Writers in the Spiritual Magazine very much differ in
opinion. The writer in T/t.e Critic baa not been favoured with
a very sa.tisfa.cto:ty display of phenomena, and did not fully
describe what he did see, as I have reason to know by information received from the "Gentleman from the ·Country," who
is a personal friend, and happened to be present at the &eance.
Those sporting gentlemen who write to The Fuld, evidently
went to the investigation with strong prejudices, and have
a®pted the most summary mode of disposing of the difficulties.
The correspondent of T/t.e Times of March 12th baa manifestly
seen phenomena that surprised him, and his notice of the
occurrences which took place in the presence of Mr. Foster are
characterised by wonder and incredulity. The author of the
article in the Saturday Rmew of March 15th goes in for ridicule and banter, as the most appropriate mode of settling the
spiritualistic enigma. And, lastly, a leader in T/t.e 1 ime11 of
March 15th after learnedly beating about the bush, candidly
asks for a full, free, and impartial enquiry ; an exposure of the
sham, if it be one ; and a recognition of the truth, if truth be in
it. Except by the latter proposal, no serious enquirers will be
much influenced by these modes of criticism ; they must either
see Mr. Foster, and judge for themselyes, or they must have a.
plain and unva.rnished. statement of facts, vouched for by
credible witnesses; and a criticism of these facts, based upon S\
fair interpretation and application of the occult physical, and
psychological phenomena, which are now recognised by those
who have freely entered into their investigation.
'The phenomena ooouning through the mediumship of Mr.
Foster divide themselves into the following heads : 1. Raps on tables, chairs, floors, and walls, without any
apparent mechanieal contrivance for their production.
II. Ascertaining names, written on slips of paper, folded up
into pellets of uniform size, and apparently beyond the power
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of Mr. Foster's manipulation, so as to enable him to read
their contents in the ordinary manner ; namely, by opening
them.
III. The production of full names and initial letters on his
arm and hand when there are no perceptible means within
his possession for the production of the phenomena.
IV. Automatic writing through Mr. Foster's hand, the
product being the names of persons present to whom he has
not been introduced ; the names of deceased relatives and
friends, of whom he may fairly be supposed. tO be without any
knowledge ; counsels and messages of sympathy, purporting
to proceed from departed friend~ addressed to persons in the
room, and containing not ouly general information which any
clever performer might invent, but particulars respecting
private family occurrences, which took place matJy ~ars ago;
and of which Mr. Foster could not by ordinary power obtain
knowledge.
V. Writing under the table, when paper and pencil are
held in the hand of the medium, or in the hand of any person in
the circle;
VI. Independent writing, when pencil and paper are laid
upon the floor, and are out of the reach of the medium's feet
or hands.
VII. Knookings to indicate letters of the alphabet, which
correctly spell out names well known to some of the parties
present, when the alphabet is quite out of the sight of the
medium, and when the person pointing to the letters, does not
follow them in consecutive order, but mixes them together and
dodges them in the most miscellaneous manner for the eqrua
purpOit. of deceiving.
VIII. Giving the names of persons who are in the spiritworld when their names have not been written, and where
mere gueBBing would, in 999 cases in a. 1000, result in error.
IX. The indication of numbers not written, but existing
only in the mind of the questioner.
X. Professing to see the spirits of the departed and describing their personal appearances with a. minuteness even
extending to the colour of their eyes and hair.
XI. A professed entrancement by invisible agents present, and, apparently in a state of trance, delivering long

addresses.
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XII. A profeteed hdlring of spirit-voioetr, uttering the names
of the departed, a.ud speaifying the relationship between them
and the parties forming the circle.*
These and many other equa.lly extraordinary phenomena.
are of constant occurrence in the presence and through the
mediumship of Mr. Foster, and the question for solution is,
how are they to be aooounted for 1
A amall proportinR. of those who saw Mr. Foster in my
presence believe the phenomena to be the result of trick and
legerdemain. When they are aak.ed, did you observe any
triek 1 Did you distinotly see anything which indicaW<I
trick t PM a:JI.8'lDer no, but still we believe he has not the
aid he professes to ha.ve, and that the whole of the manifest&..
tiona are the result of conjuriDg. Here we ha.ve haze assertion
and no proof whatever.
Many who attended the circles and believe fu clairvoyanoe,
suppose that the psychological phenomena. are produced by
clairvoyance. They give Mr. Foster aredit for being able to
read the contents of the folded papers on the table and the
thoughts of the majority of those who attended the ~nee&.
·I ha.ve, in previous parts of this work, quoted illuatra.tions of
the most adv.a.ooed clairvoyance, aiDd thought-reading, whiah
ha.ve come within the range of my reading and pemooal ex.~
perience; and in none of those C8868 do the powers said to ha.ve
bean posaeseed by a few persons, at all approoob. those wbioh.
are aacribed to Mr. Foster. If aU tk claiT'fiO!/ant power, t.\ati
Ita. ner been recorded aa po~ by al&. tM clainJOyatiiV who
4V6r lind, were concentrated into one perii(Jft, that power, in my
opinion, would not account for the psychological phenomena.
which transpire through his mediumship. When we re11.ect that there are not· only paychologioal, but physica.l
phenomena, produced through him, for wbiah no kuowo
physical laws have yet accounted, I think we are justified
in ascribing them to an independent spiritual agency, somewhat anal agous to tha.t from which he prof618e8 to receive
them.
If we admit that Mr. Foster has super-DlUDdane aid, the
next question which arises is, what is the charaoter of, and who
are the agents by whom he is assi.Bted 1

u

* For muatratlons of the whole of theae phaeee readers are referred to the
deacriptioDa of the HIJ•cu.
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I do not think we ha:ve any satisfactory proof that the
invisible intelligences who are aaMl to be present, are really so.
All the phenomena which occur in his presence, a.re explicable on the supposition that he is attended by a familiar,
or, by familiar spirita, who aid him in uttering the remarkable
revelations, and producing the astonishing physical phenomena
which a.re exhibited. It is tolerably clear, that if persons in a.
condition of trance, can read the thoughts of others, or. if persons, in a waking state, can read the thoughts of those
with whom they are in mumeric rapport;* that spirits from
the invisible spheres, who are not trammelled by a body of
flesh may be, probably a.re, in psychological rapport with the
persons forming the circles ; and as Mr. Foster has a receptive
temperament, !!oDd a peoulia.rly sensitive · organization, those
invisibles may transfer to his mind, the thoughts which they
gather from the minds of those present at the seancu.. By
this hypothesis, I think, nearly the whole of the genuine
phenomena which take place in circles preeided over by Mr.
Foster, may be accounted for.
It .does not follow, that because they may. be acccntnted
for in that way, that they are, therefore, all produced in that
manner. There a.re often several modes of doing the same
thing, and these curious displays of apparently miraculous
power, which we have just recorded, may be. produced by
familiars ; by the agents who profess to be present ; or, the
agency may be of a mixed character, and the phenomena be
partly the product of invisible spiritual dooeive:rB, and of the
identical persons who profess to communicate, and the whole
may be heightened by trick. I confess that the evidenoe,
through Mr. Foster's mediumship, is not sufficiently strong to
convince me, that those who profess to communicate, do in all,
or even in any case, do so.

THE PRESS AND MR. FOSTER.
Various sections. of the British Press are now in full cry
against Mr. Foster and his mediumship; they a.re pouring
upon him torrents of vituperation and invective, but make
little progress towards an exposure of what the writers believe
• See pa,ee 64 and 65.
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ere his tricks and deceptions. Abuse ill a very cheap a.rticl~~..
and insinuation can be commanded to any extent ; but, when feelings run high, cool perception and reflection are generally
at a disoonnt, hence a fair exposure of the weak points-in
Mr. Foster's proceedings bas never even been attempted, and
the only arguments adopted are those of violence and detraction, and the only means of removing the supposed imposition
the whip and the treadmill.
This is not because there are not rea.JJ.y vulnerable
spots in Mr. Foster's programme of wonders, but because his
critics are too enraged and prejudiced to devote themselves to
calm observation and reflection.
The following, are some of the circumstantial eviden0611,
which press somewhat strongly against the genuinenesa of
portions of the manifestations.
L At the Beancu I attended there appeared upon Mr.
Foster's arm and band, at different times, about twenty-four
full names and initials. All of these names and initials were
produced upon his left arm. Why was this, if be did not write
them ~ Can spirits not write upon his right arm, as well as
upon his left I
.
II. The red marks which form the letters and words on the
arm and band of the medium can be ~l11 imitated by any
one who bas a sensitive skin, if be form letters on it by means
of a blnnt, smooth-pointed piece of wood.
III. The writing, wbiob was profeasedly produced nnder the
table, when in the band of the medium, or in that of any
other person, presented indications of hAving been written in
the ordinary manner, inasmuch 88 the pressure of the pencil
prodqced indentations on the paper ; and as the pencil was
held motionless when nnder the table such indentations could.
not then have been produced by it.
IV. The rapid entrancement, and sudden relief of Mr.
Foster, are, aooording to our present knowledge of trance, more
likely to be apparent than real, and that the more so, when
the medium afterwards distinctly remembers what be has
said dUring his periods of apparent trance.
V. The exOOIIIlive similarity of the communications seems
to indicate that they are the product of his own brain, or of
his own brain in p81/chdogical rapport with a familiar, or
familiars, by whom be is attended.
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VI. There is a general resemblance between all the writings
produced .through Mr. Foster's mediumship, whether they are
written through his own hand, or the hand of a visiU>r holding
a pencil and paper under the table, or when pencil and paper
nre lying on the ftoor.
VII. Mr. Foster's handwriting in his normal condition
is very similar to that which is produced when he profell888
to have his hand moved automatically by spirits.
VIII. The names which Mr. Foster gives, as those of
departed spirits, are gmeraUy those which are on the pellets
lying on the table. In some instances the names on the
pellets are wrong, arising from the writers of them not being
perfectly acquainted with the spelling; and, the medium
generally writes the names of the supposed spirits, according
to the spelling on the pellets. If the identical spirit were
present and communicating, would that be the case 1
These are valid difficulties, which ought to render all
investigators cautious in the formation of their opinions. They
do not, however, absolutely prove that the phenomena referred
to were all produced by legerdemain, but they do render
them valuel61'18 as evidence, unleSB the medium be so watched
and guarded as to render their production by trick impossible.
My own impreSBion of Mr. FOBter's mediumship is this,
that he has the aid of invisible spiritual intelligences, and is a
genuine medium, but that he occasionally, perhap1 freqt.Umtly,
heightens the effects produced by the introduction of trick
aDd deception.
This, if true, is the more to be regretted, because it ca.sts
a doubt over his whole proceedings, and not only creates a
prejudice against him, but also involves many honest, truthful media,_ in a vortex of difficulty and of unreasoning and,
undiacriminating prejudice.

The objects aimed at in the preceding parts of this work
have been to establish the facts upon which the hypothesis of
modern spiritualism is based ; to show that they are not accounted for by reference to natural mundane laws as they are
at present understood ; that from the nature of the occur-
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rences, they are, in the majority of instances, quite beyond the
region of trick and legerdemain ; and that the only theory by
which thE\f can be fairly explained is that which acknowledges
aid from the invisible spiritual world.
It is difficult, in the present day, to obtain from thoughtful
and philosophical men any recognition of intercourse between
the natural and spiritual worlds; and even those who acknowledge the Bible as the repertory of natural and divine truth,
receive its records of spiritual interposition producing material
phenomen~ as extraordinary, and not in any degree to be expected in the nineteenth century.
On the other hand, we have the human heart earnestly
desiring to know something of the loved ones who have gone
before, and affectionate men and women yearn " for the touch
of a vanished hand, and the sound of a voice that is gone."
This class, if they once come within the sphere of modem
spiritual society, are liable to become easy and enthusiastic
believers; and the former are too prejudiced to give the
matter a fair consideration.
The phenomena, through the warm controversy which ~is
now raging, imperatively call for a thorough and scientific
investigation, and it is to be hoped that competent persons,
laying aside the tone of supercilious contempt which has too
long prevailed, may now tum their attention to the subject,
and, after separating the chaff from the wheat, let the publio
know how much valuable and sterling gra.in remains.
The first thing that strikes a. calm observer on entering
upon an enquiry into the phenomena of modem spiritualism
is the readiness with which many persons believe in the
genuineness of the communioa.tions, in the personal identity
of the oommunioa.ting agents, and in the truthfulness of the
revelations.
The point which is the most difficult to prove, viz., the
identity, is that which is generally most readily received.
It will be seen, by reference to the foregoing pages, that
the identity of the communioa.ting agents is the most difficult
to establish, and that, in this respect, the communioa.tions are
liable to lead to the most erroneous views.
I have to oonfeBB that, so far as my own observations have
gone, I have never bad thoroughly sa.tisfactory evidence of the
presence of the agents who were sa.id to be communicating,
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the phenomena were equally pxpliooble on other theories.
In many instances the communications purporting to oome
from the same person, in the same circle, were entirel;t contradictory, and the communications received in one circle often
were directly. oppoeed to those received in another, when both
professedlycame from the same agent or agent& The testimony
of media as to the personalities of the spiritual beings with
whom they believe themselves in connection are, in the
majority of cases, valueless, as many persons who prof688 to be
media are manifestly under delusions, and many more are
illiterate and oredulous. I could give innumerable illustrations, but limit myself to one. It is the case of a retired
and uneducated soldier, at present residing in one of our
Midland Counties, who sinoerely believes himself to be
inspired by the Angel Gabriel, and who is inC6888lltly publishing admonitory tracts, which he believes be reoeives by inspiration from the Angel, the contents of which tracta are
unworthy the literary genius of a first years pupil in a
reformatory school
These, being facts, to establish identity, is manifestly a
diffi.oulty; and even the most advanoed spiritualists conf688
that many of those cases, which seem most cl<>sely to approach
proof, are neverthel688 open to grave suspicion and doubt.
After the question of identity, that of most importanoe is
the teachings, and they are almost as various as the minds of
the enquirers. There a.re nearly as many sohools in spiritualism aa there are sects in religion. Each of the following
leaders have numerous disciples :-Andrew Jackson Davis,
Dr. Hare, Judge Edmonds, Hudson Tuttle, Thos. L. Harris,
and scores of othel'B of l6811er note, all of whom profess to have
received their revelations froxp. the spiritual spheres, and none
of whom hold precisely the same views. Their theological
teachings range from blank atheism to hyper-orthodoxy. *
Swedenborg in his writings, teaches the existence of spheres
in the spiritual world into which meri a.re ushered after their
departure from earth, and the majority of the revelations
reoeived by modem spiritualists acknowledge the existence
of seven spiritual spheres in which men who have entered
88

• Numerous UluatTatlona of the whole of these facts may be foand In .A din
.&Jllou"• Jlodem Spll"ittuJJUm, prioe 1a. ; tbe BJrintval Jl~ pu.bUahed
monthly, price 6d.; and In tlae wrltlnga of Judge Edmonda. Dr. Bare, and other
1eadlns apirituall.lta.
.
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the future life are said to ~de; they are, by Dr. Hare, located
round the earth, the nearest being within sixty miles of the
earth's 11urface, and the sixth sphere considerably within the
area of the moon's orbit. The Doctor was also taught that the
belts which cover the tropieal regions of Jupiter, are the spiritual spheres belonging to that planet. *
·
Other spiritualistic teachers ·pl&ee the spheres, to which
man is removed after the death of the body, to beyond the
distance of Sirius. · Between these two views spiritual geography is taught in every degree of modification.
Mr. Harris in his " Celestial Aroana," divides the spiritual
world into many spheres and societies, and, like Swedenborg,
he describes minutely, not only those who have left this earth,
but those who are living on other planets of the solar system,
and also the inhabitants of some of the more remote fixed
stars ; and relates the conversations he has held with them.
He further, peoples space with aroma! worlds, which are
located throughout the regions of infinity, and are generaBy
associated with some material worlds, or suns, but do not
form any part of them. So widely diverse are the teachings
of spiritualist leaders, and so essentially human and mundane
are many of their communications, respecting the appearances
and habits of the inhabitants of worlds almost infinitely removed
from our own, that any cautious reader will be led to suspect
that thae revelatiom, at lea8t, proceed from the poetic brains
of the writers, and are not the product of any disembodied
spiritual intelligences.
Ma.k.ing full a.llowanco for all these anomalies and contrarieties, there still remains a sufficient body of evidence to
convince the majority of candid and careful enquirers that, in the
present day, there is direct and po.lpa.ble intercourse with citizens of the world of spirits, and also sufficient evidence in the
estimation of the writer to induce such enquirers not to receive
as truth any communications through spiritual media, except
so far as those communications aooord with what they conceive
to be the true teachings of the Bible, and so far as they commend themselves to their own rational and moral sense.
No modem mediumistic teaching is at all to be compared
with the teachings of the DIVINE MAsTER. He who " spake as
never man spa.ke," and who has laid down general and some• Dr. Hare's Splrit Jla:ni,f~ page 1111.
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times specific rules for our guidance in this life, which
UB for the highest enjoyments here, and for the endless pleasures which are laid up in the " many mansions"
hereafter.
The Bible gives no very definite description of the future
world, and the teachings of modem spiritualism are too contradictory to be reliable. To that world all good men look
ea.mestly forward, and strive to anticipate the knowledge,
the full revelation of which is probably reserved for eternity.
Perhaps the best poetic description of the future Hon of-the
GooD, and· that which harmonizes most closely with our
warmest aft'eotiona is the following : will fit

To thee, 0 dear, dear country,

Mine eyes their 'rf«<18 keep;
J'or •ery lo•e, beholdiDg
Tby bappJ IIADle, they weep.
The mention of thy glory

Is llllGtloD to the breut,

And medicine In slckneee,
And lo•e and Ufe and relit.

0 one, 0 only mansion,

0 paradise of Joy,
Wbare teu11 are e.er bullsbed,

And Joys ha•e ne alloJl
Thy llf!"l- Wllllll are radlaD'
With ~ona &&ones nnprfoed ;
The sainte build up Ita fabric;
The oorneNI:oDe ill Chrillt.

I mow ~~Imow DO'
Wha•IOCial
are there,

What radiancy ( glory,
What light beyond compare I
And wben 1 fain wonld BlDg them,
My spirit falls and faints,
And ftln17 tries to !JnaBe
The -.mb1J of the ll&iDta.

Midst power that lmcrn DO Uml'And willdom wtthont bound,
The bestUI.c 'l'lafon
Shall_g~en eablte around:

There God, my KIDg and Portion,
In fuln888 of Bill grace,
Shall we behold for 8'1'er,
And worahlp face to face.
They etand, thoee halls of Zion,
All Jublla.nt with song ;
And tiright with many an angel,
And many a martyr throng.
The Prince ill ever In them,
The light ill aye eerene ;
The pastures of the blessed
Are deolted In glorionalheen.
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There Ia the throDe of Da'rid ;
And there, from toil relewoed,
The shout of them that triumph,
The song of them that fi!Mt:
And l.hey, b•neath their Leader,
Who oonquered in the fight,
For ever and for eYer
Are clad in robes of white.
J ern.aalem, the glorious,
The joy ofthe elect,
0 I d..ar and fv.tnre 'riai.OII

That e&l!er hearta expect.
E'en now by faith I eee thee
E'en now th7 walla dlacern
To thee my thouJhts are kindled,
. And strive and palit and yea.rn.
And, now, we fight the battle,
And, then, we wear the crown
Of full, and everlaating,

And paesionl8811 renown.
0 land that aeeat no sorrow I
0 state that know' at no strife I
0 princely bowers I 0 land of flowers I
0 realm and home of life I

I have endeavoured to place before my readers, in the
plainest possible manner, an outline of the modern mysterious
phenomena which have come within the sphere of my own
observation, and have quoted other remarkable illustrations
of manifestations which are generally considered well authenticated, in order that a satisfactory basis might be laid on
which to form a decided opinion respecting the phenomena of
modern spiritualism. .
It is always difficult to make clear, by description to
others, fact and phenomena, as they were presented to ourselves. There are so .many min.utire that cannot be recorded
which cause all descriptions to fall far short of original observations. Henoe the frequency of the remark, even after
listening to the recitals of the most competent and careful
observers, " I must see those things for myself before I can
believe." As the phenomena connected with modern spiritualism are so diametrically opposed to all preconoeptions
respecting natural ~d spiritual laws, they have been met with
the utmost scepticism,· and even now almost all the writers in
the London and provincial papers &I!Cribe the whole of the
phenomena to trick and deception.
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Intelligent believers in the reality of the phenomena.
consist almost exclusively of those who have made extensive
persona.l investigations.
I trust the illustrations I have given in the foregoing
•pages, and in the appendix, may be the means of inducing many
intelligent persons to investigate the phenomena., and that
the conclusions to which I have arrived may lead earnest but
over-credulous believers either to withdraw from the investigation a.ltogetber, or, in the light of what h88 here been stated,
to re-examine the conclusions to which they have arrived.
I may be in error, but my conviction is ttuLt a. liberal
and catholic study of the Bible, and of nature, will lead to
more aoourate conclusions respecting · both natural and
spiritua.l things, than any yielding up of ourselves to the
direction of the agents connected with the manifestations of
modem spiritua.lism.
The only phase in connection with the modem mysteries
that seems to me to be specia.lly adapted to our present wants
is this, that they prove the existence of a spiritu8.1 world,
contiguous to but invisible to the inhabitants of this, when
they o.re in their normal condition.
. The broad question of Bible witchcraft and demonology,
versus modem spiritua.lism, I leave open for the consideration
of those who feel themselves competent to enter upon its
discussion. I do not; and shall, therefore, manifest my discretion, by avoiding the expression of any opinions on the subject.
The following communication from a gentleman who was
present at Mr. Foster's last .eance, and a letter from Mr. R. in
acknowledgment of a description of the second .eance, sent to
him by Mr. S. who was present, will be read with interest.
" A detailed account of manifestations to. John Hare,
through the mediumship of Mr. Foster, who said, ' There is
a fema.le spitit, who exhibits to me a beautiful rose-bush,
covered with flowers and buds, but there is a very peculiar
appearance on the stem near the ground. A large thorn
branches out, and, in the centre of the thorn, I read the word
MARY, and, underneath, the words AFFECTION UNDYING.' I
stated that I had written the name on a pellet, which was
indicated by raps, and handed to me. At this stage a very
intelligent gentleman, sitting opposite the medium, remarked
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' that what he had seen communicated to others, had quite
convinced him of the reality of the phenomena ; out, it would
be an additional sa.tisfa.otion if anything direct were given to
him.' The medium put on a dreamy look, and said, ' There
is a spirit here ela.im.ing to have been drowned. Is any one •
here who had the misfortune to lose a relative in this way t'
There was no response. The influence then appeared to leave,
but sho~ly returned, a.nd the medium's eyes closed for a few
seconds, then re-opened, and he addressed the intelligent
gentleman a.lluded to as his brother, grasping his hand, and
giving his name in full, at the close. The communication
a.ffeoted the gentleman to tea.ra. *
" It is remarkable that this name had not been written on
the pellets.
"The medium then spoke of the preeenee of a friend of
mine, who brought the female spirit to communicate with me,
a.nd who impressed him to write as follows:" ' I oome with the others that have assembled to meet
yolL I 'am ofen with my friends, and I, too, concur with
what has just been said. Words cannot expl'688 to you how
delighted I am to make you know I a.m happy, and one of
your guardians.-Theophilus.'
" I sa.id you have not given the 81li'D.8me, the medium requested me to take the alphabet, but, before I had pointed to
the third letter, he hastily caught away the writing paper
from me, and added, " Savill," which was one of the names
I had written, and it was immediately selected from the heap
of pellets, and handed to me.-J. H."
"Ma.nch~er, February 9th, 1862.
"My dear John,-Herewith I return your description of the
1eance, with best thanks for the perusal. I judge it to be a
well written and faithful a.ccount, and I do not say much when
I say that it has very much in~rested and pleased me. I am
thinking it cost you some labour, and, I fear, the sacrifice of
some valuable time ; but you are not without your reward.
Lord Bacon says ' writing makes an exact man ;' and I have
no doubt you will have verified the truth of his remark, in
finding that you understand the occurrences described better
than if you had not described them.
• See page 1211.
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"The phenomena which you witneseed at this wna are
pretty muoh of the character I expected, as also are theiiresult& The manifestations, though externally a little different to some others, are, as to their quality and nature, very
sim.il.ar to all I have heard of previouely. They strike me as
being remarkable, therefore, only when compared with common
every-day phenomena, and not at all so when viewed from the
plane to which they belong. It is quite natural, however, that
they should appear quite extraordinary to you, both because you
witnessed them, and that for the first' time. What I mean is,
that if they were published in a book. with innumerable others
which occur every day, they would not form an extraordinary
feature in that book. And, if my notion of the proper use of
these manifestations be correct, I see no need for any such
peculiarity. As you know, I believe their specific function
to consist in convincing the low atheistic mind of a life after
that of the body~f a spiritual life-and not .,t all to gratify
the curiosity of those who believe. Subordinately they may
confirm a. wavering faith, and incidentally reveal very gratifying spiritual relationship. Now, I apprehend that the kind
of phenomena which you saw is generally su~cient for this
end, in fact, it has proved itself sufficient, and is hourly
proying itself sufficient for thi&-this great ground work of a
better state of popular belie£ The whole thing appeals, not to
the reason, but to the sense. The same doctrine has been rejected on the rational ground, aud men have become atheists ; but,
appealing direct to the sense, the/ atheist is defenceless, and is
convinced in spite of his reason. You perceive, therefore, I
regard the phenomena as indicating a bad or irreligious state,
for only a very. low condition of morals could render such
manifestations needful. When are we obliged to feed the
body artificially, and to charge it with stimulants, except
when its life flickers in the socket 1 It is a. good thing in its
way, but we are in a bad way when we need it.
"Such being my notion of the mair. object of these manifestations, I am not surprised if some of the party did not arrive
at a. satisfactory conclusion, for I take it that all present were .
believers in a future. life, and that, therefore, they did not go
there to seek what the phenomena profeSBed to bestow. From
all I know, and from the nature of tho means employed, I am
impressed that the desire was to prove or disprove the avowed
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intercour~e

with the spirit world, and not the ezi6tenu of it.
Yea., further, that more pains seem to have been taken to
detect an imposture than to discaver facts. I know not bow
this may strike you, but to me it looks absurd. It assumes
that the man Foster is an impostor, or, if not, that be withholds something which might be wormed out of him by crossexamination. Now, if this assumption is without data, it is
unjust to Foster, while it will effootually binder the free and
fair action of the enquirer's mind. (Prejudicia.I.blindness will
never discover the thing it wishes to disprove.) If such really
was the case, the result is only naturaL Foster comes forward
to prove the fact of the spirit world, and that by certain evidences within his COilUDII.Ild. But be does not profess to be
able to give any and every kind of evidence wbi!'b the caprice
or ignorance, or even the intelligence, of his audience may demand. Like all other phenomena., those of spiritualism are
backed up by their own proper evidences, and if those are not
sufficient, the fault is in us, not in them. But, some of his
audience want not the evidence of the fact of the spirit world,
for they believe in it, but something else, namely, that of hill
intercour~e with it.
Now this is all right enough in its place,
but it is secondary, not primary. He proposes one thing, the
primary one ; they propose another, the secondary one. W.hat
can ensue but confusion and disappointment, and instead of
cross-examination we get nought but cross purposes. Truly
one is implied in the other ; but truly, too, one is not the
other ; and truly, in the third place, you cannot enquire into
them Bptciflcally at the same time.
" To predicate imposture of the man without data is immoral-to base any conclusion ou evidence drawn from cross
purposes is irratiorial And after all, snppose Foster had been
proved an impostor, what then 1 Would any one of you have
the less belief in the fact of the spirit WQrld 1 or would his
delinquency have, in the least degree, invalidated the abundant testimony of spirit oommunicatiuns1 No; no more than
a counterfeit shilling disproves the existence of a good one,
. or its real medium of currency. On the contrary, who ever
heard of a counterfeit where there was nothing sterling 1 Who
ever shammed a pain or a pleasure which was never felt t
Who can create even a lie out of nothing 1 The idea exists,
and must befounded in fact.
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" Contrarywise-allowing, only bypothP.tically, all that is
involved in Foster's claim, that there is not only a. spirit
world, but that be is a. spirit medium. How then~ How will
our doubters have him .prove his pretensions 1 Seeing they
reject what he offers, will they propose any kind of evidence,
consistent with the recognized nature of spirits, which shall
stand a.s proof~ If they will, it were well to say what it is,
and that the experiment should be tried. To refuse this, and
simply say this and the other is not a. proof, is very like saying
they do not quite know what they do require. .Anyhow, it
were very difficult indeed to anticipate their demands: If
such a. demand as I here propose, be considered too strong and
out of place, and it be pleaded that we ought not to receive
anything without sufficient evidence, I at once admit it ; but
then, I say, it is incomparably worse to positively deny a. thing
because it is not proven to us individually, or even at all.
For if it is not disproven may it not be true ~ I do not plead
for taking things on insufficient evidence, but I do plead
against calling a. thing jugglery on insufficient evidence. The
man may be a. juggler for all I know, and he may be a. bona.
fide spirit medium for all I know ; but without proper proof
I have no reasonable right to say he is either.
"Again, allowing Foster's claims, were the tests which were
employed infallible ~ Would the reading of any number of
names, or the discovery of any number of relationships, serve
a.s proof 1 If so, something at least was done. The man was
oftener right than wrong ; and the fact that he was sometimes
wrong does much to disprove him a. juggler-for this class of
men ·never undertake what they cannot do. Both his feats and
his failures testify to some veracity, for the man seems to rest
upon the preponderance of evidence over non-evidence, and
and thus on our broad rationality.
" But besides being a juggler, he is an extraordinary clairvoyant and mind-reader. This admits much. What is a.
clairvoyant ~ Is it not one who sees with the eyes of the
spirit other than through the bodily eyes 1 and if so, where
is the irrationality of supposing that the spiritual eyes behold
spiritual beings as objects ~ .And, what is a. mind-reader t Is
it not a. human being who is, by some power equally mysterious with that needful to make a. spirit medium, capable of
seeing our thoughts other than by our words and actions, and
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of telling us of them in our own tongue t What more than
this is needful to make a spirit medium 1 If such an one can
see what is in our mind, must he not see our mind 1 and must
he not see it with his spiritual eyes 1 .And where is the sense
of trying to puzzle a man with questions which we admit he
can see and must know before we ask him 1 and what evidence
is there that these very apparently oontradictory states are
possible at the same time I
" Furthermore, if the tests offered were not infallible, that
was not the fault of the medium but of the critic ; and the
unsatisfactory results arising thence should go with the fault,
and not be heaped as evidence upon the head of the medium.
Did any one ask for a test oompatible with the case, which waa
not forthcoming 1 or which, being inoorrect, was sufficiently
powerful to shake the validity of the rest i
·
"It is in vain we plead that we can produce similar signs •
and sounds with this or that instrument; it only shows man's
power of imitation, but does not show that Mr. F. produced
his that way. It were just as reasonable to argue that because,
by certain mechanical contrivances, I can throw. my voice up
the chimney or down in the cellar, that therefore, Mr McMillan
or any other ventriloquist performs through the same medium.
But there is no force in these objections, and it ia like fighting
with a shadow to oontend with them. I am glad you take a
different position. If you do not implicitly believe, you do not
dogmatically denounce. You wisely take what evidence there
is, and wait for more. I think your method of writing several
names of persons and places when enquiring for one, was ingenious--almost too ingenious for the spirits and the juggler
together. But I feel sure that the affair, on the whole, ')Vas
satisfactory to you, and that it will bear your.reflections. I
am not surprised that you are not prepossesed with Fostel'he has a queer function to perform, and needs to be a queer
fellow to do it. Every man to his job. I can conceive of a
state of the human mind here below which would place man in
natural and direct intercourse with the .Angels of Heaven; but,
I think, the opposite state prevails at present.
" In our day the intellect is placed in sovereign sway over
the moral sense, hence men refuse what they cannot reason out.
I have a notion though that the truer and the sublimer understanding has its seat in the moral senses, and that the reason
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ahould serve, not rule. Were this the case, I have a notion
that we should not be much troubled with false doctrines ; for
if you observe, the heart will now and then show us to be wise
fools, by rising freely and grandly to the God of Heaven.
- I am, ID,08t truly yours-J. R."

APPENDIX.·
The excessive incredulity which has, during the past few
weeks, been exhibited in nearly the whole of the periodical
press in the kingdom, aa to the genvi.tumU~ of modern spiritual
phenomena, renders it desirable to give additional testimonies in confirmation of ql&nifestations that have occurred
in the presence of thoWI&Ilds of intelligent and -critical witne88611.

If all the phenomena, called spiritual, are the result of trick,
the non-discovery of deception in the phenomena, produced
through the vaat majority of media, ia a remarkable feature in
the investigation. The media are without visible confederates,
without visible apparatus, in private drawing rooms, in the
heart of London, and are criticised by the quickest eyes and
shrewdest intellects i!l the kingdom ; and yet, aooording to the
reports with which the papers teem, the detection of trick baa
not been clearly established, and even in the oaae of Mr. F418ter,
whom the spiritualists acknowledge is an ocouional triekster,
no clear instance of trick baa been pointed out by antispiritualistic writers.
The following letter is taken from the .Mornmg Star." Sir,-In Mr Coleman's letter of the 11th inst., he gives
his opinion that the gentlemen who ftre present at the
meetings recorded in the ' Comhill Magazine,' under the head
of ' Stranger than Fiction,' should confirm or confute the
statements made in that article. I was one of the persons
present at the evening meeting. The other gentlemen were,
a solicitor extenaive pmctioe, &Dd two. well-known writers of

m
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solid, iostructive works-not writers of fiction-who, by-thebye, appear to be 8o used to inventing that they cannot
believe that any one can possibly be employed .in stating
facta. It will be seen that the joke about 'fools of fashion'
does not apply to the gentlemen alluded to, but tba.t we
were all workers in callings, in which matters of fact, and not
of fancy, especially come under observation. Further, it may
be useful to some persons to know that we were neither asleep,
nor intoxicated, nor even excited. We were complete masters
of our senses ; and I submit that their evidence is worth a.
thousand conjectures and explanations made by those who
were not present. Scores of times I have been much more
agitated and excited in investigating a patient's case, than I
was in observing what occurred at the evening meeting in
question.
" With this state of senses at the time, and revolving the
occurrences in my mind again and again since that time, I
can state with the greatest positiveness that the record made
in the article, ' Stranger than Fi'4tion,' is, in every particular,
correct ; that the phenomena therein related actually took
place in the evening meeting ; and, moreover, that no trick,
machinery, sleight-of-hand, or other artistic contrivance produced what we heard and beheld. I am quite as convinced of
this last as I am of the facts themselves.
" Only consider that here is a. man, between ten and eleven
stones in weight, tloating about the room for many minutes,in the tomb-like silence which prevailed, broken only by hiS
voice coming from different quarters of the room, according to
his then position,-is it probable, is it possible, that any
mac~ery could be devised-not to speak of ita bemg set up
and previously made ready in a room, which was fixed upon
as the place of meeting only five minutes before we entered
it-capable of carrying such e. weight about without the
slightest sound of any description~ Or suppose, as has been
sp.ggested, that he bestrode an intlated balloon, could a balloon
have been introduced intlated large enough to hold in mid-air
such a weight ~ Or could it have been intla.ted with hydrogen
gas without being detected by ears, eyes, or nose t
It seems to me a much stronger sign of credulity to believe
either of these suggestions, with our present knowledge, than
to adopt the wildest statements or dreams of what is called
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Spiritualism. Let it be remembered, moreover, that the room
·was, for a good part of the evening, in a blaze of light, in
which no balloon, or other machine, sufficient for the supposed
purpose could be introduced ; or, if already introduced, could
remain unobserved ; and that, even when the room was comparatively darkened, light streamed through the window from
a distant gas-lamp outside, between which gas-lamp and
our eyes Mr. Home's form passed, so that we distinctly perceived his trunk and limbs ; and most 8B8uredly there
was no balloon near him, nor any machinery attached to him.
His foot once touched my head when he was floating above.
'' I have thus borne testimony to the truthfulness of the
facts related by the writer in the ' Comhill Magazine,' whom
I recognise as having been my neighbour during the meeting.
And I have endeavoured to shew that, as regards the priricipal and most wonderful phenomena, there could have been no
"COiltrivance by trick or machinery, adequate to produce or
account for their existence. How, then, were they produced t
I know not; and I believe that we are very, . very far from
having accumulated facts enough upon which to frame any
laws, or build any theory regarding the agent at work in their
production. Intelligent phenomena, such as the music played
at· request, point to intelligent agents ; and spiritual bodies
that have quitted fleshly bodies may be at work. I, for oue,
wish that it were proved to be so ; for a more solemn discovery
than that of a means of communication between embodied and
disembodied sentient beings cannot be imagined. It giddies
the brain to think of the possible result of such a discovery.
But, whilst I obstinately stand up for the integrity of my
aenses during my observation of the wonders above related,
my inner senses cannot but observe many gaps that must be
filled up before the bridge between the spiritual body's life
here in the flesh, and its life elsewhere out of the flesh, can be
finished. :Meantime the facts must be patiently and honestly
accumulated, and enthusiasm must be banished from the
minds of the enquirers. And, as regards the denials, and
abuses, and jests of the non-enquirers, let it be remembered
that scurrility and laughter never discovered or disproved
anything whatever in the world's history.
"Respecting the purely physical phenomena, such as the
raising of weights waether of human bodies or tables, it may
L
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be that we are on the verge of di.aoovering aotne physical force
hitherto undreamed of : who shall say that we know all the
powel'll of nature 1 Here, too, diapaasionate enquiry must go
on, regardlesB of the noise outside ; rega.rdle1111, too, of the
ignorant and malicious prejudice whieh would blast the reputation of those who would enquire in a direction opposite to
that prejudice.
·
" Enquirer1, vnl~ roltti?U p«Jpk, m1Uit be prlp(lrwl to f'Otl{/1.
tt among their fellow creaturu. And I suppose that I, for
having aaserted that I have ftve senses as yet utrimpa.red, and
for having testified to what the msjority disbelieve, shall come
in for my share of pity or abuse. Let it be ao, if it helps on
a truthful888Z'Oh.-1 am, Sir, yoDl'll faitbfally,

"·J. lrL

Gt7LLT;

M.D.

"J£altlem, Oct. 14."

I extract from the Spiritfuzl Magazi-M, a monthly pubU..
cation devoted to the spread of spiritualianl, the following
communication:" We have been favoured with the following statement,
made by Jamea Hutchinson, Esq., who, as many of onr 'readers
ilo doubt know, iB a gentleman of the highest standing in the
commercial world, and for many years the respected Chairman
of the London Stock Exchange. Mr. Hutchinson says :-" ' I have for some time pest felt an interest in the subject
of Spiritual Manifestations. Like moat pel'IIOn& I had great
difficulty in realizing the statements made to me of the wondel'll which were daily witnessed by others, but the evidenoe
(1£ friends satisfied me tha.t there must be something worthy
of serious investigation, and I therefore determined to take
every opportunity of looking into it for myself. I have now
done so, and I feel it a duty to openly bear my teatimony to the
fads, leaving othel'll to tl~.eorize on the causes and tendency of
these remarkable phenot:rmna.
" 'Recently introduced by a friend to Mr. D. D. Home, I
found him a most kind and affable person, whose simplicity
and candonr at once disarm BUBpicion. A ~ was arranged for the 23rd instant, and together with "Mr. and Mrs.
Coleman, Mr. G. S. Clarke, Mr. T. Clarke, Mr. Gilbert David- .
son, and another lady and gentleman llllknown tQ me, we
fonned a par.ty of nine. Shortly after sitting doWDt we all
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felt a tremulous motion in onr chairs, and in the table, which
was a very heavy eircula.r drawing-room table. This mo"ement of the table increased in power, and at the suggestion of
.Mr. Coleman, it imitated the exact aotion and sound of a
stroke of a powerful marine engine aotil;lg on and vibrating
the timbers of a wea.k-framed vessel
"'The rapping sounds on the t&Ole and floor were oon.atant; the heawy table was raised up repeatedly; and these
manifestations were continued whilst my friend, Mr. Clarke,
and another were seated, at the request of Mr. Home, vndw
·the table.
·
" '~o hand-bells, one weighing at leeat a pound and a
half, were passed . from one to another of the party by the
UDSeen agencies. All of us in turn fal.t the touch and preeMure of a soft and ileshy life-like hand. I saw the full-formed
hand as it rested on my knee. The aooordion, whilst held by
·Mr. Home in one hand, discoursed most eloquent music, and
then, to onr great astonishment, it was taken from him, and
whilst both his hands and a.ll of the party were visibly im.posed on the surface of the table--the aooordion, suapended
..from the centre of the table, gave out an exquisite air, no
human hand touching it.
" ' These and many other incidents of a seriously impreesive but private character, of which I do not hesitate to speak
a.moPg my friends, oooupied about four hours of what I must
:admit to be one of the most interesting evenings I have ever
.apent. I place the facts as we witnessed them at your disposal
for publicity, if you please, merely adding, that contrary t9 tie
auertiom 110 comtantly made that the manifestations are
4ltoayi in tM dark, the whole of the phe)lomena of which I
have spokea were manifested in a room lighted 'With fla.ll, and &
bright fire bu.rning.-Yours, &c.,
"' JAS. HUTORINSON',

" ' Angel Court, Throgmol:ton Street.
"'January 26th, 1861.'"
:Benjemin Coleman Esq., in a letter addressed to the Rev,
G. H. Forbes, the author of an excellent work entitled " ~o
Antecedent bnposaibility in Miracles," the argument in whick
is based upon the reality of modem mysterious phenomena.,
'ea.ys ;_;
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"Y'ou ask me to give you some facts for publicity, aud.
although I am most willing to do so, I have not the time at
this moment to write out any formal acoount, but I may say
in a word that I have seen in the presence of various media,
aJ1 the phenomena. spoken of in the article • Stranger thau
Fiction,' to which you allude in your published letter, aud I
have seen mauy of them under more favoura.ble conditions
thau the writer of that article. I have, for i.Bstance, seen i"
the light an accordion playing without any humau baud
touching it. I have heard a piano played upon when no person was within several feet of the instrument. I have had i"
the light an acoordion brought from the end of the ~m by no
visible agency, aM placed in my right hand, and whilst held
by me apart from any one, the air I asked for, 'Angels ever
bright,' was played with all its variations in the most perfect
·m auner.
"I have seen in the light a large drawing-room ciroular table
rise gradually from the floor up to the ceiling, and descend
again with no more noise than if it had been a snow flake. I
·have seen in broad day-light a large table move about without
any om touching it, and by the aid of the alphabet it baa
answered questions intelligently. These phenomena, with
many others ltill more curiom, I have seen at different times
here in London. Those which I recently witnessed in America
I propose to give to the editor of the "Spiritual Magazine,''* a
publication which I .recommend to you and any of your friends
who are interested in enquiring into the Spiritualistic philosophy and phenomena."
·
The Rev. G. H. Forbes, in the same work, inserts the following valuable letter from William Howitt, Esq. : West Hill Lodge, Highgate, May 9, 1861.
Sir,-You ask me to give you a few facts witnessed
bymyselfwhich support the position in your essay, •No Antecedent Impossibility in Miracles,' as directed against the
reasonings of the late Rev. Baden Powell, in his article in the
• Essays and Reviews.' In your note you suggested that we
may differ as to the nature of the power which is called spiritual. You have adopted the theory of the Rev. A. Mahan of
SpirittuJlJC~a.ziM, 'fOL j!, and Uo Ill ~in...tmeNcl, bJ BeDJamiD

" Dear

Coleman, prl.ce ~ GeL
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America, that this power, or agent, is the Odylic Force, and
not spll'its, to which you say ' those ignorant of the real cause'
ascribe this agency. Now I am one of those,-<>ne of many
millions,-who ascribe the phenomena called Spiritual, to
spirits ; whether in ignorance of the real cause remains to be
seen.
" Under these ciroumsta.nces, namely, that you entertain
this, in my opinion, erroneous notion, a.nd that yon wish me
to give my vame, I willingly comply, on the condition that
you give my statement complete, a.nd also that you put your
name to the edition in which this statement appears. I think:
this is only fair : he who. asks others to give their names
should give his own. I, for my part, have resolved to fight
the battles of the truth under no mask. If there be one
prominent mark of the decadence of the Christian Church, it
is the utter absence of that spirit of martyrdom which distinguished every age of it, except this. Amongst the early
Christians; at the Reformation; in every revivo.l, whether of
Quakerism or Methodism, men stood boldly and to the death
for their faith. We, in the words of Lord Byron, are now
merely,'Minions of eplendoar shrinking from dlstre.u.

The Christian Church is become dead, the heritage of cowards.
The sect of Nicodemia.ns has become universal ; men who
would fain come to Christ, but only-by night. If all those
who know the Truth would speak out for her with open face
and name, it would be a cheering proof that there is life in
the iron-bound stump in the earth, and Truth would wipe
·
away her tears, a.nd joyously renew God's mission.
"I am glad to see Mr. Hughes-' Top1 Brown'-in a
' Tract for Priests a.nd People,' speak brave words for the
Bible. He admits the frightful growth of infidelity amongst
our youth, a.nd he thinks that he ca.n charm them back to
belief without a faith in the historic evidences of Christianity.
I admire his enthusiasm, but I prophesy his failure. I, too,·
have mixed a great deal with the young, both in this country
and abroad ; I have gone, too, much amongst the working
classes, a.nd found at home a.nd abroad the same deadly
infidelity. A Church spiritually dead has brought forth dead
children, a.nd I never yet found the magic word,-that music
of Amphion,-which could rebuild the temple of faith when
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its historic foundations were tom np. Men of this age m··
not trouts to be tickled, or to be caught with artifocial flies.
They demand not logic, but facts. They are true Baoonians ;
they care nothing for the postulates of any Aristotle ; they
demand nature, that they may draw their own inferences. .A.
I stated in the 'Critic' long a.go,-'Sceptic materialists always
tum round with this pertinent remark, 'It is all very well to
tells us of mira.cles and a. history occurring nearly 2000 years
a.go, but if God then condescended to convince souls of the
reality of a spirit-world, by unquestionable physioo-spiritual
manifestations, why should He not now 1 Is God grown old t
Is He less rega.rdful of humanity t Don't preach to us, but
give us proof&.'" And men not being able to produce those
proofs, never did convince the sceptic; and till they do produce them, never will
" I rejoice, Sir, that you and otllt:r cler!I!/'Mf' are now disposed to approach these proofs in any degree. It is not for
me to sa.y how long; or how carefully, or with what opportunities you have examined these phenomena, but I have
examined them steadily, cautiously, perseveringly, and with
ample opportunities, for more than six years ; a.nd I am
prepared to sa.y and to prove that the so-called spiritual
phenomena are produced by direct spirit agency, and that the
odylic force is totally inadequate to elicit them. Whilst,
therefore, prepared to support your proposition that there
is a power proceeding from the world of mind which does
oontrol the action of matter, and completely knocks on the
head all the reasonings of the Rationalists, I am equally prepared to shew that the ignorance does not lie on the side of
the Spiritualists, but on that of those who, yet bound in the
fettera of materialistic education, tremble to advance beyond
the precincts of physical law.
" Amongst the facts which I have to give you, let us first
determine this. The odyle force, then, is a mere physical,
unreasoning force, and consequently cannot adduoo or refute arguments. They who ascribe the powera exercised by spiritual
agency to odyle force, betray an equal ignorance of the real properties of that force, and of the present status and facts of. spiritua.J.ism. Sea.rch through Reichenbach's essay on this force, and
you will find no trace of a. reasoning power in it. He a.scribes no
such prooertica to it. He s!l.ys it throws a. &me in the dark,
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visible to 88118itiYe pereons, such aa the Spiritua.listt oaJl mediums ; that this flame is thrown from magnets of great power,
from crystals, ft·om the light of the sun, &c. That by passes made
with magnets, or cryatals, or by water impregnated with the
sun's rays, certain sensations, agreeable or disagreeable, as the
power is applied, are induced, but not a trace of any reasoning
in this power, of any revelation of facts, of any pictorial vision,
of any faculty of prognostication. It cannot tell you what
will take place to-morrow, much leBB a.t thll Antipodes, or in
the spiritual world. But spirits do all this, and more. It
does not attract iron, or other physical substan.®s, which, as
far as iron goes, its cognate, magnetism, does. But spirits
lift iron or any other body of very great weight, and not in
. one direction only, but carry them about from place to place;
Spirita lift heavy tables ;-I have seen dining-tables, capable
of t1000mmodating more than a dozen people, lifted quite from
the ground. Spirits pla-y on all m\ISical instruments ; they
ean earry about hand-bells, and ring them in the &ir ; as I
h&ve seen them. The music which they produce is often
exqu.isite. Spirits will draw or write directly upon paper l&id
for them in the middle of the floor, or indirectly, through
the hands of people who never took. a }eSBOn, and never could
dra.w. I am one of them. These are things which are not
only going on in England, and amoQgst my own friends every
day, but have been going on for these forty years ; ten yeazs
in .America, and thirty before that in Germany. But in
America the wide d.i.ff41.sion and constant repetition of these
phenomena have convmced some millions of people, and some
of them the first men of scientific and legal ability in the
country. Those persons have not believed on mere hearsay,
or mere hocus-pocus and delusion, but upon the familiar
evidence of facts ; and, as I h&ve observed, for thirty years
before that in Germany, there existed a considerable body of
the most eminent philosophers, poets, and scientific men,
familiar with most of these things. .Amongst these no less a
man than Emmanuel Kant ; and also Gorres, Ennemoser,
Eschenmayor, Werner, Schubert, Jung Stilling, Kerner; and
pre-eminent amongst women, Madame Hauffe, the SeereBB of
Prevomt, whose liistory Kerner has written. The SeereBB of.
Prevomt is a sort of antitype of everything which has occurred
in Spiritualism since ; and after intimate observation of the
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laws and phenomena of this power, now again, through ten
years, every Spiritualist recognises the trutbfulne88 of her
statements. She always professed, not merely to have
spiritual communications, but to see and converse daily with
spirits, and she gave continual proofs of it, as any one may see
who reads her story.
"Now it is useleee to tell us that the od.yle force, acting
somehow mysteriously on the brain, can produce these results.
It cannot enable people to draw, and write, and play exquisite
music, who have no such power or knowledge in their brains ;
for on the old principle ez nihilo nihilfit, no such things being
in, no such things can come out. It cannot come from
other brains, for often there are no other brains present. If
it could do such things it would be lpirit, endowed with
volition, skill, and knowledge, and there would be an end of
the dispute. The condition, therefore, of those who ascribe
these powers to od.yle force, is that of one ascribing the telegraphic meaaage to the wire, and not to the man at the end of
it. Odyle foroe may be the wire,-for spiritual communications
are, and ever have been, made through and under certain laws,
as all God's works always a.re,-but it certainly is not the intelligence at the end of it : as I shall soon shew. They who
believe in the odyle foroe, and not in spirit operating upon or
through some such force, believe in the staircase, but not in
the room for which it was erected.
" I should have said that not in Germany alone, fifty and
more years ago, were there great spiJitualiste, but in many
countries of Europe. In Switzerland, Lavater and Schokke
were Spiritualists. In France, the pious and learned Oberlin;
when he went to hie living in the Ban de Ia Roche, hie parishioners used to talk of spirits and ghosts, and he told them
it was all nonsense and superstition ; but after his wife died
she re-appeared to him, and he used to sit an hour with her
nearly every evening for, I think, nine years. Then the tables
were turned upon him, and hie friends told him it was a delusion. ' You are welcome to think so,' said Oberlin quietly ;
• I know that it is as real as any other part of my life.' In
fact, ia not the world full of Spiritualists t Is there a man
. who does not from education ridicule the belief in ghosts 1 Is
there a family that has not its authentic story of one 1 Scholastically they disbelieve ; in their inner hearts they believe
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and tremble. Thus the world goes on living in a laughable
see-saw betwixt the influence of a false education and the omnipotent power of nature in the human heart; blowing hot and
cold ; believing and disbelieving ; without courage, from the
bugbear of superstition, to come out of this fool's labyrinth,
and admit that God's eternal laws are for ever in the ascendant above all school theories.
" .And, in fact, are you not all Spiritualists t Does not your
Church and creed call upon you to believe in the direct in~
fluence of the Holy Spirit, and in the communion of saints J
If you do believe that God-a. Spirit-influences your hearts ;
that He hears your prayers, and turns events in a.coordance, as
He has promised; that by the supernatural power of the Holy
Spirit you are a.ctually born again ; that by the vitalizing and
detergent essence of this Spirit you are made ' new creatures,'
or have no hope of entrance into heaven ; then, you are essentially Spiritualists, every one of you. If you do not believe in
this constant living influence and celestial metamorphosis, then
you are no Christia.ns. Your religion is a dead religion, not a
vital principle ; not a. transforming renewing, divinely creative
principle, but a mere dry husk, a mere hopeless and worthless
tradition. Do you believe that all God's angels are 'ministering spirits, sent to minister to all those who are heirs of
salvation r Then where is the difference betwixt you and
those at whom you say your friend will 'smile,'-betwixt you
and avowed Spiritualists~ The only difference is that Spiritualists are consistent with themselves and their professions, and
whilst you take these broad and substantial declarations in a.
vague metaphysica1 sense, they believe and know that they
have tangible evidences of the fact; and have not all good men
and women in all ages been, more or less, believers in these
open evidences of the fact 1 What say the works and Jives of
the Reformers,-of Luther and Melancthon ~ Of your own
bishops and clergy, many of them educationally denying present miracles in their works, but recording them as special
providences in their lives. What of a Bishop of Gloucester,
who records an apparition 1 What of Bishop Seale of Norwich, with his 'Invisible World r What of John Wesley's
father, and the occurrences in his parsonage at Epworth 1
What of Wesley himself, and all the records of his 'Arminian
Magazine i' What of Fletcher of .Ma.deley ~ What of the
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avowed doctrine ot oontlnued miraoulou power in God's
Church, in Hooker's 'Ecclesiastical Polity1' Are not all the&e
full-length Spiritua.lists, admitting and shewing evidenoos of
these things1 New modes of evidences may have been added
to meet the stem necessities of th.e times, but the principle
is absolutely: the same. And let me ask you, do you thiDk.
that the three millions of Spiritualists in America, and the
many millions in Europe and eleewhere, including the whote
population of the East, the native region of revelation, who
have been always, and are, confinned, nnsbahble Spiritualists,
-are likely to be all ' ignorant ;' so ignorant aa not to be able
to distinguish between the operatioDB of a magnetic fiuid, and
those of living and intelligent souls 1
" You say that many religious persons think that the devil
is seen in theae phenomena, but that ' it is God and not Satan
who rules in this world.' But these religious perliODB a.r&
nearer the truth than you S\Uipoot, for undoubtedly the deTi.l
takes Ot'.IJ.'t' to have a finger in this matter, as he does in every~
thing on earth. God rules indeed, but the devil rules too ;
and such is the marvellous pa.tienoe of God till His own good
time shall come, that many think that the devil rules in this
world more than the Almighty. Look at all the wars in whi~h
the
dwnt disciples of the Prinoe of Peace are engaged all
over the world. Does God or the devil rule in them I
Spiritualism, therefore, claims no exemption from the in·
roads. of the devil It is an open general infiux from the
spiritual world, aa universal, as inevitable as the infiux of light
from the sun ; .but like the world, it has ita two aides, ita
day and night ; and the dark aide is the devil and his sorcery,
the light one is the power of God teaching Spiritualists by
prayer and faith in the Cross to trample Satan under foot.
" Whilst the odylists and automatists speculate about au
action on the brain, we out the matter short, and sa,y, there
stand the spirits themselves, seen, heard, felt, and conversed
with. As to Mr. Mahan's theory, Prof6880r Hare; the great.
American eleotriaiau, baa completely demolished it. Using
almost the words of the celebrated treatise of Andrew
Baxter on ' The N a.ture of the Human Soul,' he first
demonstrated odyle to be matter, and then, aa a consequence.
'that no inanimate imponderable principle can be, per ~e, a
moving power ; that iua.nima.te matter does not move itself.'
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To satisfy himseif whether he was dealing with odyle force, or
a. spirit, Hare took this course ; being at Cape May, nearly a
hundred miles from Philadelphia., and a deceased lister having
repeatedly announood herself to him, he asked her to go to
Philadelphia., and request Mrs. Gourlay, a medium, to ·get her
husband, Dr. Gourlay, to go to a certain bank and enquire
whether a certain bill bad regularly passed through it. The
spirit promised to do so, and in half an hour came baok, and
said that it was done. On Dr. Hare's return to Philadelphia,
some weeks afterwards, be· uked Mrs. Gourlay whether abe
received any mesaage from him during his abaence 1 She said
' Yea, and under very extraordinary circumatanoea ;' that she
was holding a ,eance, and receiving a communica.tiOD. from a.
spirit, when it suddenly stopped, saying that BDOther spirit
was anxious to deliver a speeia.l message ; that his sister announced herself, and gave the message about the bank, to
which Dr. Gourlay attended. Dr. Hare then went to the·
bank, and found this quite correct. This quite satisfied him
that he had been dealing with a spirit, a.nd not with a fluid
and lying force.
" Having now shown you why I reject odyle as the agent.
in these tl'8Jl88Ctiona, I will proceed to the facts from my own
experience. More than six years ago I began to examine
the phenomena of Spirituali8Dl. I did not go to paid, nor even
to public medium11. I sat down at my own table with
members of my own family, or with friends, persons of high
OOa.ra.cter, and serious 88 myself in the inquiry. I saw tables
moved, rooked to a.nd fro, and raised repeatedly in the air.
I saw ·a small round table, · whenever touched by a medium,
lay itself down, and crawl, as self-moved, all round the room ;
and this was continued daily for a fortnight, the table refqs..
ing to perform any other motion. The absurd spirit which
was supposed to be moving it, was the11 solemnly exorcised
in the name of God, a.nd the tab"kl was immediately all right.
A most aell8i.ble a.nd obedient odyle, you must think. I heard
the raps; sometimes a hundred at once, in every imaginable
part of the table, in all keys, and in various degrees of loud~
ness. I examined the phenomena thoroughly, though I knew
every person present treated the inquiry, not only with a
serious but BlloClred feeling. Silly, but playful spirits, came
frequently, a.nd drew ~he moat laughable life-scenes on paperp
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and told the most rbodomontading stories. I beard acoordions
play wonderful music 88 they were held in one hand, often by
a. pel'80n who oould not play a.t alL I heard and sa.w handbells carried about the room in the air : put first into one
pel'80n's hand, and then into another's; taken away again by
a strong pull, though you could not see the hand touching
them. I sa.w dining and drawing-room tables of great weight,
not only raised into the air, but when placed in a particular
direction, perseveringly remove themselves, and place themselves quite differently. I sa.w other tables answer questions
88 they stood in the air, by moving up and down with a
marvellous softnei!S. I heard sometimes blows, apparently
enough to split the table, when no one could have struck
them without observation ; and breathed perfumes the most;
delica.w. I sa.w light stream from the fingers of persons on
the table, or while mesmerizing some one. As for communications professedly from spirits, they were of daily oocurren~
and often wonderful As I have said in my note to you, our
previous theological opinions were resisted and condemned,
when I and my wife were a.lone. This, therefore, could be
no automatic action of our own brains, far less of the brains
of others, for they were not there. We held philosophica.l.
U nita.rian opinions, but, when thus a.lone, the communications
condemned them, and asserted the Divinity· and Godhead of
our Saviour. When we put questions of a religious nature to
the spirits, they directed us to put a.ll such questions to the
Divine Spirit alone. They reoommeaded us, in opening our
uancu, to read a portion of the New Testament, and promised
to select passages, and they did it through the means of the
alphabet, naming the book, the chapter, and the pa.rticul&verses, and the selections were most apropo1 to the communications which followed. They exhohed us not only to
constant reading of the Scriptures, but to constant and earnest
prayer. Many pel'80ns that we know, draw, paint, or write
under spiritual agency, and without any effort or action of
their own minds whatever, some of them having never learned
to draw. Several of my family drew and wrote. I wrote
a whole volume without any action of my own mind, the
process being purely mechanical on my part. A series of
drawings in circles, filled up with patternS, every one different
from the other, were given. through my. hand, one each even-
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itig ; · the circles were struck off as correctly as Giotto or a
pair of compasses could have done them : yet they were made
simply with a penciL Artists who saw them were astonished,
and, as is generally the case in such matters, suggested
that some new faoulty was developed in me ; when, lo I
the power was entirely taken away, 88 if to shew that
it did not belong to me. The drawings however remain,
bv.t I could not copy one of them in the same way
if my life depended on it. A member of my family
drew very extraordinary and beautiful things, often with
written explanations, but exactly in the same mechanical, involuntary manner. In faot, most of these drawings are accompanied by explanations spiritually given, shewing that every
line is full of meaning. I may add that I have never visited
·paid mediums, but I have seen most of the phenomena exhibited through Mr. Home, M.r. Squire, and others. I have
seen spirit-hands moving about ; I have felt them again and
again. I have seen writing done by spirits by laying a pencil
.and paper in the middle of the floor, and very good sense
written too. I have heard things announced as about to come
to pass, and they have come to p888, though appearing
very improbable at the moment. I have seen persons
very often, in clairvoyant trances, entering into communication with the dead, of whom they have known nothing,
and giving those who had known them the most living
description of them, 88 well as messages from them. And to
put the matter at rest, whether they are actual spirits who
make these communications, though not clairvoyant myself, I
have tested two ladies who, from childhood, have professed, in
their normal state, to see spirits, and have always found that
they could prove wl!at they asserted beyond doubt.
" One of these, the first time that she was in our house, said
·that she saw the spirit of a young man, and described his dress
and person, which corresponded so exactly with the gentleman
who had becupied the house before us, that we all instantly
recognized it. On another occasion we shewed her several
portraits,-amongst them. that of the young man whose spirit,
according to her description, she seemed to have seen,-but
without making a.p.y remark. The moment she saw this
portrait she said, ' That is the young man that I saw when
here before.' In a dozen other ways I have seen her prove
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the reality of her &llllel'tions, besides that she is a penan of a
most truthful character. She ia the same lady who saw the
apparition of Captain W-- the day be was killed at Lucknow, and was told by him that he was just killed there, though
IBhe never knew him before. On the same day Capt. W--'s
wife, in a distant ~wn, eaw the same apparition, these ladies
oeing unacquainted with each other. Tbe fact, well known to
ua and all her cirole of friends, ia related by Mr. Dt.le 0-.n
in his' Footfalls on the Boundary of another World.'
" The other lady, a very extraordinary medium, saw the
.spirits at tbe old hou.e at Ramhmst, mentioned a1ao by Mr.
-OweD, and thai when no one in the plaDe knew that IIUoh per.,n had lived tM1-e, for they had lived there only in the reign
of Queen Anne or deorge I. Now it is idle talking of odyle
.foroe in the face of facts like these, which are occurring all over
·America, and in various parts of Europe, and which aeoord
'With the attestations of men of the highest character in all ages
and nations. In Greeee, Plato, Socrates, Pythagoraa, and
numbers of others asserted this spirit actioo. In Rome, India,
%Jpt, Soandinavia, and aboriginal America, as well as in.Judea
and amongst the most eminent Fathers of the Churoh, the
leading minds of every age but this have but one voice on the
·SUbject It is the last, vain clutching at shadows to avoid
ooming to the substance, whioh makes those eduoa.ted in the
anti-spiritual theories of the oentury past, seize so eagerly on
the odyle as their forlorn hope. It will be tom by advancing
truth from their grasp. The ary that 11.}1 is imagination, is gone
already ; odyle is the present stage, and it mWit go too.
" And here I could give you a whole volume of the remarkable and even startling revelations made by our own departed
friends at our own evening table, those frie11ds ooming at wholly
unexpected times, and bringing messages of the most vital importance,~g them on from period to period, aometimes
at intervals of years, into a perfect history. But these things
are too sacred for the public eye. All Spiritualists have them,
and they are hoarded amongst the treasures which are thiJ
wealth of the affections, and the links of aseunmce with the
world of the hereafter.
"Now I ask, what right have we, or bas any one to reject
the perpetual, uniform, and voluntary assertions of the spirits;
·to tell them that they lie, and are not 11pirits, .lmt merely
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odyle, or some such ·blind and incompetent force 1 Nothing
but the hardness and deadness of that anti-spiritual education
which has been growing harder and more unspiritual ever
since the Reformation could lead IJlen to such Rhilurdity. As
I said to you in my private note, Protestantism, to destroy
faith m Popish miracles, went, as is always the case, too far
.in its .reaction, and not content with levellWg the abuses, proJ)eeded to annihilate faith in the supernatural altogether.
Now it i6 a striking fact that ProtestantH!m, is the only faith,
Christian or Pagan, that baa systematically -00mbawd. and
rejected the ~uloU& The Old and New Testaments are
l;luilt altogether on the miraculous,-they are that o.r ~tothing.
Christ appealed to the miraculous of 4:000 years as true. If
that were not true, then He is not true. If He be not true,
then our faith is vain, and, as the Apostle says, we are of all
xnen the most miserable. The early Fathers appealed to the
miraculous of Christ and His Apoatles as true, and to the
~ulous still existing amongst themselves. The Greek.and
Roman Churches, the Waldenses, the Vaudois, the Cevennois,
have to this day maintained the existence of the miraculous
in the Church of Christ. What mean then these ' Essayists
and Reviewers' thus limping up half a century after Paulus
and his disciple Strauss, and clad in their worn-out rags, talking
of ' the course of nature i' If the Bible be true,-and surely
the Jews must have been rather more competent judges on
this point than Strauss or Mr. Baden Powell,-the course of
nature for 4:,000 years was regularly miraculous. This was
clearly perceived by Bishop Butler, who, in his 'Analogy,'
(Part ii. chap. 2,) says that ' it might be part of the original
plan of things that there should be miraculous interposition.'
That there is an ordinaru and an u:traordinaru course of
nature, to the latter of which miracles belong, as comets and
the imponderables do, being so contrary to the properties of ,
other bodies. ·
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"But why ask the question 1 Here stand the phenomena
of the higher course of nature ready to put their stamp of
verity on all the past,-to grind to dust all this sophistry.
The angel of God stands in the way against it. . The Balaam
of imagined sagacity does not see it yet, but his ass does. Common sense swerves aside, ~d seeks 'a more excellent way.'
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Spinoza declares that if be could have been persuaded that
Lazarus bad been raised from the dead, after lying four days
in the grave, he would have broken his system to pieces, and
have embraced christianity. The late Baden Powell, it has
been said, made a simj.lar remark in regard to the present
spiritual phenomen11.. But whether he said so or not is not of the
slightest consequence, for these phenomena do break the systems of Spir..oza and Mr. Baden Powell to atoms. Their convincement would, after all, have been but that of two individuals ; these phenomena. have convinced millions, and,
therefore, stand broadly independent of any isolated ca.ees of
belief or unbelief in them.
" Instead of your philosophy, that there is a. law which does
control matter, being broken, I trust you will find it greatly
invigorated ; that a. deeper insight into Spiritualism will show
you that you have in it a. more efficient weapon against scepticism than you imagined.-Yours faithfully,
"The Rev. G. H. Forbes.
"WILLLUI: Howx'l"l'."
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